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ARE WE VRIFTING? 
The word of the writer of the Book of Hebrews offers a 
suggestive antidote for the mood of th_e present; "We 
mu.6t theJr.e.6one. pay a;tte.nt<.on to what we. have. heaJLd iv.it 
we. dJu..6t away." This is significant because it implies 
a nation without anchors in a valid dream of the past 
will drift. If we are to avoid dJu6t, we will need to 
remember to reclaim the great social visions of yes.ter­
year and strive again to make them realities. Hopefully, 
such a testament of confidence will lead the way to a 
better life for all persons we contact. 
EARLY EXPERIENCE 
Much of this material was originally written and developed 
in the early 1950' s to provide new enrollment people with 
a historical perspective of our health care profession. 
The material was developed jointly with ANTONE G. SINGSEN 
of the Blue Cross Association, who provided me with much­
needed support for the development of this manual and 
great insight into the problems of the health care delivery 
system which emerged following World War II. Mr. Singsen 
continued his "zest" for the voluntary health care system 
until his death in 1977. Beginning with Chapter VU I, 
this book offers insights into future challenges. 
THE THEME 
Voluntary health-service Plans are of vital significance 
to the public, the hospitals, and the medical and other 
professions in the health care field. 
THE TARGET 
This historical guide is directed particularly to those 
who are training to become hospital administrators and 
physicians, and Blue Cross-Blue Shield Marketing repre­
sentatives, as well as those preparing for other health­
service professions. In addition to students, many of 
those already practicing in the health fields will likely 
find in it materials of practical value. Th.e. public.., too, 
will 1.>e.e. he.Jl.e. a. bJc,,[e.6 a.nd 6a.c..tu.a.l .tie.pofl..t on one. 06 the. 
mo1.:,t ,i,mpo.tita.nt 1.:,oc..,i_aj__ move.me.nu 06 au.IL time.. 
THE OBJECTIVES 
The material describes the principal implications of the 
pay-in-advance, health service movement. It shows how 
the idea started, developed and now operates. In parti­
cular, it reveals how the two leading types of prepayment 
Plan work -- Blue Cross for hospital services and B.lue 
Shield for medical and allied services. Orientation is 
provided for both the hospital and the medical Plans. 
Historical and statistical materials drawn from the 
experiences of existing Plans are used to help interpret 
specific problems. Throughout, Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield Plans share the spotlight of attention. Other 
plans, however, are not neglected. Their inclusion helps 
reveal the breadth of this impressive, non-governmental 
social movement. Finally, this history of Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield demonstrates that prepaid health-service 
Plans are helping keep alive the 1.:,p,.(}[,.{;l 06 6.tie.e. e.nte.Jl.pWe. 
in America. 
January 15, 1979 
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR 
G. FREVERICK LIECHTY 
The author was asked what his main contributions were to Blue 
Cross-Blue Shield. In the Marketing area he pioneered: 
( 1) payroll systems for employer-employee deduction programs; 
(2) an individual interview method for personal contact of 
employees in old and new groups; (3) a monthly-addition plan 
to groups; (4) a three-month training program for newly hired 
representatives, including a 2-week hospital internship; 
(5) a labor-affairs division to promote understanding among 
international and senior-level labor officials; and (6) 
coverage for thousands of farmers and rural people as ex­
plained in Chapter VIII. 
Born January 1, 19 14 in Monroe, Indiana of Swiss parentage, 
the author received his elementary and high school education 
in Michigan. During college days he was chosen college orator, 
international debater, and was elected to Pi Kappa Delta, 
honorary forensic society. Following graduation from Eastern 
Michigan University in 1938, he was awarded a scholarship to 
the graduate school of business at the University of Michigan. 
He received his M.B.A. in 1940 majoring in Marketing. During 
college days he was employed by Montgomery Ward and for 3 years 
was a Studebaker automobile salesman. 
Following graduation, he began employment with the University 
of Michigan Hospital where he served as credit manager until 
he joined the Chicago Plan on January 15, 1945. He has served 
in various positions since that time, mostly in Marketing, 
until the present position as senior vice president for 
Corporate Affairs. He is married to Helen Holly Van Sickle 
and they are parents of four grown children -- Susan Holly 
(Mrs. Donald B. Hall of Chelmsford, Mass. ); John Frederick 
(employed by Koehring Corp. of Milwaukee, Wisc. ); Thomas 
Edward (employed by Blue Cross-Blue Shield of Milwaukee, Wisc.); 













(Prepared in 1952) 
CHAPTER 1. 
PAY-1N-AVVANCE HEALTH SERVICE 
THE PROBLEM 
Health is everyone' s problem. Sicknes.s is one. of the greatest o;f all 
hazards of living. No one can ever be s.ure that h_e is. immune to sick.,,. 
nes.s and being sick is often very e.xpensive. The American family that 
spends less than five per cent of its. cash. income to maintain its 
heal th, spends less than th.e national ave.rage. That ' -s a b.igger part 
of the budget than some can a;f ford to spend on heal th.  Those who 
can' t pay must go without needed health care. or rely on some form of 
charity. Many others find th.e expense of such care a real hardship 
even though they do manage to pay for it. Our problem is this -.... 
what can be done to help our people obtain adequate health care ;f;or 
a price they can afford? 
Many think that pay-in-advance, health-service plans offer the most 
practical solution. Some oth.ers fee.I that only the federal govern­
ment can provide effective health service for everyone. In this 
manual we are principally- concerned with what the non.-.government 
approach does to meet the ever-growing need and wh.ether or not this 
approach can do the job. 
WHAT IS A PREPAIV HEALTH PLAN? 
A prepaid health-care or health-service Plan is an arrangement by 
which a person pays in advance for his health care. By paying a 
little each month, he provides himself with prepaid health service 
whenever he needs it. If illness comes, all or nearly all of his 
expenses are paid by the Plan to which he has paid dues. The 
expenses cover facilities like the hospital and its instruments; 
materials such as medicines and splints, anesthesia and x-ray 
film; the services of doctors and other trained personnel - nurses 
and technicians. In the United States, the Plans are voluntary. 
No one is forced to join them. Most prepaid hospital Plans, the 
Blue Cross Plans, are supported by hospitals. Most prepaid medical 
Plans, the Blue Shield Plans, are supported by doctors. There are 
also plans operated by insurance companies, universities, and other 
agencies. 
PREPAIV HEALTH PLANS SERVE ALL INTERESTS 
The paying patient is by far the greatest source of all hospital 
income. The doctor, too, relies primarily upon this same source 












through the years along with costs in all areas of our economy. In 
addition, modern specialized services provided by hospitals and the 
use of more and more specialized personnel have added other costs to 
the normal upward trend. We' ve already noted that some of the paying 
public find it difficult or impossible to meet these rising costs. 
This means increased financial problems for hospitals as well as 
doctors and other health-service professionals. 
Right here is the strategic point of entry for the prepaid, health­
service Plan. It reduces the cost for the individual to a point 
where he can afford to pay in advance. By arranging for his payments 
by the month, he can take the cost of his health care in stride 
without upsetting his financial balance. The Plans guarantee payment 
for services rendered by the hospital or the doctor, thereby relieving 
their financial problems. So, the prepaid health-service Plans prove 
their value to the public, the hospitals and their personnel, and 
the doctors. 
The reason why such Plans can function successfully is no mystery. 
It is rooted in an insurance principle that has been applied 
successfully for centuries . 
THE INSURANCE PERSPECTIVE 
Little by little through the centuries, the recognition of specific 
hazards has led to more and more types of insurance. For example, 
before the Christian era, groups of Chinese merchants banded together. 
Each merchant pledged part of his wealth to a common fund -- an 
insurance fund. In the event he or a member of his group suffered 
ioss through shipwreck, help was available in the form of money from 
the insurance fund . 
Similarly, Englishmen in the early days of Empire, arranged for insurance 
against specified losses. In fact, insurance underwriting of this sort 
was an important idea carried to the American colonies from England. 
Not until after the Civil War in America, however, did insurance really 
become popular to the extent that a large part of the population b�gan 
buying policies. 
The basic principle of any insurance is simple. Many people pay in to 
a common fund. The common fund is used to pay off any one of the sub­
scribers who suffers the kind of loss covered by the insurance. Not 
everyone will collect money in any given period of time -- say a year . 
Some will never have reason to collect anything. By continually obtaining 
small payments from large numbers of people, there' s always enough to pay 
off existing claims. Insurance, therefore, is a device by which people 
pool a part of their resources as a means of reducing certain kinds of 
losses that may occur without warning. By sharing the cost, each pays 
a relatively small amount . 
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In his article Fundamental Requirements of Insurance Applied to 
Voluntary Prepayment Medical Care Plans, * Frank G. Dickinson, the 
Director of the Bureau of Medical Economic Research, Chicago, clearly 
states the underlying characteristics of insurance. These seven 
characteristics apply to all effective health-care plans. 
"l. Laws of Mathematical Probablility. - All insurance is based on 
the ability to predict, with a high degree of accuracy, just how 
often a certain event may occur. The first essential requirement 
of health insurance, then, is that there shall exist laws of mathematical 
probability which apply. The laws or probability are well developed and 
will apply to health insurance if the other essential conditions of in­
surance actually are met. 
"2. Insurable Interest. - A second requirement of insurance is that 
the person must stand to lose financially by the occurrence of the 
event against which he wishes to be insured. Every one knows that 
one cannot buy a fire insurance policy on a building which one does 
not own. One cannot insure the life of a total stranger in whose 
welfare one has no personal interest. This requirement is known as 
that of insurable interest. Since any one subscribing to a health 
insurance plan can be assumed to be financially interested in the 
health of himself and his family, this requirement c�n be met. 
"3. A Large Number of Independent Risks. - A fire insurance company 
could not afford to concentrate its entire business in a single con­
gested area of a city which might be wiped out by a single blaze. It 
is necessary that such a company spread its risks over a large number 
of individual buildings located over a wide area. In this way the 
company is risking the occurrence of a large number of separate fires 
rather than a single totally destructive one. By the same token, a 
prepaid medical service plan cannot afford to limit its membership 
to a group of employees or families working or living so close together 
that a single epidemic might cause a high percentage of the premium 
payers to require medical service at the same time. The third require­
ment, then, is that there shall be a large number of policyholders 
scattered over a wide enough area so that it is unlikely that any 
substantial percentage of persons will demand medical service at 
any one time. 
"4. Importance of the Risk. - Actuarially, it would be possible to 
predict the occurrence of, and to offer insurance against, becoming 
bald at the age of 35. Except in the occasional case of  some one 
such as an actor, however, it is doubtful that any one would consider 
a risk of this kind sufficiently important to warrant paying the 
cost of operating an insurance business for such a purpose. Health, 
on the other hand, is important enough to everyone to justify the 
payment of premiums sufficiently large to provide medical care and 
F�om the 04ganiza.:tlon Sewon, JoWtn.a.i AmeJu'..ean Mediea..t A6-0oc.,.la,Uon 












to defray the operating cost of; the Plan. This is true also in the 
case of prepyament plans which offer only surgical benefits, since a 
substantial number of the cases in which sickness proves an over­
whelming b.urden on the patient' s pocketbook involve surgical service . 
"5. Uncertainty of Occurrence. - It is not sound to attempt to use 
insurance to guard against something that is certain to occur. For 
instance, it would be unsound to attempt to use insurance to guard 
against the depreciation of a building. Buildings are certain to 
depreciate. If a policy against depreciation were offered, the 
premiums, charged would have to be high enough to meet the total 
cost of depred,ation plus the cost of operating the insurance · 
company. For this reason, sound business practice has established 
the plan of setting aside a certain amount each year to meet 
depreciation costs, thus avoiding the necessity of paying the 
additional operating costs of an insurance business . 
"6. The Insurance Itself Must Not IJI)IIleasurably Increase the Risk. -
If there were no arson laws for the punishment of persons proved 
guilty of incendiarism, it is highly probable that fire insurance 
companies would be unable to operate. It would be too simple for 
a person to take out a fire insurance policy and then to set fire 
deliberately to the building in order to collect the insurance. 
In such a case the issuance of the insurance policy would have 
increased the risk of destruction of the building by fire, since 
the owner certainly would not have burned his property unless he 
had some hope of extra compensation . 
"7. The_ Risk Must Be MeasurabJe. - This is by far the most important 
requirement of insurance. It means simply that it must be possible 
to determine in advance just how frequently losses are likely to 
occur, just how great those losses are likely to be in the aggregate 
and for each risk so that the correct premium can be determined. 
In health_ insurance it means that it must be possible to figure 
out in advance just how much the total . . .  bill for each thousand 
insured persons or families is likely to be. 
The widespread application of these principles of insurance to the 
problem of health care has been quite recent. The conditions which 
have led to this development are easily identified . 
WHEN VO VOLUNTARY PLANS VEVELOP? 
The origin of a health-care Plan of the Blue Cross hospital type or 
the Blue Shield medical variety springs from an indispensable 
combination of three conditions . 
1. Leadership emerges to direct appropriate action in line with 
the best interests of the public. 
2. The public of the affected community is aware of the need for 
a health-care Plan. 
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3. The public and its leaders live in a free society so they can 
promote their Plan in a democratic manner. 
The modern prepayment-plan movement for health care has developed 
in the last two or three decades. The movement, however, has its 
roots deep in the needs of countless numbers of people -- needs 
that have existed for generations. In its present stage, the move­
ment is a product of many developments widely separated in time and 
locale. But all are definitely related to these primary objectives: 
To pnovide adequa,te he.aLth ca.Jte 0on tho-0e who need U and to neduce 
the 6inanuai. haza1td6 involved in illnu-0 both 6on the pubUc-at­
la.Jtge and 0on the ho-0p� and thw M-0ociatu. 
FIRST PLANS IN THE NEW WORLV 
As far as the New World is concerned, health service ideas did not 
originate in the United States. The classical example of the first 
health service prepayment plan is dated 1665, more than a century 
before our American Revolutionary War. Its locale was Ville-Marie 
on the Island of Montreal. Signed March 3, 1665, this plan has some 
present day significance, mostly because of its historical connota­
tions. It did enunciate some basic thinking as we can see from the 
following excerpts copied out of the original contract: 
"Urbain Tessier dit Lavigne (and) 36 others acting 
both for themselves and their families and children, 
(contracted with) Etienne Bouchard, Master Surgeon 
of the said Ville-Marie . .. (for the latter) to dress 
and physic, of all sorts of illness, whether natural 
or accidental, except the plague of small pox, leprosy, 
epilepsy and lithotomy or cutting for the stone . . .  
in the consideration of the sum of 100 sous each year 
payable by each of the above mentioned persons .. . in 
two year terms and quarters . . .  and to treat also their 
children who may hereafter be born. " 
Either party could cancel the contract by giving due notice to the 
others concerned. 
Sixteen years later in 168 1, a contract of somewhat different scope 
was agreed upon by two master surgeons and the Rev. Mother Renee Le Jumeau, 
Superior of the Dames Religeuses Hospitalieres in Montreal. The Surgeons, 
Sieur Jean Martinet de Fonblanc and Antione Forestier, charged an annual 
fee of seventy five livres for each patient in the hospital. In return 
the surgeons agreed to provide medical and surgical services. One pro­
vision stated that the surgeons could not charge any more for their 












HEALTH CARE BEGINS IN THE UNITEV STATES 
Almost two centuries passed before a health-care prepayment plan was 
conceived and put into practice in the United States. Beginnings were 
made in 1880. The first plans appeared in such remote places as the 
lumber camps of Minnesota and the mining camps of Oregon. Why did 
plans for prepaid health care arise in these regions? To find the 
answer, consider these facts. The camps were located in remote places. 
Health-care facilities in each camp were a special problem of the camp 
itself since it was generally impractical to travel to the nearest town 
for such services. Most every camp provided some medical services and 
some had camp hospitals. In some of the camps that had hospitals, the 
hospital administrators hit upon the idea of selling prepaid hospital 
service to the workers associated with them. For the men, such a plan 
meant insuring themselves on favorable terms against the possibility 
of unexpected hospital bills. For the hospital, in most cases, it 
meant the assurance of specified funds the year around. It would 
seem that everyone should have been served well and that the Plans 
should have succeeded in excellent fashion . 
Well conceived and well meant as they seem to have been, these proto­
type hospital prepayment plans soon ran into trouble. The need was 
real for just such plans and the hospitals were interested in making 
them work. But an unforeseen factor intervened -- the factor of abuse 
The abuse that developed in the lumber camps is probably one of the 
best known examples . 
The story has it that the lumberjacks traditionally indulged in a 
large and prolonged alcoholic spree just after the spring thaw. 
After the spree, the cash position of the men as well as their 
condition of health, was near collapse. Some of the more enter­
prising among them discovered that it would be possible to obtain 
hospitalization benefits while sobering up. This really amounted 
to receiving free board and lodging in the hospital. What' s more 
important, it amounted to a very serious drain on hospital resources. 
Demand for such unwarranted services began to skyrocket. As the 
result, some of the contracts for hospital service had to be dis­
continued and others greatly amended . 
Although initially unsuccessful, these early plans did provide 
experience in the health service field. As in the much earlier 
Canadian ventures, these beginnings in the United States were 
tailored to the needs of specific groups rather than whole 
communities. And, as in the Canadian ventures, such prepaid 
plans did not complete with other existing facilities . 
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THE GERMAN COMPULSORY PLAN 
About the same time that the camp plans were being tried in America, 
a much larger scheme of sickness insurance was being undertaken in 
Germany. In 1884 legislation sponsored by Count Otto van Bismarck 
became law. This law provided sickness insurance for German workers 
at a very low direct cost to them. In fact, the cost was considerably 
less than the expense of operating the plan. So, to make up the 
difference, Bismarck arranged for the deficit to be collected from 
employers and from certain tax funds. 
German Social Democrats branded the whole plan as a kind of bribe 
to the workers. Their contention, rather well-founded in fact, was 
that the Bismarck social insurance was provided to lull the workers 
into a feeling of security and tolerance for the Hohenzollern dynasty. 
Actually, Bismarck did blunt the edge of a strong popular political 
movement for greater freedom through such benefit programs. It is 
noteworthy, however, that the workers were not free to reject the 
plan if they so desired. As always when compulsion is involved, 
many persons were dissatisfied with the arrangement promulgated 
by Bismarck. 
In the years that have followed, compulsory sickness insurance plans 
have come into being in many other European countries as well as in 
Japan and New Zealand. In each of them the fees collected cover only 
part of the cost of operating the plan. Government subsidies from 
other tax funds make up the balance. This is true of the present day 
British compulsory health-care scheme. 
ROCKFORV, ILLINOIS PLAN 
The first pay-in-advance, health-service plan to apply to an American 
city was a hospital plan in Rockford, Illinois, begun in 19 12. 
The comparative recency of this kind of development is linked with the 
emergence of need -- need that comes out of the changing pattern of 
hospital and medical care in the twentieth century. This change is 
becoming increasingly evident as time goes on. Even as late as the 
close of the nineteenth century, health care often amounted to little 
else than visits from a doctor who could carry his full complement of 
medical gear and medicine in one relatively small satchel. As long 
as this was the condition, the costs of medical and other health care 
were not especially great and no widespread need for prepaid health 












rapidly. Perfection of techniques and specialization of pers,onnel led 
to increased costs. Paying patients and hospital administrators, too, 
became increasingly concerned about the rising costs . 
The Rockford Association, as it came to he called, arose partly- j_n 
reaction to these conditions. In order to h_elp meet the rising costs 
of health care, the Association devised a plan. Res-idents of Rofkford, 
fifteen years of age or older who were free ;from chronic illneS;s, were 
invited to join the Association. Bene;fits included a hospital room 
and board for six weeks, as well as a waiver on operating room e.xp�;nses. 
Fee� for such prepaid protection were set at a fair level. Leader;:;hip 
for development of th_e plan was provided under hospital auspices. Th_e 
theory, then as now, was that through_ payments- from many people the 
expenses of those requiring care in any given period could fie met without 
hardship to anyone. No one was charged eJCcessively; everyone involved 
was protected. 
The State of Illinois proved to he a favorable setting for operating such 
a plan because its officials permitted the As-sociation to assume the 
status of a non-profit corporation. That freed it o;f certain legal 
obligations -- obligations that might have made its development much_ 
more difficult, possibly even unworkable. 
HOSPlTAL LEAVERSH1P 
Soon the development of health-service plans had become a. national move .... 
ment. A Plan of the type now called Blue Cross had its inception as early 
as 1929. Within a few years, dozens. more were in operation. Leadership 
came from the public, the hos.pitals, or both. 
Throughout the early history of health-care plans and yet today it is 
important to observe that leadership often comes from hospital admini .. 
s.trators, phyasicians and other health-care personnel associated with 
hospitals. This aspect of the pay-in-advance movement is significant 
because it is a elude to the importance of the l'lans to the hospit,als 
and their associates. 
By studying the operation of a modern hospital in almost any typical 
American community we can learn how important the contrihution· of a 
health care Plan can he to its progres�. Some of the factors involved 
have already been indicated. Now let' s consider two others. 
For as many generations as hospital records have been maintained, hospitals 
have been important in developing communities. Nowadays, other respo11,si...­
bilities have been added to their traditional duties of caring for the 
sick. New responsibilities have arisen as our social pattern has become 
8 
more and more complex. These important obligations are ( 1) research 
and (2) public health education. Such services are expensive. Money 
must come in otherwise the services to the community will fail or 
must be curtailed. 
The prepayment Plans help bring in the money the hospitals need. Such 
increased service to the public and increased financial protection to 
the hospitals and to health professionals are compelling reasons for 
widespread business and professional interest in health-care Plans. 
It is not surprising that business and labor as well as hospitals, 





















(Prepared in 1952) 
CHAPTER II 
BLUE CROSS ANV BLUE SHIELV EMERGE 
BAYLOR PLAN MAKES GOOV 
. The Plan most generally considered to be the parent of all the 
Blue Gross Hospital Plans of today came into being in 1929, the 
year of the momentous Wall Street stock market crash. It emerged 
out o� the problems of teachers in Dallas, Texas and its roots 
extended back to the influenza epidemics of World War I. But for 
a first-hand account of it, here in his own words is the story 
as· told by Dr. Justin F. Kimball who fathered the Plan. 
"During the influenza epidemics of 1918-20, the teachers of 
the Dallas city schools suffered severly from the loss of 
salaries due to sickness with added expenses incurred by 
these sicknesses. At that time I was superintendent of these 
schools, and in the early 'twenties got together at my office 
� group of the leaders of the various teachers' organizations 
of the city and suggested to them that if they would sell the 
idea to their clubs and associates in the school system, it 
would be feasible to work out a sound actuarial mutual group 
assessment scheme to relieve one another of the individual 
impact of personal loss of salary from sickness. (I had been. 
an attorney for such an insurance company earlier in my life 
a�d knew the legal and actuarial problem involved.) 
"After a campaign of education and discussion, a plan was 
worked out and adopted by the teachers, by which each teacher 
paid $1.00 per month into their treasury and in case of sickness 
drew after the loss of one week's salary a benefit of $6.00 
p�r day for each day lost from the payroll. They called it the 
'sick benefit plan'; actuarially it was really a salary indenmity 
plan. This organization had a teacher in each school to collect 
the monthly dues and send the money to their central board f�r 
disbursement after due proof of sickness and time lost from the 
payroll. This plan is . . .  still of great service to Dallas. 
teachers during spells of sickness. 
"The site of the academic units of Baylor University ---the main 
university -- is at Waco, Texas, a hundered miles from Dallas. 
In June, 1929, the office was created of Executive-Vice President 
of Baylor University in charge of the Dallas Scientific Units 
� medical college, a dental college, a school of pharmacy, 
a school of nursing, a teaching charity clinic, and Baylor 
University Hospital. The responsibility of this newly created 
office was placed on me, unexpectedly to me. All of these 
Dallas units were in a bad way financially, losing money, and 
the largest and most difficult financial problem was a con­
tinuing hospital deficit. After a little while, a study was 








these debts owed to the hospital for past services rendered 
by it to its patients there were found the names of many 
teachers in amounts ranging from less than $100 to more than 
$1000. From my personal acquaintance among these teachers,' 
it was clear that many of them could never repay such amounts 
from their meager salary savings. During July and August, 1929, 
the officers of the Sick Benefit Fund kindly allowed me to 
study their records, showing for several years the incidence 
and costs of sickness among this employed group. Nowhere 
else in the United States could similar adequate actuarial 
data be found available. 
"After the opening of the schools in the fall of 1929, a 
mimeographed circular of information was sent through the 
schools to each teacher, in which Baylor Hospital offered 
the proposal that if 75% of the teaching group would sign up 
and send in SO cents each month beginning with their November 
sick benefit dues, Baylor Hospital would accept the amount 
as prepayment for hospital care when needed. The limitations 
of services offered corresponded pretty closely to the 
essential Blue Cross benefits still in effect modified 
variously of course through the years. When the November 
lists were all in, early in December the Hospitalization 
rolls were made up with over 1,000 names on the rolls, well 
over the required 75%. Accordingly benefits thereunder 
became effective December 20, 1929, the first day of school's 
Christmas vacation. 
"The first patient that received these hospital benefits was 
Mrs. Alma Dickson, who slipped on icy pavement and fractured 
an ankle. Her doctor was a member of the Baylor Hospital 
staff and asked her if she belonged to this new plan among 
the teachers, and when he learned she was a member, she was 
promptly brought to the hospital where she spent her Christmas 
holidays. 
"The next group organized was among the employees of the Dallas 
Morning News, whose president and publisher, Mr. George B. 
Dealey, was a leader in all movements in Dallas for better 
civic planning. This was a most valuable group for publicity 
results, for it happened less than a week after the first 
group payment had been sent to the hospital that the bright 
young woman whom the News employees had chosen as their 
representative to deal with the hospital, was rushed to the hospital 
one night with an emergency appendix. This bit of coincidence 
of urgent need and provision for the need got wide public mention, 
and immediately a group from a large bank joined up, and the 
procession moved forward. Bryce Twitty had come to Baylor 
Hospital as office manager the latter part of October, and 
enlisting the Dallas News employees threw his generous ener-
gies into enrolling employed groups, calling to his work a few 
years later Lawrence Payne, who thus began his connection with 
Baylor. 
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· 11or. Rufus Rorem, then of the Rosenwald Foundation, visited 
Dallas a few months later and gave nation�wide publicity 
among th� hospitals to the way the plan was working out in 
the Dallas hospitals� Dr. E. H. Cary, at that time President 
of the American Medical Association, and for many years 
chairman of the Board of Blue Cross in Texas, by his great 
professional" medical prestige held back medical suspicions 
till the new experiment could have fair trial, ·and thus in 
this one matter alone rendered invaluable contribution- to 
success in its first beginnings. 
"So the story began and all know the tale of the growth and 
service of Blue Cross today. " 
SPREAV OF AN IVEA 
Soon, the Baylor Plan was claiming the interest of hospital 
leaders and others in diverse parts of the colfiltry. Hospital 
administrators were quick to identify needs in their own 
communities similar to those that had sparked the Baylor Plan 
into action. Administrators studied the Plan and, in some 
instances, adapted it to their own local health-service problems. 
A6 U/2ua.£, two motivv., p!Wmpte.d thw arnon/2 - - the. dv.,itc..e. to 
-0e.�ve. the. public and the. dv.,itc..e. to imp�ove. the. 6inance1> 06 
thw own ho-0pLtW. 
Financial difficulties were often considerable in th� "thirties. " 
The stock-market crash had been but a prelude to events that 
followed. Deep depression had settled over much of the national 
economy. The typical community hospital continued to serve all 
elements of its community even though an increasing ·number of 
persons couldn't pay for the services. At this very time when 
the individual's funds were being reduced, the kinds of services 
to be expected from hospitals were being vastly increased,· 
The people were aware of these advances in medical and hospital 
techniques and they expected to benefit from them. But they were 
not yet educated to the fact that the new equipment and more 
specialized personnel were more costly. All of which means 
that people with less and less money expected more and more 
health service - - service that was continually costing more to 
provide. 
One result was that hospitals were providing free or nearly 
free services to an increasing number of people·, a very unfavorable 
situqtion for hospital finance. Obviously, some other source 
had to pay for this "free" service or the hospital would either 
go out of business or be forced to abandon those who couldn't 











Some who studied the Baylor Plan recognized its shortcomings as 
wel l as its praiseworthy features. For one thing, it amounted 
to a kind of monopoly ' becaus_e only one hospi tai was .involved. 
Suppo✓.s e, M tveJLal. ho4pilai/2 in. any one, afl..e,a We,ll_e, to de,vuop 
in.de,pe,n.d�n.t plan,o ? Certainly there would be  compet ition for 
members that would likely reach cut -throat proportions. A 
subscriber to any one plan would have to r ely on the services 
of jus� the one hospital sponsoring that p lan. There could be 
no freedom of choice from among different hospitals. Inter ­
ference in the usual relationships between phy sicians and 
their patients would probab ly ar ise. 
But there was at least one possibility for solving all of these 
problems. Why not have a plan sponsored by all of the hospitals 
in a community ? That would eliminate the need for wasteful 
competi t_ion . Members who would subscribe to such a plan would 
have a free choice of any hospital so long as it belonged to the 
group of sponsoring hospitals. 
COOPERATI VE SPONSORSHI P  
Sacramento, California, became the first city in which the 
hospitals joined forces to provide a prepaid health -care Plan. 
Sacramento t s Sutter Hospital had originally conducted a Plan of 
its own. Then, in 19 32 it led in the organization of a single 
Plan sponsored by the hospitals of Sacramento. This unified 
hospital Plan was financed by its hospital sponsors. As a pilot 
operation, it proved that a broad basis for support of a Plan 
could be achieved. 
Joint participation of several hospitals in one health -service 
plan was an important step forward for the health -care movement . 
Today, plans tend to include not only the hospitals of a single 
city but often of a much larger area, sometimes as  great as a 
state or parts of two states. 
About six months after the Sacramento Plan went into operation, 
the Hospital Council of Essex County, New Jersey started a Plan. 
The County of Essex includes Newark. The Newark hospitals gave · 
full support to the Plan as did the ci vie leaders. • The first 
working capital was supplied by a commercial agency. So large 
was the response of the public to the Plan that the original 
capital was returned within six months . Then, the hospitals took 
qver the .management of the Plan. By 19 3 7  this very successful 
Plan had become the basis of the Hospital - Service Plan for the 
entire state of New Jersey . 
Soon, Plans were developed in Durham, North Carolina and in 
St. Paul , Minnesota. The Blue Cross seal which is now the 
symbol of the entire Blue Cross movement, was first used by the 
St. Paul Plan. 
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Q�ickly and almost spontaneously plans were organi zed in other 
localities , particulafly in the eastern and southern states. 
The needs of the people in many different communities are re ­
flected in this widespread interest in the pay.,..in�advance , 
health- care movement. · 
At . first , these needs cry::,talli zed only into hospital-care 
plans. Later , medical- care plans emerged· and have since been 
developing rapidly. 
SIGNIFICANT SOCIAL MOVEMENT 
The emergence of. each new plan has provided additional momentum 
to the snowballing movement . By mid century, the prepaid , non­
profit health- care plan idea had reached the proportions of one 
o f  the most signi £icant social movements ever experienced in 
the United States or ; for that matter, anywhere in the world . 
With. America ' s  genius for promoting large.,..scale proj ects and 
· with the know-how needed to make such proj ects self ... sustaining , 
leaders of the plans have contributed to the welfare of nearly 
one- third of all our population. The number of subscribers 
to Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans alone now exceeds forty 
million people (.1951) . Add to this the membership of other 
types of plans and you have a most imposing total. This is 
particularly important when you realize  that government corn .... 
pulsion is not the factor that guarantees this large membership. 
HEALTH PLANS ANV STATE GOVERNING BQVIES 
Almost everywhere that the early plans developed in the United 
States , they were ·favored by the government. Since prepayment 
plans involve considerable amounts of money and since they 
affect the security and happiness of many people , sat isfa�tory 
legal controls over them are necessary. As both hospital and 
medical health-servi ce plans have developed , mo.ot goveJtnme,nt 
law make.M have, ,fritOLp!Le.,te,d the.m a-o plan.o to .6 ill ho.6 pit.al 
and me.die.al .6 e,fLvic.e,. That word ' service' is important. 
Not ice thp.t the plans do sell service ,  not insurance as such , 
even though the basi s of their operation depends upon the time.,.. 
honored insurance principle . 
SERVICE VS. INSURANCE 
This distinction between service and insurance spells the 
differepce  between exempt ion f,rorn numerous restri ct ions and 
compliance with them. Since the plans sell prepaid service , 
they do not come under the rules governing stock and mutual 











to incorporate under the genera l incorporation laws . A l l of 
which has been very he lpfu l in a iding the hea l th-care move-
ment, especial l y in cases where no large amollllt of capital can be 
co l lected in advance to support the formation of a p lan . On 
the other hand , an insurance company must  have a large amollllt 
of capita l before it can do business . Then, too , subscribers 
to a pay-in-advance , hea lth-service p lan are not liable for 
as sessment s  as they wou ld be if their p lan were lega l ly 
identified as  a mutua l insurance company . 
NEW YORK ' S ENABL ING ACT 
The first major threat, of a lega l sort, to a hea lth-service 
p lan came in New York State. There , a s tate superintendent 
of insurance ru led that hospita l -serv ice p lans rea l ly are insur ­
ance p lans and shoul d be bound by the regu lations that app ly 
to such companies . If this interpretation had gone llllcha l lenged 
and had it  been general ly accepted in other states , few p lans 
have developed from that time on . Bu t the New York inter ­
pretation lasted onl y  a short time . A kind of specia l act , 
ca l led an enab ling act was join t ly drafted by leaders of the 
hea l th-service group and the pub lic. The important provisions 
of this 19 34 New York law are these : 
1. Any non-profit corporation operat ing a hospita l ­
service p lan shou ld be exempt from prov isions 
of the . insuran�e law .  
2 .  A majority of the directors of such corporations 
must be administrators or trustees of hospi ta ls 
wh ich have contracted to render service . 
3 . Such organizations are charitab le and benevo lent 
institutions and as such are exempt from state 
and local taxes except on real estate and office 
equipment. 
The New York enab l ing legis lation set a pattern for similar acts 
in other states. 
By the c lose of the nineteen thirties, nearly four and a half 
mi l lion peop le had enro l led in more than ha lf a hundred 
hospita l p lans in a majority of a l l  states. Throughout this 
period of deve lopment, much of the initiative , as we l l  as 
organizing abi lity cont inued to come from administrator s and 
trustees of hospitals. In promoting these very worthwhi le 
hea l th-service p lans, the hospita l administrators and doctors 
then , as now , had strong support from civic leaders. And, 
of cour se , these leaders ref lected the growing interest and 




AHA ENTERS THE MOVEMENT 
One of the most important developments  in the history of 
the health service movement occurred in 19 33. In that year 
The American Hospital Association , sensing the growing · 
significance of the non -profit, prepayment movement ,  de­
cided to make a special study of it for the purpose of 
recommending standards to guide its development. A 
resolution was adopted to the effect that the American 
Hospital Association approve the insurance principle as a 
practical solution of the problem of distributing the cost 
of hospital care as borne by persons of limited income. 
The essent ial part of the resolution was this : 
Rv., olve_d : That. :the. Boa.Jtd 0 6  Tfl_LL6:te.v., 0 6  
The_ AmeJUQan Ho�pilal A�� ouation app!l,ove_  
:the_ p!Unuple_ 0 6  ho�pilal i� uJLanQe, M a 
p!l,ailiQable_ � olution 0 6  the_ �:t!Ubution 
06 :the. Qo�t 06 ho�pilal Qa!l,e,, WMQh wou£d 
fl,e,l),e_ve_ 6/l,om 6inanual e_mbafl,fl,M�me_n:t and 
e_ve_n 6/l,om �MtM in the e_me_fl_g e,nQy 0 6  
�idme.M thM e_ who afl,e_ in fl,e,Qe,ipt o 6 
umile_d inQomv.,; that the_ Tfl_LL6:te.v., , 
:thMe.6ofl,e_, fl_e_6e_fl_ t� �ubje,Q;t to :the. 
Counw on Commun,lty Re.latio� and 
Admi�.t!Lative_ P!l,ailiQe, 60/l, �tudy and 
fl,e_Qomme_ndatio� .  
Only a few months had passed before the Council on Community 
Relations and Administrative Practice issued a brochure 
entitled "Essentials of an Acceptable Plan for Group 
Hospitalization. " In it they set forth the fundamental 
charter of requirements for such hospital plans. The charter 
emphasized that an acceptable plan should : ( 1 ) stress public 
welfare ; (2 ) be limited to hospital charges ; ( 3 )  enlist 
professional and public interests ; (4 ) provide free choice 
of physician and hospital ; (5 ) be maintained as a non-profit 
organization ; ( 6 )  be maintained on a sound economic basis ; 
( 7 )  be promoted in cooperative spirit and dignified manner 
ROSENWALV GRANT 
Somewhat similar standards were endorsed by the American College 
of Surgeons in 19 34 ; by the Catholic Hospital Association in 
193 7, and by the American Medical Association in 19 3 7 . In 19 36�  
the Julius Rosenwald Fund granted a request from the American 
Hospital Association to establish the Commission on Hospital 
Service at the headquarters of the Association. Dr. C. Rufus 
Rorem of the staff of the Rosenwald Fund became the first full 
time director. The purposes of the Commission were these : 







1. To  provide information and advice to hospitals 
or communities contemp l ating the estab lishment 
of vo luntary hospital-care p l ans. 
2.  To serve as a c learing house of information 
for the executives of existing hospital ­
servic� associations . 
3. To study other re l ated prob lems of hospital  
administration and finance. 
Ear ly in 19 37  the Commission cal led a national meeting of the 
executives of non-profit, hospital-service P l ans. The meeting 
was he l d  in Chicago. At the meeting it was announced that the 
Trustees of the American Hospital  Association wou l d  provide any 
approved non-profit P lan with an associate institutional  member­
ship in the Association. 
The American Hospital Association continued to study the deve lop ­
ment of the prepayment P l ans and to accumu l ate statistical  data 
concerning them. The Committee on Hospital  Service estab lished 
in 19 3 7  was l ater renamed the Commission on Hospital Service ; 
the . Hospital Service P l an Commission ; and final ly, in 1946, 
the B lue Cross Commission. The Commission functioned continuous ly 
as a coordinating agency for the non-profit ,  hospital-service 
prepayment P l ans which conform to the American Hospital Association 
standards. 
DEVELOPMENT OF MEVICAL  HEALTH- SERVICE 
So far we've directed our attention toward hospital, health-care 
prepayment p l ans . But what of the other l arge heal th-care area - -
medical  service? Medica l -care p l ans also deve loped rapidly. 
Ear ly proving grounds for this type of health care were Washington 
an d Oregon. Much as in the case of hospital  p l ans , mines and 
mi l ls and camps were among the first to con tract with physicians 
for medical  services on behalf of their workers. In most of the 
ear ly groups, emp loyees and emp loyers shared in the · expense of 
the contracts . In Washington and Oregon such contracts were 
entered into with hospital  Associations and with private group 
C linics. By the l ate nineteen twenties, an important part of a l l 
medica l  and hospital care in Oregon and Washington had come under 
the contro l of these groups. In the majority of cases these 
Associations and C linics were started by physicians but were 
deve loped by l ay citizens . 
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PROBLEMS OF EARLY MEVICAL-CARE PLANS . 
Unfortunately , the records of some of the first medical-care 
groups , as well as others that arose to compete with them , 
were not above reproach. Ethics of some of the leaders in 
the Associations were questionable. Often their practices 
were responsible for forcing downward the rates of p ayment to 
hospitals and physicians. 
As a reaction against both the Associations and the Clinics , 
Medical Service Bureaus began developing. These Bureaus , some 
of which still exist , were first sponsored by county medical 
societies. 
STORY OF CALI FORNIA PHYSICIANS SERVICE 
In California , medical health-care plans rose to prominence in 
19 38  both because of public demand for such service and because 
of a political issue. The Governor of the state was just 
then sponsoring a compulsory heal th-insurance bi 11 . · The physicians 
of the state strongly opposed the bill. They looked upon it as 
a threat to free enterpr ise. So did a large part of the public. 
As , a means of fighting the proposal , the California Physicians' 
. Service was est ablished by the C alifornia Medical Association. 
It  was hoped that this Service would demonstrate conclusively 
that a volun,,tcur.y pl an of health service could work well. I t  was 
thought that a good share of the public would thereby be alienated 
from any state compulsory plan . 
ORGANI ZE  VOLUNTARY PLAN 
Unfortunately , however , the Physicians' Service was not at first 
supported wholeheartedly by the C alifornia Physicians themselves. 
Those who did back the Plan soon had to reevaluate their interest 
because p ayment of their serv ices was in adequate . The program 
needed overhauling and overhauling was soon begun. 
Thus , in the 1950's the California Physicians' Service became 
dedicated to the ideal of providing prepaid health care to patients 
on a non-profit , voluntary basis . St atewide in scope , it pro ­
vided low and middle income groups in Californ ia  with an ex ­
cellent pay-in- advance medical Pl an . All in come , beyond that 
required . for reserve funds and administrative costs , is used to 
provide benefits for members. The C. P . S .  is a cooperative of 
doctors . In a single decade - - 1940 to 1950 - - membership had 
grown to 900 ,000 from a beginning of but 20 ,000 subscribers . 






Every subscriber is free to choose any physician he wishes . 
Thousands of physicians are members of C . P . S . - Blue Shield . 
Even with this imposing number of member physicians to call 
upon, the subscriber may, if  he wishes, receive serv ices from 
a non-member doctor . In that case, the doctor is paid a 
fee equivalent to the amount that would be given a partici­
pating physician for the same service . Every subscriber can 
choose any hospital he pleases . 
California doctors themselves planned and organized the 
California Physicians' Service . Medical standards have never 
been sacrificed as a means of reducing costs . Only those 
doctors who are regularly licensed doctors of medicine in 
California can become members . C . P . S .  numbers among its 
sponsors the County Medical Societies of California, the 
California Medical Association and the American Medical 
Association. 
Establishment o f  C . P . S .  was authorized in 19 38 . C . P . S. 
patterned its program after the recommendations made some years 
before by the national committee on the costs o f  medical care 
which had, as its Chairman, a man of great national structure, 
Dr . Ray Lyman Wilbur . Beginnings were made when the California 
Medical Association appointed a special committee to develop 
a prepaid medical-care Plan. Expert legal advice was obtained 
in developing the corporate structure needed for the Plan . 
VR. WILBUR FIRST PRESIDENT 
Jn 19 39, this Plan was begun as the first statewide Plan in 
America . Dr . Wilbur became its first president . From its in­
ception, liberal provisions and comprehensive coverage were 
featured . Early examples of the Plan's liberality included 
provision for enrollment of patients with pre -existent con­
ditions ; enrollment of employed persons over age 65 ; removal 
of all age limits on dependents ; enrollment of individuals as 
well as groups and provision for catastrophic coverage in ­
cluding such ailments as cancer, polio, and tuberculosis . 
C . P. S . has provided a special group Plan for members of the 
California Grange since 1946 . In 1946, also, C . P . S .  signed a 
contract with the Veterans' Administration whereby ex-servicemen 
are enabled to receive hometown treatment for service-
connected disabilities . 
Doctors associated with C . P . S .  were paid according to a unit 
sy stem . A master schedule o f  fees indicated how many units of 
service were to be awarded a doctor for each different kind of 
service that he was asked to provide . Then, for every unit 
of service he provided in any given period of time, the doctor 
was eligible to receive not more than $2 . 50 .  At the end of  
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any given period administrative costs  and required reserves 
were deducted from total subscription receipt s .  The funds 
remaining were u sed to pay the doctors for their services .  
If these funds were in sufficient to pay for services rendered 
on the basis o f  $2. 50 a unit, the value of the unit was pro ­
rated . For that reason , the doctor might receive something 
less than $2. 50 a unit . At one time the value of the unit 
dropped to $1. 25. 
Obviously, doctor s could not serve indefinitely at such 
reduced rates , so it i s  fortunate that C. P . S. gradually 
began to upgrade the average dollar v alue of the service 
unit. It has done thi s , in part, by raising membership dues 
and by e liminating benefit s  which tended to be used to ex ­
ces s, such as phy sical examination s. 
The operat ional procedure in C . P. S. is  simple . When a member 
is  in need of treatment , he presents his  card of membership 
to his doctor or hospital . Bi lls for service rendered to  him 
are sent to C. P. S. Payments are made by C. P . S. directly to 
the physician or hopsital . The California Phys icians ' Service 
indicates one kind of a highly succes sful , vo luntary P lan 
that can be provided to help solve a great socia l prob lem in 
the health of America .  
COMPREHENS I VE HEALTH-S ERVICE  
Demand s increased during the 19 30 ' s  for comprehensive p l ans 
that would cover both hospita l service and medical service . 
The interest of hospital- service Plans in prepaid medical service 
developed partly because their own subscribers were demand ing 
such coverage and partly becau se of a factor ca lled the 
"package p lan. " The package p l an in the health- service field 
w as deve loped and first  offered to sub scribers by commercial 
in surance companie s in 19 39 . In it , the companies provided 
hospital and medica l care for their policyho lders. 
The voluntary non-profit Plans  realized that they mu st  make 
similar offering s or lose some of their member s as  well as 
fail to attract many potentia l new ones. Bes ides, emp loyers 
were becoming increas ing iy critical of having to make two 
s �parate deduction s for hea lth care - - one to a medical group ; 
another to a hospita l  group. 
Soon, phy sicians ,  Blue Cross  Executives and representatives of 
medical societies were involved in sponsor ing a combined 
offering of medical and hospital s ervice in the non-profit, 
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health-service field .  From about 1 940, hosp i t a l  prepaynicnt 
P l ans were often instrumenta l  in back ing the organization 
of med ica l  P l ans . Nowadays, it is the except i on to fin d  
localities where the two kinds of P l ans contin ue to exist 
entire ly separate in their operations . 
MED ICAL  HEALTH SERVICE GROWS 
In 1943, the Medica l  Service P l ans Counci l of America  was 
est ab lished and served as a kind of central  organi z ation of 
medical  P l ans. This was t he beg inn in g o f  coordinated leader ­
ship for Med ical P l ans . 
By 1944, it w as c lear that the medical -p l an idea was ga 1n 1ng 
ground and dest ined to be successf ul . The year before had 
· seen t he Americ an Medica l  Associat ion begin act ive ly to 
encourage state and loca l  med ica l  soc ieties to establish 
medica l  p l ans � W i th the support of many of the estab lished 
B lue Cross P l ans, t he movement qu i ck ly grew and deve loped 
bot h  stren gth and numbers. 
About the same time anot her outs ide inf luen ce came into 
prominence and began to exert a powerful  effect  on the pro ­
gress of the vo lunteer , health-care movemen t. Tl1 is ext raneous 
but very potent j n fl uen cc  as a grow i ng infl uence  in ou r 
nat ional  congress for some k i nd  o f  compu l sory i nsurance . 
Few among .:the, he,aUh- J.i e/LV,{__('_e, p!Lo n e,J.,-6,<-0nal/2 J.i uppolLt.e.d c.ompuL6 01ty 
plan'-> 06 any J., Ofd . As a reaction to any fe<lera l l y  a<lmin istered 
compu lsory p l an, lead ers in the vo luntary hea l th-service fie ld 
spurred themse lves to greater  ef fo rt s. They hoped to offer the 
pub l ic a k iri d  of health  se rv i ce so supe r ior that j t  wou ld cut 
pub lic support out from un der any proponen ts o f  s uch compu l ­
sory legis l at ion .  With th is cause for a ra l l ying po int , new 
energy appeared t hat support ed , improved , and st rengthened 
the vo l unt ary P l ans . 
BIRTH OF  BLUE SHI ELV 
In February 1 946, the American Med i c a l  A ssociat ion sponsored 
the  formation o f  a new centra l coo rd i na t ing  agency known as 
Assoc iated Med i c a l  Care P l ans . Sti l l l at er in the s ame yea r , 
t he Counci l on Med i c a l  Service and Pub lic  Re l ation s o f  the  
Americ an Med i ca l  Assoc i at ion made  puh l j c t he i r f irst  tentat i ve 
st andards o f  approval  for med i ca l P l ans . 
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In the majority of localities where B lue Cross and B lue 
Shie ld exist there is fu l l  and direct cooperation . The 
trend is definite ly toward c lose cooperation in a l l  cases. 
This can be achieved even though the two cooperating P lans 
are estab lished as separate corporations each with a 
board of directors of its own. Now, where both P lans exist 
in the same area, they are usual ly contro l led by a sing le 
staff managed by a sing le executive director. In Chapter 
Six we wi l l  consider B lue Cross and B lue Shie ld re lationships 
in more detai l. 
EXPANSION 
We have brief ly traced the deve lopment of two movements 
which were rapid ly merging into a sing le stream of action. 
Both represent America's capacity to solve large socia l 
prob lems effective ly on a voluntary basis. Both have arisen 
out of pub lic need and have survived many growing pains 
before reaching their present state of effectiveness . As 
B lue Cross and B lue Shie ld have prospered, other similar 
P lans, such as commercia l hea lth insurance, have a lso 
deve loped. 
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(Prepared in 1952 ) 
CHAPTER I I I  
TYPES OF PAY- IN-AVVANCE HEALTH SERVICE 
VOLUNTARY PLANS VS COMPULSION 
Although they have  more members than other hospital and medical 
plans , Blue Cross an d Blu e Shield are : not alone in the health-­
car e  fiel d .  What are the spec i al features of the other plans 
and whom do they serve ?  
To begin with , we can div i de health-care prepaym ent plans into 
two cat egories - - those that are volu.n:taJLy; and those of a 
�ompu.L6 ony sort. Compulsory plans , of course ,  mean government ­
controlled plans. So f ar ,  the compulsory type doesn't exist 
in the United Stat es but a number of plans fac ing in this direction 
hav e  been proposed and are supported by some of our lawmakers. 
Whether such a .plan ever b ecomes the law of the land is in doubt. 
If voluntary prepayment plans serve the public in satisfactory 
f ashion , it is unlikely that any compulsory plan can be  legislat ed 
into force. But , if the public ever feels it is not being 
properly prot ected , demands will in crease  and a nat ional com­
pulsory plan will certainly become real ity. 
THE BRITI SH PLAN 
A compulsory scheme  of somewhat close kinship to those curr ently 
· be ing considered in Americ a is in force in England. During July 
of the year 194 8 ,  England l aunched the scheme conceded to b e  the 
most far reaching of its k ind  ever un dertaken by any country at 
any time. The M inister of Health has charge of admin istering the 
original government Act that launched the scheme. And he  has a 
full-si zed j ob to perform , too , because :  
"The National Health Service Act imposes on the 
Minist er of H ealth the duty to promot e the 
est ablishm ent of the phys ical and ment al health 
of the people of Englan d  and Wales and the pr e­
vent ion , di agnos is and treatment of illness ; 
and ,  for the purpose ,  to provi de or secure the 
effectiv e provision of services in accordance 
w ith the prov isions of the Act. " 
The belief is that the Act can provide every person in the l and , 
not excluding v isitors , with compl ete health care - - medical and 
hospital s ervices , dent al car e ,  nursing care , drugs , artifical 
limbs , eye glass es , trusses , and w igs , as well as other accessori es .  








All of these services are provided free of ·cost. The cost 
of service is  p aid for out of government funds and personal 
salaries. 
The Minister has a Central He alth Services ' Committee of 
forty-one members to help him administer the Act. The St ate 
has charge of all public hospitals except for a few religious 
and private institutions. The State first purchased all of 
the g�neral practitioners ' practices. Thereafter, the 
doctors received their remuner ation from the government . 
Each doctor was allowed to have 4,000 names on his official 
list. For each of these n ames the doctor w as to be p aid an 
annual fee of about 1 8  schillings. All in all, a doctor can 
earn about thirty-six hundred pounds or about ten thousand 
dollars annually . Of course, all of the expenses of operatin$ 
a medical practice must be deducted from this amount for such 
expenses are not prepaid by any government subsidy . It must 
also be noted that few practitioners have the legal limit of 
four thousand  n ames so their incomes are reduced by proportionate 
amounts . Each citizen c an choose his doctor. 
A few doctors are consultants an d specialists who are attached 
to hospitals. Their salaries may exceed the uppermost limit 
of the doctors in the practition�r category . 
TOO EXPENS I VE 
So far the British scheme has proved to be consider ably more 
expensive to  operate than had been expected. That is certain 
of the original benefits were forthwith denied by the 1951 
revision in the British health legisl ation. The public gen ­
erally has availed itself of more services and more materials, 
such as drugs, than had been predicted. Foreign visitors 
have required a consider able amount of free medical attention, 
too . Hospital accomodations are generally taxed beyond their 
capacity. Patients frequently find they must sign up on a 
waiting list in order to gain hospital services . Frequently, 
too, patients have to queue up to see a doctor. 
This British scheme is not an isolated example of health-care 
regimentation. With a certain degree of pressure on the 
American people to consider a similar kind of compulsory 
health insu rance, we must be aware of waht a compulsory system 
means to professional personnel in the health �care field, to 
the hospitals and to the public. Then, if we conclu de that its 
benefits are overshadowed by its shortcomings, we must dedicate 
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our selves . to establishing voluntary, health-care plans 
so strong that they are unassailable . Remember, the chief 
source of strength in any voluntary plan is � eAviQe to 
the public. 
NON- PROFIT PLANS VS COMMERCIAL POLICIES 
Voluntary prepayment plan s, as  contrasted with the compulsory 
ones, divide naturally into non-profit and commercial categories. 
It  is  true , however, that mutual insurance companies are often 
considered to be non-profit organizations despite the fact 
they are commercial. For this reason, the following questions 
may be asked to help classify a health-care plan . 
1 .  Vo� the plan p�ovide QMh indemriLty to be paid 
to the pouQyholdeA �emy? 
That is, does the insuring group pay indemnity to 
the policyholder in stead of to the hospital or 
doctor ? Most often the policyholder is not paid 
until he has first settled his bill with the 
hospital or doctor . Most all insurance company 
plans are of thi s type. They pay the policyholder 
but only after he has paid his bill and filed a 
claim with his employer or carrier . 
2 .  Vo� the plan p�ovide ho� pUal o� med,lQal l.) eAViQe 
bene6w in te�ml.) 06 � e�viQe needed inl.)tead 06 
QM h indemnity to the I.) ubl.) Qtib eM ? 
If so, the insuring group pay s the cost s of health 
care directly to the hospital or doctor . The hospitals 
and doctor s them selves assume responsibility for the 
benefit s  listed in the subscriber ' s  certificate of 
membership . The hospital s and doctors, therefore, 
guarantee to furnish the specified benefit s within 
given time limit s, even though the plan it self may 
be financially unable to pay the hospitals · or doctor s 
the charges agreed upon . 
The second of the two preceding categories identifies Blue Cross 
Plans officially approved by the American Hospital Association 
and Blue Shield Plans officially approved by the Blue Shield 
Commission. These Plans are non-profit . 




INSURANCE COMPANY PREPAYMENT PLANS 
For a number of years, o ld line life and casua lty insurance companies 
have offered hospita l and medica l insurance po licies. A lthough 
this kind of coverage a lways attracted some c lients, it remained 
for ear ly P lans associated with the B lue Cross and B lue Shield 
movements to turn the spot light of pub lic interest on hea lth care. 
Once they did, the resu lts were so great that the entire fie ld 
benefited - - even the companies sel ling commercia l, health -care 
policies. In fact, the entire hea lth-care movement, inc luding 
commercial and non-profit p lans, entered a boom period . By 
virtue of service benefit features and low cost rates to their 
members, the non-profit p lans carried off the lion ' s  share of the 
business. 
A lthough insurance companies a lso se l l  a considerab le number of 
individua l medica l po licies, three quarters of a l l  their business 
is on a group basis. That ' s  because a medica l po licy is usual ly 
sold in conjunction with other types of group insurance such as 
life and disabi lity. Rare ly do individua l ,  so-cal led "non-group" 
po licies, bring in any substantia l amount of business and seldom 
do they reutrn any large percentage of the premium do l lar to the 
po licyholder as benefits . Usua l ly the return is not much more 
than fifty percent of the premium do l lar. Compare this with the 
average of more than eighty percent return to the B lue Cross 
subscriber. But, despite the re lative ly low return on the premium 
dol lar, some peop le prefer commercia l ly sponsored health-service 
or are not in a posit ion to obtain any other and so accept it. 
LABOR UNION PLANS 
The popu larity of prepayment p lans has attracted widespread 
interest among labor unions and other organizations whose members 
are genera l ly insured against various kinds of hazards. Usua l ly, 
a labor union offers the package p lan of insurance . Inc luded 
in this kind of package are life insurance, disabi lity, hos - . 
pita lizat ion and medica l and surgica l indemnity. In many such 
p lans, B lue Cross and B lue Shie ld provide the hospita l and 
medica l services and commercia l insurance supp lies a l l  of the 
remaining kinds of coverages . 
INDUSTRIAL PLANS 
We l l  above one hundred industria l organizations, such as rai lroad 
and mining companies have , at one t ime or another, established 
medica l -care p lans of their own . These are p lans organized ex ­
c lusively for company employees. In come cases they are extended 
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to include dependents of the employees . Most of these p lans 
provide the services of staff physicians paid by the company 
invo lved . Some companies operate their own hospita ls . The 
emp loyees, of course, bear al l or a large part of the cost of 
such company medica l plans. 
Usually the care provided is effective and quite comprehensive . 
Sometimes it extends to physician ' s  care in the home as wel l 
as at the office and hospita l .  Most company p lans have been in 
existence about as long as B lue Cross or B lue Shie ld P lans . 
But the number of persons who subscribe to them is not very 
extensive- -about two mi l lion are enro l led for hospita l care and 
fewer for medical benefits. 
EMPLOYEE ' S MUTUAL- BENEFIT PLANS 
-As late as 1910 emp loyers wer not he ld responsib le for industria l 
accidents to their emp loyees . As a means of protecting themse lves, 
therefore, the emp loyees might deve lop an association of their 
own. In it they contribute to a mutua l fund hand led by the 
individua l association and receive benefits from the fund in case 
of need. By about 1925 this kind of s ickness insurance had reached 
the zenith of its popu larity. After 1925, other broader group 
insurance p lans began to supp lant the benefit association p lans. 
Neverthe less, there stil l remain about six hundred of these 
associat ions in America and they supp ly a considerab le measure of 
protection to slight ly more than one and a ha lf mi l lion persons . 
Some of these emp loyee associations furnish medical care but most 
of them furnish weekly cash benefits during periods of disabi lity. 
FARMERS' HOME AVMINI STRATI ON PLANS 
As origina l ly conceived, Farmers' Home Administration P lans were 
provided for farm families of low income who made loans from the 
Federal Farm Security Administration, now ca l led the Farmer's Home 
Administration. These p lans sti l l serve about a third of a 
mil lion persons. Dues each year vary from ten to fifty do l lars . 
Services vary in proportion to the dues paid . The plans may pro­
vide hospitalization, physician ' s  services, nursing and some 
dentistry, or they may be restricted to j ust one or two kinds of 
service. The plans are usual ly worked out in cooperation with local 
hospita l, physicians and dentists . The high tide of interest in 
this kind of p lan came by 1942 . Then, more than ha lf a mil lion 
persons were subscribers. Now enro llment in such p lans is 
dec linin g. 
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PRIVATE GROUP CLINICS 
In some communities , groups of physicians have joined together 
to establish group clinics . These clinics provide a prepayment 
basis for health care . One of the foremost of these group clinics 
is the Ross- Loos Medical Group in Los Angeles, California . 
Nearly half a million people subscribe to groups of the Ross � 
Loos type . 
CONSUMER COOPERATIVE GROUPS 
The first of this kind of plan was in action a century ago . 
As early as 185 1 the French Mutual Benevolent Society was 
organized in San Francisco, California . Since that time, con­
sumer cooperative groups have established prepayment plans in 
many communities bu t _ no maj or expansion occurred until the 
nineteen thirties . The facilities provided by such plans vary 
greatly . Some provide hospitals or clinics of their own ;  others 
depend upon local facil 1ties . Their contracts usually call 
for service benefits but some provide indemnity, instead . 
The benefits offered by them are gradually becoming more and more 
comprehensive .  These associations are usually managed by non­
professional boards of directors . The medical practice of the 
typical cooperative group is directed by a physicians' commit tee 
or a medical board . 
A conference held in 1946 brought together representatives of 
cooperative and consumer sponsored health-service plans . Out of 
this conference emerged a national organization called the 
Co -operative Health Federation of America . By mid- century about 
eighty consumer sponsored plans were in existence with members 
in more than half of the states . Members of these plans came 
from labor unions, industrial concerns and farm organizations . 
In all, their enrollment is slightly in excess of a million 
subscribers . 
UNIVERSITY SERVICE PLANS 
Some colleges and universities have arrangements by which medical 
service is provided to students . Funds to support these plans 
come from the annual fees paid by the students . One hundred 
thousand students is a conservative estimate of the number involved 
in this kind of health care plan . These university plans are 
usually coordinated with a university clinic and/or health service 
program . 
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HEALTH INSURANCE PLAN OF NEW YORK - HIP 
H IP is an independent, non-profit, health-insurance program. 
I t  provides complete medical, hospital, clinic and home medical 
and nursing care. I t  is a plan fitted to the needs of New York 
City employees . The employees contribute payments through payroll 
deductions. H IP contracts with the Blue Cross Plan of New York 
City to handle the hospitalization part of the coverage. I t  
underwrites i ts own coverage for other benefits. Services for 
more than 80,000 members are supplied by physicians, nurses and 
technical personnel who are hired as salaried w�rkers by the plan. 
THE PLANS SUMMARI ZEV 
In all of the kinds of plans that exist or have existed, the basic 
principle has been much the same -- to provide prepaid health ­
care protection . The personal objectives of the sponsors may have 
varied from a selfish desire for personal gain to a genuine desire 
to serve fellow humans. Most all of the plans have developed in 
response to a need generally felt by members of a group . All 
legitmate health-care plans help their subscribers achieve, in 
part at least, freedom from the fear of financial difficulties that 
might arise through sickness . The cost to the subscriber varies 
from plan to plan and sometimes even from locality to locality 
using the same plan. So, too, the benefits to be derived vary 
considerably. 
As in many other areas where services or goods are supplied by 
different organizations or companies, one stands forth as the 
choice of the largest number . Among hospital prepayment plans, 
it's Blue Cross and among medical prepayment plans, it's Blue Shield. 
Although Blue cross and Blue Shield Plans are unique in their re ­
spective fields they are also remarkable in terms of the numbers 
of people they service and the low prepayment rates they require in 
return for the services rendered. These two types of Plans benefit 
more people than any similar plans have ever done at any time in 
our nation or in the world. 
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(Prepared in the early 195 0 ' s ) 
CHAPTER I V  
BLUE CROSS EXAM1NEV 
WHAT IS A BLUE CROSS PLAN? 
J A Blue Cross  P lan has been described as a non..-profit
1 
prepaid hospital care p l an that is approved by th.e American · Hospital As.s.ociatt_on :. Each Blue Cross  Plan is a corporation organized under community· and p:i;-o ­fes sional sponsorship . Blue Cross  Plan henefi.ts are usuai ly stated in terms of  hos.pi tal services . Thi s is  guaranteed through. contracts drawn up between the participating hospital s and th _e B lue Cross  P l an .  
Subscribers enter into a contractual agree.ment with. . the P lan .. · Benefits. to be supp l ied each sub.scriber in case of  sickne$s. are cl early s,tated in th_e contract . Each subscriber who requi-res h_os.pi.talization has the privi lege of entering any hospital that belongs to th.e. P lan �  subj ect /to referral by his ·attending phys ician .  Wh.en a subscriber i.s admitted 
J to th_e hospital he. 
presents. his Blue Cros.s identi ficat fon card .. . Then � during thi s stay , th.e P lan confirms hi_s e ligibi l ity for ca-re . Upon di scharge he is bil l ed only for such special services, as. are not included in the Blue Cross. contract . 
In Chapter I I  we have seen how certain early prepayment plan� developed  into the Blue Cross  P lan movement .  Organi zers. of  the  P lans have had in mind one or both of two basic obj e·cti ves. : to help the pub l ic defray the cost  of hospital care on a prepayment bas. i s ;  to increa�e the income assured to the hospital . This l atter purpose. i s  yer:y important to hos �. pi  tal admini strators since the probl em of hospital finance i_s acute. and i t  may worsen . 
As a hospital administrator ,  one of  your most  important j obs i s  to maintain the balance between income and expens e  so that your hospital can cont inue providing s ervices to the pub l i c . Since it  is certainly impossib l e  to operate a hospi tal without adequate funds , hospital admini strators are looking to prepayment and insurance programs for an ever- increasing percentage of their income . 
HOSPITAL S ITUATION EXAMINEV 
Since the speci fics of  a Blue Cross  P lan are of special  importance , we shal l analyze a hypothetical P lan .  For purposed of il lustration , our analys i s  wi l l  incorporate basic  features - of several di fferent existing B lue Cross  P l ans  in order to provi de a variety of possib l e  contingencies . 
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A problem is at the heart of our hypothetical example. It is a specific 
problem of specific hospital administrators. These administrators live 
and serve the people in Spring City, a northeastern manufacturing city . 
The problem confronting our hospital administrators is how to establish 
a health-service Plan in their community - - a Plan that will later be 
accepted by the Blue Cross Commission as a Blue Cross Plan. 
The reasons why they recogni ze the need for such a Plan are rooted partly 
in the history of their own hospitals and partly in present conditions. 
For generations their community hospitals have been highly regarded 
institutions. These hospitals, founded years ago , depend upon these 
usual sources of revenue to .support their activities. 
1. Endowment funds. 
2. Tax funds and contracts with welfare agencies. 
3. Various funds from community organizations 
such as the Community Chest. 
4. Paying patients. 
Following the pattern that is typical in almost every hospital in the 
United States, the health-service costs in Spring City have ri sen 
through the years. 
Endowment funds , established by some of the earlier residents of Spring 
City who lived in times of vastly different tax programs, now accOlmt 
for only a small percentage of the total annual income. The remaining 
endowment funds continue to provide some income each year. But each 
year this income has less and less purchas ing power . Now endowments 
are seldom made any more. 
In Spring City, as elsewhere, those who cannot pay for their own health 
care must still be treated when they need help. Some of these people 
are wards of the state. State funds are available to cover their 
expense. But the expenses of the others must somehow be absorbed. A 
few people are covered by contracts with special agencies .  Usually, 
however, the cost of care given to people holding such contracts 
exceeds the income derived from them. 
The Community Chest and some other charitable-fund-organizations are 
relatively large in Spring City. Like Americans most everywhere, those 
living in Spring City have a tendency to give generously to worthy 
causes. But charitable organizations have to take care of many other 
needs not associated with the hospitals. The money provided for the 
hospitals from such sources , therefore, is not large. 
So, under existing circumstances, the one possible source of increased 
revenue, is the paying public -- that part of the population capable 
of paying its own way. Al though Americans traditionally pride themselves 








in paying their own way, they resent being made to pay beyond the 
limits they assume are reasonable. What different people think is 
reasonable may vary greatly, but almost everyone has some approximate 
standards for evaluating the costs of the services he receives. If 
these limits are exceeded too far in the field of health service, 
the individual will likely begin considering the values of government­
administrated health care. All of which means, our Spring City admini ­
strators cannot expect to make the paying public underwrite the total 
costs of hospital operations. 
It is time to consider the possibilities of a different procedure 
a Plan patterned along the Blue Cross line. Can such a Plan hope to 
succeed in Spring City ? 
SUCCESS CRITERIA 
The probability that such a Plan can succeed may be partially evaluated 
in advance by comparing conditions in Sprin g City with conditions in 
other cities where Blue Cross Plans are now in operation. To begin 
with, successful Plans develop most often where hospitals are voluntary 
and well established. Spring City ' s  five hospitals meet these require­
ments. Urbanization and industrialization help assure the success of 
Blue Cross Plans. Spring City meets these criteria, too. Another test 
of probable success is whether or not per capita income is adequate. 
Successful Plans are usually developed where per capita income is hi gh. 
Spring City's average per capita income is above that for the nation ' s  
average. All in all the community picture looks favorable. 
LEAVERSHI P  
The initial problem is how to get the Plan started. First, who should 
lead the way ?  Existing Blue Cross Plans have found leadership in : 
1. Hospitals 
2. Local foundations 
3. Civic leaders 
4. Community Chests 
5. Civic leaders in cooperation with hospitals 
6. Civic leaders in cooperation with those who 
expect to become Plan Directors or Promoters 
who wish to become Plan Directors. 
In our Spring City example, it is logical for our forward -looking hospital 
administrators to take the initiative and seek support for their idea. 
How can that be done ? Precedent provides different possibilities, one of 
the best of which is to work .th-rough the local Hospital Association. Our 
Spring City administrators, therefore, prepare a statement outlining their 
ideas which they present at a regular Hospital Association meetin g. Their 
statement is · well received and strongly supported. 
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With professional support to spark the development , the leaders turn 
to the task of collecting the money required to establish a P lan . 
The histories of Blue Cross P lans provide a useful background of 
information on the financial needs of a beginning Plan . Blue Cross 
Plans have been started with funds ranging all the way from almost 
nothing to $30 , 000 . More than a dozen successful P lans have started 
on $5, 000 or less . A starting capital of $ 10 , 000 is j udged to be 
adequate for Spring City . It is likely  that funds can be raised 
from such sources as the local Community Ch.est , business and civic 
organizations, civic leaders , business men and , of course, the hos­
pitals . The expectation is to pay back this initial capital, 
excepting possible donations with interest , j ust as fast as income 
from the P lan will permit . 
THE EXECUTIVE VIRECTOR 
Widespread response in the community quickly assures the col lection 
of the $ 10 , 000 . The next necessary step is. to select the Plan ' s  paid 
leader , its Executive Director. Qual ifications for the Director are 
studied by the group . Quite obviously there is no one perfect back­
ground of experience and training for a P lan Director. There are , 
however , some specific personal traits and some types of experience 
that help guarantee that a P lan Director wil l  succeed in developing 
a strong Plan . These factors are taken into consideration when 
selecting the man to be charged with directing the P lan. No special 
weighting is given any one of these characteristics . Instead, an_ 
overall . impression is obtained on the basis of how wel l each can­
didate measures up to an overal l  composite of al l these characteristics. . 
1 .  Does the candidate have a sound understanding 
of medical economics and of the economics 
of finance? 
2. Has he a broad education? His specific degrees 
even his specific areas of specialization 
are less important than his wide range of 
information . 
3 .  Is he the sales-executive type? 
4 .  Does his business capacity and creative l eader­
ship stamp him as a person capab le  of 
handling such large responsibilities? 
5 .  Is his social awareness and his perspective of 
contemporary social problems broad enough 
to warrant permitting him to work in this 













6. Can he  visua l i ze concepts  and commun i c a t e  t hem 
e ffect i ve l y  w i th t ho se who look to  h i m  fo r 
l eadership '? 
As soon as  the candidates have been screened , a fina l S t' l ec t  ion i s  
made. The position is given t o  a man whose backgrolmd i nc l ude s 
e:x.-perience as a former As sistant  Director o f  a Bl ue Cross P l an .  
His name had been suggested by the Blue Cross Commis sion . With  the i r 
Director in charge , i t  is now appropriate  to incorporat e o ffic i a l l y 
as a P lan. 
GEOGRAPHICAL  L IMITS 
The Executive Director and tho se a s sociat ed with  him cons i der  the geo­
graphical  aspect of the ir proposed P l an .  l�w much t erri tory sha l l i t  
inc lude ?  Case histories o f  exis ting P l ans show l i tt le tm i formity  on 
this point . Some serve who l e  s t ate s  or parts of two s t a t es. At the 
other ext reme , some serve on l y  loca l commu n i ties. The B l ue Cross 
Commission f avors s tate -w i de organ i zat i on a s  t he u l t i mate  in good 
practice . The min imwn area  approv ed by the  B lue C ross Commiss ion 
is an entire c i ty .  
The Spring C i ty group dec i des  t hat  the i r  i mmed i a te  goa l  sha l l  be t he i r 
own city , its coun ty and two 3Jj acent count i es . Five hosp i ta l s  a re 
located in Spring City and two others out s i de t he c i t y. Late r ,  the  
P l an's leaders w i l l  e xp l ore t he poss ibi lity  of mergi ng  w i th o ther  
P l ans for more e ffec tive ope rat ion . 
ENABL ING LEGIS LATION AND INCORrORATION 
To t ake its p l ace as a .l ega l  c o rpora t i on t he embryon i c  P l an mus t rne· et  
a l l  prov i sions o f  the l a\v . Since  th i s i s  not t he f i rst  hea l th - s e rv ic e  
P lan in the s t ate , enab l ing  l egi s l at ion a l ready ex ist s. The l aw i s  
consu l ted  and a lega l bas i s  estab l i shed for opera t ing  t he P l an t a x  
free except whe re propert y  and equ ipment a re invo lv ed . The s t a t e  
Superintendent of Insurance  wi l l  revi ew a spec t s  o f  t h e  P l an's  operat i on 
whenever he decides to do so in the  interest  o f  t he S tat e . 
Since there are no legal obstac le s , the  Spr ing  C i ty group forma l ly 
incorporates as the Spring C ity Hea l t h Serv i ce Co rporat i on. Repre ­
sentatives from a l l of the ci ty ' s  hosp i t a l s  and the  two l oc ated  
nea rby become the members of  the Corpo rat ion . A comm i t t ee is  chosen 
to assist the Execu t ive Director  in  deve loping  nec e s s a ry contro l s for 
the P lan and formu l ating prov i s ion s  to  be i n c l udC'd in  i t s  cont rac t s .  
CONTROL UF  THE PLAN 
B lue Cross P lans �re contro l l ed by t he i r  boa rds o f  D i rectors o r  Trustee s . 
The Board , together  w i t h  the  Execut ive Di recto r  o f  t he P l an ,  dec i des  a l l 
major po l i cies . The Corporat ion now has  i t s  Di rector so the prob l em 
�ecomes that of se lect ing i ts Trustees .  
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The members representing the Spring City Corporation find no uniformity 
of practice among Blue Cross Plans for deciding who shall be the Trustees. 
Based on the American Hospital Association's definition of responsibility 
for Blue Cross policy , a majority of the governin g  Board should be drawn 
from the hospitals. These hospital  representatives should include both 
hospital Trustees and technical advisors from hospital administrative 
staffs. Medical representation is also essential. Preferably, the 
medical representatives should be selected from hospital staffs. Such 
persons may be expected to give competent advice on problems pertaining 
to either hospital or medical affairs. Public representation, too, is 
important. The public provides twenty or more percent of the members 
of most Plan Boards. Strictly speaking, the public members should not 
be associated with the hospitals or with the medical profession. 
The Board of Directors administers the Plan so the choice of members is 
very important. Commonly, ten to twenty persons are elected to a Plan's 
Board of Directors. In some cases , each member hospital appoints a repre­
sentative to the Board. In many Plans the local hospital association 
elects representatives from the hospital f ield to the Board. Medical 
representatives are usually selected by the local medical board. 
The Spring City Corporation Committee decides, in the interest of effective 
representation and efficient administration, to recommend that the Board 
be made up as follows : 
1. Each member will be selected from the hospitals. 
2 .  
3 . 
Four of these must be administrators and four 
must be hospital trustees . Member hospitals 
will appoint these members. Since the Trustees 
are likely to represent both the hospitals' 
interest and the public's interest , they will be 
expected to provide an important balance of opinion. 
Hospital admini strators may be expected to support 
the specific  interest s of  the hospitals. 
Six members will be elected from the medical 
profession ,  three from those specifically 
associated with hospi ta ls. Nominees will come 
from a list to be provided by the local Medical 
Board. The final election will be made by doctors 
associated with the Plan. 
Six members will be se lected from the lay public. 
This selection will be made by the fourteen hos­
pital and medical members. 
This method of selecting public members came about 
after much discussion . Some Committee members 
thought that the public should select its own 
representatives . But , how can the public be 










This problem has been faced by many other Plans 
and some have worked out election procedures.. 
Some have devised rather ingenious schemes ,  as 
for example , the Cincinnati Plan and its s.ub .... 
scribers' Councils and the Philadelphia Plan 
with its annual meeting of s4bscribers. But 
no Plan has found a completely successful 
solution for this probl em. That's why it  is 
finally decided that the hospital and medical 
members of The Spring City Corporation should 
select the public members .  
The membership of the Board is deliberately weighted slightly in favor of 
the hospital. In that way , th.e hospitals fostering the Plan will have a 
fair degree of control over it. If the public had conceived the Plan , 
th.ey might reasonably have expected a slight weighting in their favor . 
Once thoroughly established , the Plan could reduce h·ospital membership on 
the Board to six , that is , equalize hospital representation with that of 
the other two interested groups . 
AVMINISTRA TI VE DEPARTMENTS 
Once the Board of Trustees has been elected , it is t ime to face th.e ta sk 
of laying out the course of operation for the Plan . 
Following the most generally accepted Blue Cross practices ,  th.e Plan will 









Auditing & Financial 
Hospital 
The executive division , of course , consists of the Board of Directors. Enroll­
ment encompasses the sales and serv ices forces. Operations include I . B. M. and 
filing services. Auditing also covers accounting and responsibility for funds 
collected by dues from members. The Hospital divi sion handles all admissions 
and claims. 
METHOV OF ENROLLMENT 
Enrollment procedures , of course , will determine how fully the Plan is sold 
to the public. Enrollment in the early Blue Cross Plans was practically always 
restricted to groups. Only persons affiliated with some group , such as a group 
of office or factory workers , could be enrolled. Even then , a certain minimum 
percentage of the total number in the group had to agree to enroll before the 
group would be accepted. This procedure helped place the Plan in a sound 
actuarial condition because it practically guaranteed that those enrolled would 
represent something approaching an average selection of members . When indivi­
duals not associated with groups are allowed to enroll , it is less likely that 
an average selection can be made. For example , an individual may join only 
because he knows that he already needs health care. In a group , for every 
person who needs care , there generally are others who never or almost never 
seek attention. 
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So, from the s tandpoint of th.e indi vi.dual Plan's security, group enrol lment 
is a sound principle . But there is one thing we must not overlook in thi s 
situation . There are many persons who do not he long to groups but who want 
to j oin a health- care P lan . If large numbers of these individuals  are ex­
cluded, the Plans cannot be  thought of  as ful ly carrying out their social 
mission . Not only that but the more of  the population who cannot enrol l in 
voluntary Plans, the more is the likelihood of their supporting compul sory 
heal th insurance that will include them . 
The Spring City Committee considers. these aspects  of the enrollment prob lem 
and concludes that its P l an will begin by l imiting  i t s  enrollment to groups . 
Within s,ix months it  wi ll evaluate its. actuariai" position . If th_e P lan '- s 
pos.ition i s  promising, individual enrollment wi l l  be o ffered using carefully 
controlled enrol l ing procedures . Th_e final goal shall be that of enrolling 
anyone in the community who desires health_ service . Such an arrangement, 
however, . wil l require an evaluation of pol icy rate s  for it has be.en the 
common experience of many Plans that the. enrollment of individuals  leads 
to higher expenditures .  Higher expenditures, of course, mean that some 
benefits must be limited or rates must be  increased . 
The Spring City group agrees that enrollment wil l  be undertaken first  in 
the urban areas . After that, enrollment workers will  begin a rural enrol l ­
ment . In order to lay the groundwork for the rural campaign, the Farm 
Bureau will be approached to act as a coordinating agency . Any reputab le 
organization would probably serve adequately . Since the Farm Bureau is 
important in the Spring City area, it is a logical selection . 
ROOM BENEFITS 
The benefits to be decided upon are those generally recognized as hospital 
services -- the kind of services that routinely appear on the hospital bill 
of a patient , as contrast ed with services which appear on the doctor's bill. 
Local conditions are studied ; and estab l i shed practices reviewed . Then a 
rather liberal interpretation of benefits  is made . All of the benefits 
finally provided are consonant with what the Blue Cros s Commission recog­
nizes as desirable practice . 
The problem of room benefit s  i s  always of great importance to any hospital­
service P lan . The kinds of room service that might be provided include : 
1 .  Private rooms . 
2 .  Semi-private, usual ly a two t o  four bed s ituation . 
3 .  Ward facilities . 
4 .  Dol lar room allowanr es . 
In no existing P lan are all four of these al tern.a t i  ve benefits  availab le . 
Plans that provide a do llar room allowance - - so many dol lars a day to apply 
to any room occupied - - do not offer the other kinds of benefits .  Some 














contract offered most frequently is the semi-private type . Whatever is 
offered must, of course, reflect local conditions. That is, if most all 
the rooms available are semi-private, the Plan's contract will provide 
semi-private accommodations . Most of the citizens of a community are 
accustomed to one kind of service and they expect that kind from their 
hospital Plan. For example, in the south, most hospitals provide ward 
or semi-private rooms so contracts seldom can offer to underwrite private­
room benefits . 
The hospitals of Spring City, like most hospitals located in the north 
central states, have the usual preponderance of semi-private facilities . 
The logical room benefit to be provided by the Plan, therefore, will be 
semi-private accommodation s. 
But, what about a dollar allowance ? If a dollar -room allowance is offered, 
the subscriber could then purchase any accommodation he wishes subj ect only 
to availability . He would always be aware of what benefit the Plan will 
provide. In this way all subscribers would receive benefits of equal value . 
Disputes over any possible increase in room rates or because of different 
rates between hospitals would be eliminated. 
Another side to the dollar allowance problem, however, is too important 
to go unnoticed . Providing a dollar value instead of service benefits 
amounts to providing indemnity . Indemnity is the feature common to all 
commercial policies. If the Spring City Plan is merely going to embark 
on an indemnity program just like a commercial company - - why start a new 
Plan? Why not j ust interest people in buying commercial insurance for 
health care ? The very rationale for setting up a voluntary, non-profit 
health-care Plan demands that services, not indemnities, be provided . 
Such reasoning is completely in line with the policy approved by the 
Board of Trustees of the American Hospital Association. They have ex ­
plained their position by stating : 
"Only through service benefits can the objectives of Blue 
Cross Plans be achieved . . . Blue Cross Plans are selling 
the hospital to the public when they offer service benefits 
. . .  the basic strength of Blue Cross Plans rests in their 
service benefits. This appealing characteristic is possible 
only because of hospital sponsorship of the program . Without 
this feature, unique in the Blue Cross contract, there is no 
need for hospital sponsorship and benefit guarantees . Stripped 
of this support and with the loss of the benefits, Blue Cross 
Plans would become just one more group of hospital insurance 
carriers . "  
The Spring City group decides that it will underwrite the service-type benefit 
by providing subscribers with semi -private room accommodations. It is further 
agreed that any subscriber shall be permitted to take better accommodations 
than a semi-private room by paying the difference between the cost of the 
room provided by the contract and any more expensive room actually occupied. 
This will accommodate the twenty to forty per cent of all patients who will 
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ordinar ily want better rooms than their contracts call for. Since 
all special services provide d in any Spring City hospital are the 
same regardless of the cost of the patient's room , a pat ient can 
change to a more expensive room w ithout affect ing h is other costs. 
He s imply has to pay the difference in price of the room specified 
in his contract and the room he selects to replace it. 
HOW MUCH TIME IN THE HOSPITAL? 
Once the problem of room benefits is solved , a study is made of the 
occupancy factor - - How long shall serv ice be provided ? Again , 
existing Plans are studied. Many Plans provide not more than twenty ­
one days of serv ice the f irst year w ith an increase to twenty -five 
days the second contract year and thirty days for each succeeding 
year. Some plans offer thirty or thirty -one days of care every year. 
A few Plans offer more than thirty -one days of service. Most Plans 
do not stop all benefits after the specified service period has 
expired. Instead , they offer up to ninety additional days for each 
d istinct illness , thereby giv ing the subscr iber greater protect ion 
and s implifying the Plan's own administration. 
The average stay in the hospital of any Blue Cross member is eight ( 8 )  
days. Stat istics show that twenty -one days will cover about three ­
fourths of all hospital days required by the average person. Followin� 
the· lead of many Plans , the Commi ttee dec ides to offer a l iberal t ime 
prov ision of thirty -one days each year. Th is should provide an adequate 
amount of hospital occupancy s ince it w ill cover nearly four average­
length stays in the hospital every year. 
WHAT SERVICES ? 
General nursing care and use of the operating room , of course , w ill be 
included in the Spr ing City Plan as they are in all Blue Cross Plans. 
As in most Plans , special diets will be provided ,  if required. In 
Spring C ity hospitals , anesthesia  is administered by nurses who serve 
as anesthetists. Their serv ices , therefore , are listed along w ith 
anesthetic supplies in the hospital contract. In some hospital con­
tracts this inclusion would be impract ical because anesthesi a  is not 
administered by hospital personnel. 
X-ray facil it ies are also included in the contract. Not all Plans 
provide these services because arrangements sometimes place them in 
the category of medical services. Laboratory services voted into the 
tentative contract include blood count , coagulat ion test , urinalysis 
and exam ination of pathological t issues. 
Following the lead of the most l iberal Plans , all needed drugs , in ­
cluding penicill in w ill be prov ided subscr ibers . Like the major ity 
of Plans , the Spring City Plan w ill prov ide all dressings , splints 
and casts. Some other services included will be basal metabolism 
test costs , oxygen , use of physical therapy equipment and electro ­
cardiogram tests and interpretations . 
One use of the emergency -room serv ice w ill be prov ided each year. 












so ambulance service is not offered in the contract. Maternity care 
is offered with as many rel ated benefits as a newly formed P l an could  
be expected to  grant. That is, the usual protection against an adverse 
selection of risks is provided. Care wi l l  be given only  to members who 
have - belonged to the P l an at least ten months and who pay toward a 
husband- and-wife contract . Later, if the P lan enrol ls a l arge maj ority 
of the community, the wait ing period may be reduced. In order to dis­
courage mal ingerers who might try to remain hospital i zed beyond a 
reasonable number of days after chi ld birth, a ten-day l imit is estab­
lished. After ten days, ful l  service wi l l  not be provided except at 
extra cost. 
OTHER BENEFITS 
With such maj or benefits as those described already determined, the 
Spring City p lanners next consider whether or not to include several 
special i zed kinds of care. 
1 . 
2. 
Alcohol ism and Drug Addiction. 
Although most early P l ans excluded alcohol ics 
and drug addicts from benefits, the trend now 
is in the opposite direction. That t s part ly  
because such conditions are rel atively  rare. 
Besides, the important goal of the modern 
P lans is health service for everyone. Cer­
tainly these alcohol ics and drug addicts need 
such care. The Spring City group, representing 
progressive thinking, decides to include bene­
fits for such persons. 
Diagnosis Only. 
Many P l ans do not provide care for a patient 
entering a hospital  for diagnosis only. Others 
restrict services so great ly that subscribers 
are effectively discouraged from trying to claim 
this service. The theory has been that such ser­
vice may compete with professional persons or 
agencies working outside the hospital, such as 
roentgenologists. Then, too, hospitals want to 
avoic providing bed care for pat ients who only 
want diagnostic service. Excluding diagnostic 
cases is difficult. That is true partly  because 
a subscriber may put pressure on his physician 
for a hospital admittance so as to conceal the 
fact that admission is j ust for diagnosis. In 
Spring City there are three institutions, apart 
from the hospitals that special i ze in diagnosis . 
This being true, the Committee agrees to exclude 
from its contract those benefits covering diagnosis 
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alone. In doing this , the members fully realize 
that they must seek complete cooperation of the 
doctors if this prov ision is to be enforced. 
3. Mental or Nervous Patients 
4. 
5 .  
Many Plans provide a smal l amount of coverage for 
mental cases. In Spring City no hospita l i s  specially 
equipped to treat mental cases. That is partly because 
of the nearby Midland Mental Institution. Taking ad­
vantage of this fact , the Committee concludes that 
care equal in va lue to that received by other sub­
scribers will be provided  any mental patient in any 
member hosp ital. Each mental patient will be hos ­
pitalized until his case is diagnosed or until his 
thirty-one contract days of care are exhausted .  If 
the case has been diagnosed before hospitalization 
is requested ,  a dollar allowance equivalent to the 
benefits ordinarily provided any subscriber will be 
applied to the patient's care in the Midland Institution. 
This is a generous interpretation of social responsibility 
and a step in the direction of cdre for everyone. 
Pre-existing Conditions 
Pre -existing conditions are conditions known to the 
patient when he j oins a Plan .  The assumption , often 
a reality , i s  that some pat i ents join a Plan only 
because they know i11 a dvance that they need hospital 
care. Fo llowing the present trend and ,  again , in 
the best interest of all the people , it is  decided 
to make no exclusions against cases involvin g  pre­
existing conditions. Ther e are practical consi dera­
tions to support this conclusion . By accepting 
pre-exi sting conditions , cas e -history studies that 
may be difficult and expensive to make are eliminated. 
Besides , pre-existing cases are not numerous and their 
percentage amon g the total subscribers decreases as 
the number o f  subscribers increases. 
Quarantinable Di seases 
Here is a somewhat unusual benefit problem. Shall those 
who acquire some qu2 rantinable disease be excluded from 
obtaining benefits ? A review of the hospitals' records 
reveals that the number o f  cases that have ever been 
hospitali zed ,  barring some outbreak o f  epi demic pro ­
portions , has never been great . Even during an epidemic , 
the total  faci l ities  of any ho spital limit the number 
that can be hospitalized. With these facts in mind , 









the Committee decides to offer the usual benefits 
in such situations . 
6 .  TubeTculos is  
7. 
The same provis ions are agreed upon for tuberculin 
patients as for mental patients with one exception . 
Spring City has no nearby institution equipped to 
provide specialized care for tuberculin patients . 
Service given can only be the ordinary service 
available to other patients . 
Venereal Diseases 
Finally, it is decided that care for p atients with 
venereal diseases will be on the same basis as for 
general illness . This liberal viewpoint is con­
tained in most modern hospital-care Plans . Other 
points of lesser importance to the general contract  
are considered . These are shown by the contract 
specifications . 
SUBSCRI PTION RATES 
With benefits defined, the Director and his Commit tee, next study and 
decide upon the subscription rates that wi ll be charged the Plan ' s 
subscribers . These rates will be based upon detailed studies of 
conditions that lead to the preparation of an actu arial table . 
Experience with hospital care for the entire country will be valuable 
but data  collected from the Spring City environment itself will be 
especially import ant . Such key information as the average length of 
stay of a patient in a hospital ,  the hospital admission rate in re ­
lation to the to tal popuJ ation and the costs of service in the hospitals 
must enter into the decision on rates . Even then , a fully acceptable 
rate structure wil l require adj ustments later after experience with 
the Plan ' s operation has provided answers that could not otherwise 
be obtained . 
Subscrip tion rates vary somewhat from one Plan to another depending 
upon the kinds of service offered , especially the type of room accom­
modation ; and the local i ty served . Rates charged by other Plans reflect 
different sets of conditions. This is evident when we see that contracts 
calling for semi-private room accommodations cost all the way from about 
nine dollars to twenty-five dollars a year for an individual, per year . 
A family p ays from abou t eigh teen dollars to fifty-five dollars a year . 
Since the spec ial conditions at Spring City do not exactly duplicate 
those of any other community , a fee schedule cannot be adopted simply 
because it  works we l l  somewhere else . Instead , the schedule must be 
tailored to the needs of Sprin g City . 
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The monthly rates finally agreed upon for the Spring City Plan 
are $ 1 . 25  single, $1 . 75 for a couple, and $2. 25  for a family 
LENGTH OF CONTRACT 
Substantially all aspects of the Plan ' s  contract, as it applies 
to the subscriber, have now been settled . There is, however, the 
matter of stating how long the Plan's contracts will run . Most 
Plans agree that a thirty-day contract is best . 
Pioneer Plans often contracted with subscribers by th.e year . Such 
long-term contracts frequently led to trouble . If special conditions 
made an increase in rates necessary, it took an entire year to change 
all of the contracts as they expired . Loss of income to the Plan was 
sometimes large and administrative costs were high . During the tran ­
sition period different subscribers had contracts at d ifferent rates 
and that led to confusion and misunderstandings. There were adminis ­
trative problems, too, when the Plan leaders wished to increase the 
benefits offered in the contracts .  
In contrast, the thirty-day notice type of contract is administratively 
simpler and much more flexible. There is no doubt that the Spring City 
Committee acts wisely in deciding to limit contracts to a thirty -day 
period. 
HOSPITAL PAYMENTS 
There remains the very important problem of the schedule of payments 
that the Plan will make to the hospitals in return for the services 
they provide Plan subscribers . 
There are several principle methods used by Blue Cross Plans to re ­
imburse hospitals . Only three of these , however, are widely used . 
The Executive Director, after studying those methods, summarizes 
his findings for the Committee in this manner . 
1 .  Per -diem payment 
This can be straight per diem by which payment is 
made to the hospitals for each day of care . This 
care includes all the services listed in the con­
tract . The payment is based on the hospital's 
average charges or costs . Some Plans use a sliding­
scale per -diem payment in which the payment for each 
succeeding day of care decreases . Other Plans pay a 
uniform dollar amount for room and board and an extra 
amount to cover whatever extra services, listed in the 
contract, are provided . Altogether, about twenty -five 










3 .  
per cent of all Blue Cross P lans pay hospitals on 
some kind of per-diem basis. 
Percentage discount payment. 
Almost half of the P lans pay all or a predetermined 
percentage of the hospital's. usual, established 
charges for the service.s and room accommodations 
covered by subscribers ' contracts. 
Cost statement Eayment. 
Most of the remaining Plans. base their payments to  
hospitals upon service cost statements provided by 
the hospitals. 
Each system of payment has inherent problems., usually of an administra­
tive sort. Because of this, _ the Council on Administrative Practice of 
the American Hospital Association has provided some principles to guide 
the hospitals and the Plans in setting up a fair payment system. One 
of the most important of these principles states that hospitals and 
Plans· should j ointly determine the basis and rates of payment. Another 
states that hospitals shall not charge Plans in excess of the costs · of 
the services provided, including an allowance for depreciation and 
contingencies. 
The Committee decides that payment based on a percentage of established 
charges, number two above, is the most equitable system. To begin with, 
the P lan will negotiate with the hospitals for a reduction of two per 
cent from standard costs. The members feel strongly that the Plan is 
entit led to this consideration since it, in effect, guarantees that 
hospitals associated with the P lan wil l  never suffer collection l osse� 
when serving Plan members. 
CORPORATION APPROVAL 
The Executive Director and the Committee refer their findings to the 
Corporation members. The findings are discussed and approved. A Board 
of Directors is elected according to the recommendations described 
earlier. A membership drive gets underway in Spring City and its 
adj oining counties . 
The Plan begins to take life. The challenge is clear, the membership 
accepts the challenge and the people accept the Plan. This is an 
example of democracy in action. 
BLUE CROSS APPLI CATION 
After six months of successful operation, the Spring City Hospital­
Plan Board decides to apply for Blue Cross approval.  An application 
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form is obtained from the Blue Cross Commission, 425 North Michi gan, 
Chicago 1 1, Illinois. The Plan meets the Commission ' s  req_uirements 
because : 
1. There is adequate representation of hos.pi tals, the 
medical profession, and the general public on the 
Plan ' s  governing board. 
2. It has non-profit sponsorship and control and its 
Board members receive no remuneration for their work 
in that capacity. 
3. It provides a free choice of hospital and physician. 
4. It assumes responsibility for benefits to subscribers. 
5. I t s. enrollment applies to  an area not already adequate 
served by an existing Blue Cross Plan. 
6. It enforces sound accounting practices. 
7. It has enough reserve funds to carry all operating 
expenses for at least four months. 
8. It maintains adequate statistical records. 
9. I t  provides equitable payments to hospitals. 
10. Its promotional practices and administrative pro­
cedures are dignified. 
1 1. It is willing to coordinate its activities with othyr 
Plans. This means it will permit transfers of sub­
scribers who change residence, reciprocal-service 
benefits for subscribers of other Plans, uniform 
enrollment and billing procedures for employees of 
national firms, and consolidated billing for employees 
of national firms who request such service. 
BLUE CROSS APPROVAL 
The Spring City request is studied by the Blue Cross Commission. A 
favorable recommendation is made to the Board of Trustees of the 
American Hospital Association. The Board grants its approval and the 
Spring City Plan becomes a Blue Cross Plan. Among other things, this 
means that it may consider itself an Active Institutional Member, Type 
IV, of the American Hospital Association. 
It is understood that this Plan, like all other Blue Cross Plans, must 











or not the approved standards for Blue Cro ss members.hip  a rc 
complied with . 
THE BLUE CROSS COMMISS ION 
Since the Blue Cross Commission has the author ity to accept  o r  
reject a Plan as a member of the Blue Cross organi zat ion , i t  
exerts a tremendous influence on Americ a's hea lth - serv ice 
movement. For this reas.on, we should clearly understand what 
this Commission is and how it operates. 
The B1ue Cross Commission of the American l lospi tal As so c iation i s  
the coordinating agency for all non -profit hosp ital P l ans that meet  
the Standards of Approval for Blue Cross Plans. These  Standard s 
h ave been established by the Association in cooperation w i t h  the  
executives of the Plans. 
The by-laws governing the Blue Cross Commission and the Blue Cros s 
Plans, are stated in a set of Administrative Regu l ations approv ed 
by the Americ an Hospital Assoc i ation's Board of Trustees .  One o f  
these Administrative Regulations states  that : 
"All policies of the ( Blue Cross) Commission sha l l  be 
embodied in Administrative Re gul at ions a doptc<l  by  
Active Institutional Members, Type IV, and approved 
by the Board of Trustees. " 
Accepted Plans are the Act ive Inst itut ional mc�Jers , Type I V .  
WHO ARE BLUE CROSS COMMISS ION MEMBERS ? 
The B .lue Cros s Commission has three Commiss ion ers appo i n ted by  the  
President of the American Hosp ital  As soc i at ion and on e Commi s s ioner  
elected by each of the twelve d istr icts  o f  Act ive In st i tut i onal 
Members , Type IV. Each Comm i s s ioner holds o ffice for two years . 
An election system begun in 1 950  i s  used  to prov i de future memb e rs . 
Each member h as one electoral vote . 
The Blue Cross Comm iss ion has its own o ffic er - - a cha i rman, a 
vice-chairman and a treasurer . They are elected for t erms o f  one  
year. These officers make up the Ex ecutive Commi ttee o f  the Blue 
Cross Commission . 
HOW IS THE COMMISS ION SUPPORTEV?  
The Commission collects dues from each Act ive  I n s t i t ut i ona l Membe r ,  
Type I V .  Dues are 2. 5 mil ls for each subscr i ber  c c rb fi  cat c  each  
month . The minimum that any P l an pays in is  $40  a mon t h ; and  the  
maximum, $ 1,200. Dues are calculat ed each hal f year based  on  t h e  
enrol lment records of each Pl an on December 3 1  an d . J un e  30. ' J 'h c 
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rate schedule can be altered by a two-thirds vote of the Active 
Institutional Members at any of their meetings . 
WHAT ARE THE COMMISSION ' S OBJECTI VES? 
The objectives of the Commission are directed toward improving 
health-service by furthering the Blue Cross Plans. It achieves 
these objectives by : 
1. Securing the widest possible public acceptance 
of the principle of voluntary, non-profit, pre-
paid health service. 
2. Directing member Plans toward a program of 
joint action. 
3. Administering national health - service programs 
agreed to by the member Plans. 
4. Providing assistance and advice in approving 
member Plans. 
5. Providing member Plans with information . 
WHAT ARE THE COMMISSION ' S POWERS? 
The Commission has the power to establish its own policies to 
further it s objectives . It can use the dues paid by it s members . 
to further the principle of group payment for hospitalized ill­
ness and to promote the cooperat ion of all groups that influence 
the scope, development and administration of hospital -service Plans. 
THE COMMISSION ANV THE PLANS 
The Standards and procedures for approving organizations that 
operate hospital-service Plans are administered by the Board 
of Trustees of the American Hospital Association. The Commission : 
1. Assists the Board of Trustees in making it s 
fair and adequate appraisal of each hospital­
service Plan. 
2 .  Establishes contacts with existing and proposed 
hospital -service Plans concerning administrative 
policies and procedures, provides literature and 
data ; and establishes and maintains contacts with 
governmental and national agencies. 
3. Recommends methods for developing national enroll­
ment and coordination and devises and presents to 
members for adoption such important regulations, 
procedures, forms and systems as : 










5 .  
a. Uniform enro l lment regu l ations for national 
accounts. 
b. Inter-member transfer and service-benefit 
procedures. 
c. A uniform contract for national accounts. 
d. A system of conso lidated bi l ling for 
national accounts. 
Makes special  studies of enro l lment, uti lization, 
experience and other subjects ; may audit al l the 
records of an Member P l an, and may make recommen­
dations direct ly to local  P l an Directors and 
Trustees when it appears desirable. 
Undertakes, at both local  and national leve l s, to 
develop a coordinated program of pub lic re l ations. 
With such far -reaching objectives, the Rlue Cross Commis sion is one 
·of the greatest present-day factors in shaping the destinies of the 
voluntary, prepaid, hospital -care movement in America. What are the 
kinds of resu lts to be expected from such leadership ? 
INTER- PLAN SERVICE BENEFIT BANK 
The Inter - P l an Service Benefit Bank or B ank, as it is usual ly cal led , 
is one very tangib le resu lt. The Bank is a means. through which each 
B lue Cross P l an may provide service benefits to subscribers when they 
are hospitalized outside the area served direct ly by its own cooperating 
hospitals. In this way, a subscriber of any P l an participating in the 
Bank is treated as if he were a subs.criber of the P l an in whose area 
he is hospita lized. Each P l an must pay for the care of its own sub ­
scribers hospitalized outside its own area. The amount paid is 
approximately the same as the average cost for such care w�thin its 
own area. More than three-fourths of a l l  the B lue Cross enro l lment 
in America now participates in the Bank. -
A few of the B lue Cross P l ans had already tried to solve this prob lem 
but they had found themse lves faced w ith a difficu lt task. It was 
practical ly impossib le for a P l an to contract with say five thousand 
hospitals throughout America or for a hospital  to contract with al l 
of the B lue Cross P l ans. So, in the first fifteen year s  of B lue Cross 
history, limited coverage was provided to patients hospitalized out 
of their own home area through indemnity payments. This was never 
comp lete ly satisfactory to the subscriber. Usual ly, the indemnity 
amount al lowed w as too smal l  to cover more than part of his bil l. 
And, even when the indemnity was increased enough by some P lans 
to cover the major portion of the bil l, the patient sti l l had to 
pay his bi l l  to the hospital and then seek reimbursement from the P l an .  
The prob lem persisted. It was a recognized princip le of B lue Cross 
that members shou ld be cared for at the hospital  on a service-benefit 
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basis. I f  service-bene fits were desirable in home-area hospitals, 
they were desirable everywhere. But, the problem was how to pro­
vide such benefits. Finally, the first reciprocal arrangement wa$ 
organized and put into operation . 
It was based on two major principles. First, participating Plans 
agreed to provide their regular benefits in their Member Hospitals 
to subscribers o f  other participating Plans who were hospitalized 
in them. O f  course, this required approval from the Member Hospitals, 
too . Second, the Home Plan where the subscriber was enrolled had to 
pay the exact cost of  his care to the Host Plan where the subscriber 
was hospitalized. 
Most Plans found this payment formula unacceptable. A Plan whose 
own average per-diem cost of  hospital care was eight dollars a day 
cou ld scarcely afford to pay for care in high-cost hospitals that 
might range in cost up to an average o f  eighteen dollars a day. 
It was apparent, too, that Plans in a reverse situation - - those 
located in high -cost area hospitals - - were doing very well under 
the system. It looked as i f  the formula benefited only the high ­
cost Plans. 
At one time, as many as forty Plans participated in this reciprocal 
program. But Plans gradually withdrew until less than thirty were 
still participating when it was finally abandoned in favor of  the Bank. 
The idea for the Bank was suggested by Mr. Paul A. Webb, Executive 
Director for the Blue Cross Plan in Portland, Maine. He is now 
Chairman of  the Bank Advisory Board. He proposed that each partici­
pating Plan should buy a certain number of days of  care in other areas 
from a clearing house, which he chose to call a Bank. Each day of  
care would be paid for by the Plan at its own local, average, per -d�ern 
cost of  hospital care. This was the reverse o f  the old reciprocity 
program. Instead o f  a Horne Plan paying for out -of-area care at the 
going rate in the .Host-Plan area, it would pay for this care at its 
own established rate. The Bank would continue to reimburse each 
Host- Plan for its actual costs. Mr. Webb believed that high-cost 
Plans would pay the Bank enough more than actual cost for its days o f  
care to offset any losses incurred by the Bank when it paid more than 
it received on behalf o f  low-cost Plans. In general, this is still 
the financial theory o f  the Bank. 
Horne Plans pay for care through the Bank according to a formula that 
relates the costs of  care in the Horne- Plan area and the actual cost 
o f  care provided by the Host Plan. Some Plans still pay the Bank 
slightly more than the care actually rendered their subscribers costs 
the Bank. However, the limit they are ever asked to pay in excess o f  
actual cost for any patient is one daollar a day. Some other Plans 
pay the Bank less than the care given to their subscribers costs the 
Bank. The Bank, however, is not permitted to sustain a loss greater 
than two dollars a day or ten percent of  the actual cost o f  the care 






AVMINISTRATION OF THE BANK 
Each ·participating Plan signs a comprehensive agreement pledging its 
cooperation. The rights and responsibilities of all Plans in the 
· Bank are clearly stated in the agreement. The agreement settles most 
questions be'fore they ever arise, and provides the mechanis·m for 
settling others through a Bank A dvisory Board with definite authority 
under the Blue Cross Commission . The Agreement establishes p ·enalities 
for failure of any Plan to perform as pledged and it is a tribute to 
the program and to the participating Plans that the number of violations ­
to the agreement are few. 
The Bank Advisory Board operates under the specific authority of the 
Blue Cross Commission and . the participating Plans. I t  has established 
policies consistent with the Bank's agreement. The . active administra ­
tion of the Bank is under the direction of the manager of the Inter­
Plan Service Benefit Bank and his staff of five assistants. 
Based only on Plans now participating in the Bank program, more than 
80,000 patients have their cases cleared through the Bank in one year. 
The value of the services rendered to them is more than $7,000,000 or 
more than 650,000 days of hospital care. The solution to a problem of 
this magnitude is certainly a major s tep forward in the development of 
Blue Cross hospital service . 
HEALTH SERVICE, INCORPORATEV 
Another result of the Commission's leadership has been the formation 
of Health Service, Incorporated. The problem of enrolling the em­
ployees of business firms that operate in more than one Plan area 
has perplexed Blue Cross Plan directors and the Blue Cross Commission 
for years. Solutions have been offered but the one that appears to 
provide the most practical approach to the problem is Health Service, 
Inc. This is a stock-insurance Corporation organized in Illinois. 
Blue Cross Plans have contributed to the establishment of this 
Corporation. 
BLUE CROSS ASSOC IATION 
In most states it is illegal for non-profit organizations like Blue 
Cross Plans to purchase stock as an investment, except in very limited 
c·ategoties. But such Plans can contribute to an Association. In turn, 
that Association can establish a Stock Corporation to provide for supple ­
mentary hospital benefits that Plans are unable or unwilling to provide 
for employees of national firms. For these reasons, the Blue Cross 
Plans, through the Blue Cross Commission, have organized the Blue Cross 
Association. The Association was incorporated in the State of Illinois 
on December 28, 1948 under the not -for-profit laws of that State to 
act as a membership corporation in which Blue Cross Plans participate 
on an equal basis . 
The purpose of the Blue Cross Association is to supplement the work of 
, the Blue Cross Commission. The Association is  controlled by the Blue 
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Cross Plans. In fact, members of the Blue Cross Commission and offi­
cers of the Association are identical. The Blue Cross Association 
owns all of the stock of Health Service , Inc .  The purpose of Health 
Service·, Inc. is to act as a national insurance company for the Blue 
Cross Plans. When a national organi zation wants to buy protection 
for its workers in all parts of the country , Health Service , Inc. 
underwrites a program of uniform coverage for these employees , regard­
less of where they live and work. 
Health Service , Inc. earns money from any underwriting profit it  makes 
on the insurance _it writes. Health Service , Inc . functions through · 
Blue Cross Plans in the areas where a Plan exists. 
A Board of Directors ' of fifteen outstanding persons who are interested 
in health problems from a national standpoint controls HeaJth Service , 
Inc. Ten of these are elected by the contributing Plans and five by 
the Blue Cross Assocation. 
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(Prepared in the early 19S0 ' s) 
CHAPTER V 
BLUE SHIELD EXAMINED 
WHAT IS A BLUE SHIELV PLAN? 
A Blue Shield medical-care Plan is a non-profit corporation organi zed 
under professional sponsorship and approved by the Blue Shield Medical 
Care Plan� . 
Basically , these medical Plans offer a means of helping the public 
prepay the cost of doctor bills . By spreading the cost of protection 
through a pooling of risks , these Plans reduce the cost of medical 
care to the individual, and help s tabilize the income of doctors and 
reduce their overhead expenses . And, of continually growing impor­
tance, they are one of the most  powerful arguments against complusory 
insurance . Benefits  may be in terms of service or . in terms of dollars . 
If the Plan offers service benefits, these benefits are guaranteed by 
the physicians who participate in the Plans . This guarantee is in 
the form of an agreement between the Plan and the physicians . 
There is, of course, an agreement between the subscriber and the Plan . 
In this agreement or contract, th_e benefits  for the subscriber are 
listed . In case of illness, the subscriber may choose any physician 
he wishes . 
EARLY HISTORY 
In the eighties, Washington and Oregon were proving grounds for medical 
plans of the type that have since developed into the socially- signifi- · 
cant, Blue Shield movement . 
The first  medical-care plan ever organized as a community proj ect in 
the United States was begun about 1900 . This plan was the Centro 
E spanol de Tampa, Florida . It had several other obj ectives besides 
providing medical . and hospital care . It is still in operation and 
maintains its own hospital facilities . Salaried doctors provide 
medical care . 
Pioneer plans in the medical field were ordinarily s tarted without 
legal s tatus since there were no enabling acts . Soon, as in the Blue 
Cros s movement, enabling legislation was developed . Some of the s tates 
that provided such legislation first  were California, New York , 









FACTORS AFFECTING BLUE SHIELV VEVELOPMENT 
One interesting difference between the development of Blue Shield 
medical-care Plans and Blue Cross hospital -care Plans has been the 
very large part that Blue Cross Plans have played in helping develop 
Blue Shield Plans. Blue Cross began its leading role in the des ­
tinies of medical care about 1940. Underlying this action were 
significant reasons. ( 1 )  Subscribers to Blue Cross Plans were 
well aware that they needed medical care as well as hospital care. 
By 1940 many of them were demanding this additional care on a pre­
payment basis. ( 2 ) By 1940, commercial insurance companies were 
offering medical -care policies . This action, of course, provided 
great iricentive for similar offerings to be made by the non-profit 
Plans. 
Medical economists and other members of the medical profession early 
recognized the need for pay -in-advance medical plans. Their influence 
helped in developing and gaining widespread acceptance for such plans. 
Rising costs of medical care have provided another powerful impetus 
to consumer and professional interest in medical -care plans. 
Another factor that has contributed significantly to the development 
of these plans has been the imminent possibility of establishing 
�overnment controlled health plans. Very few medical men in America 
favor such government plans. As a result, they have reacted by 
supporting plans operated by private enterprise. 
Blue Cross Plans may provide impetus to the development of medical 
Plans in different ways. For example : 
Blue Cross administrators may aid a medical 
society in developing a Plan of its own by 
preparing an actuarial basis for such a Plan. 
Hospital- Plan officials may take on the major 
part of the burden of evolving a medical -care 
Plan. 
Blue Cross administrators may interest leading 
physicians in the idea of a medical Plan. The 
physicians, in turn, carry the idea to their 
medical society. Through the society, a Plan· 
may develop. 
Blue Shield Plans are usually independent corporations. Their working 
capital is often provided by medical societies and by local community 
chests and foundations. 
J WHO CONTROLS A BLUE SHIELV PLAN? 
Blue Shield Plans are controlled by their Boards of Directors and/or 
Trustees. A Board appoints an Executive Director and decides all 
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maj or policies . The method of election or appointment of Board 
members varies in different localities. Usually they are appointed 
or elected by the sponsoring county or State medical society. · Where 
hospital and medical-service prepayment is offered by a single cor­
poration, the personnel of the Board of Directors may be divided 
equally between the medical profession , hospital personnel and the 
.general public. If the medical- care Plan is a separate corporatioµ , 
the doctors usually have a maj ority of the members on its Board . A 
recent Blue Shield survey showed that the average composition of all 
Blue Shield Plan boards was two- thirds doctors and one-third general 
public. 
HOW IS AVMINISTRATION HANVLEV? 
The Administrative procedures of a medical Plan are about the same 
as those of a Blue Cross Plan . Enrollment , billing and maintenance 
of subscriber records are usually handled for both the Blue Shield 
Plan and the Blue Cross Plan in a community by the same staff per­
sonne l.  Blue Cross and Blue Shie ld Plans often operate through a 
single administrative staff , too , and there usually is one Executive 
Director for both Plans . Most medical Plans have a professional 
committee or a medical director , to review claims and arbitrate 
cases where there is a question as to the propriety of any fee . 
After a physician has treated a subscriber , he sends the Plan a 
physician's service report . The Plan checks the patient's status 
as a paid-up subscriber, records the service performed ,  and sends 
a check to the physician. 
Administrative costs of medical Plans usually exceed those of hospital 
Plans . This is true primarily because the average medical claim is 
smaller than the average hospital bill but it costs about the same to 
process it , and there are thousands of doctors in a state compared · 
to only a few hundred hospitals for the Plan to contract with . Also , 
a medical bill may involve more than one physician's charges whereas 
a hospital bill involves only a single set of hospital charges. 
WHO MAY SUBSCRIBE? 
Throughout the history of medical care there has been controversy over 
who should be allowed to subscribe to the Plans . Most medical- care 
Plans were conceived as a means of helping protect those in the lower 
income range so some Plans at first refused membership to those with 
incomes greater than about $ 2500  a year . Ohio went so far as to write 
into its enabling legislation a rule about income. The Ohio law for­
bade anyone from enrolling in its early medical-service Plan who made 
over $ 2400  a year . Such legislation has not been helpful . As price 
indices and wages generally have risen , fewer and fewer persons can 
qualify for membership. Unfortunately for potential members in areas 
where such hard and fast rul�s apply, the need for medical care has 













formulation of a separate 
industrial leaders, being 
a medical-care Plan, have 
Mutual Plan of Cleveland. 
those who hold Blue Cross 
Plan in the city of Cleveland. Civic an<l 
well aware of the problem and the need for 
j oined forces to organize the Medical 
This Plan, established in 1945 , enrolls 
membership. 
Another reaction to the Ohio enabling act has been the formation 
of the Plan called Ohio Medical Indemnity Incorporated .  This Plan 
is supported by the medical profession of Ohio . Members of the 
medical profession belonging to the state medical society own the 
Plan ' s  stock. The Plan cooperates fully with Blue Cross. 
Present-day medical Plans permit anyone to subscribe but with certain 
qualifications dependent upon the subscriber's salary level, as will 
be described later in this chapter. 
ROLE OF A . M . A . 
In· 1934 the House of Delegates of the American Medical Association 
adopted a set of principles for the guidance of medical-service pre­
payment Plans. The most important of these are : 
All features of medical service should be under the 
control of the medical profession . 
No third party should be permitted to come between 
the patient and his physician in any medical relation. 
The patient must have absolute freedom to choose any 
participating physician. 
The confidential nature of the patient-physician 
relationship must be preserved. 
Medical service should be paid for by the patient in 
accordance with his income status and in a manner 
that is mutually satisfactory. 
In 1938 a resolution was adopted endorsing the principle that "in any 
plan or arrangement for the provision of medical services, the benefits 
shall be paid in cash directly to the individual member . "  Then in 1942, 
recognizing the values of a service-benefit principle, the American 
Medical Association's House of Delegates approved the principle of 
operating medical-service Plans on a service basis "when sponsored by 
a constituent state medical association of a component county medical 
society in accordance with the recommendations relating to medical­
service Plans adopted by the House of Delegates."  
In 194 3 
Service 
were to : 
adequate 
the American Medical Association formed a Council on Medical 
and Public Relations . The original purposes of the Council 
(1) Serve as a clearing house for- information regarding 
medical care for the American people. (2) Study and suggest 
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means for the distribution of medical service to the public. 
( 3 )  Assist the State and county medical societies in their activi­
ties with relation to medical service. 
During 1944 and 1945, the council on Medical Service and Public 
Relations served as a coordinating agency for medical Plans and 
helped in the founding of new Plans. By December 1945, the House 
of Delegates of the American Medical Association had crystallized 
its thinking sufficiently to warrant is suing the following instruc­
tions to its Board of Trustees and the Council on Medical Service 
and Public Relations. 
" P11..oc..e.e.d M p11..omp.tly cu, po-6-6ible. wUh the. 
de.ve.lopme.nt o /)  a -6pe.uMc.. national he.a.Lth 
p11..og11..am wUh e.mphcuLs upon  the. wide. 011..gani­
zatio n o n  lo c..a-lty admlni-6te.11..e.d p11..e.payme.nt 
P lan1> -6 po n-6 o 11..e.d by  m e.cUc..al -6 o ue.:tiv., • " 
PLANS EMERGE 
By early 1946 another step forward was made. Under the auspices of 
the American Medical Association, a new coordination agency was set 
up called Associated Medical Care P lans. It s aims were to : ( 1 )  Aid 
in developing new medical care Plans. (2) Collect and circulate 
statistics of value to the Plans. ( 3) Stimulate the development of 
arrangements for transfers and reciprocity of benefit s  between Plans. 
Associated Medical Care Plans were organized to serve the medical 
Plans in about the same capacity as the Blue Cross Commission serves 
the hospital Plans. Its members included those P lans that met A . M.C.P . 
s tandards. The organization had a president, vice-president, treasurer, 
secretary and nine Commissioners. Three of the Commissioners were 
selected from the Council on Medical Service and Public Relations of 
the American Medical Association. The organization's leader was its 
full time Executive Director. A.M.C.P. was housed at the headquarters 
of the American Medical Association. Dues were collected from member 
Plans to finance the organization. Dues amounted to one-half mill a 
month for each subscriber. No Plan paid less  than $ 10 a month and 
none more than $250 a month. 
Initially, standards of acceptance for Plans were those · of the A.M.A. 
Council on Medical services. The principal points  covered were : 
1 .  Loe.al app11..oval o n  the. Plan by the. -6ta.te. me.cUc..al 
CU,,6 oua.tion Oil. by the. c..ounty me.cUc..al -6oue.:ty 
de.pe.ncUng upon w -6 c..ope. . 
2 .  Con;ttwl li>y the. me.cUc..d p!to /)e/2-6ion . 










4 . F 1tee c.hoic.e o 6 phy-0iuanl) by -6 u.6-6 c.Jt,[b eM . 
5 .  Mcuntenanc.e 0 6  the c.on6,[dential patient-phy-0iuan 
1tuatio n-6 hlp . 
6 .  Sati-6 6ac.to1ty J.>tatement o 6 bene.6w . 
7 .  Vigni6ied pltomotion 0 6  the Plan and � ou.nd 
en.JtoUment p1tac.tic.e-6 . 
In these standards no specific mention was made of  non-profit organi­
zations .  Presumably, therefore, a commercial insurance group could 
have been granted memb.ership in A . M . C . P .  but none ever asked for it . 
Each Plan was approved for a two-year period . A re-examination was 
required for reapproving the Plan after the two-year period . 
In 1 950 the A . M . C . P . was renamed Blue Shield Medical Care Plans , 
connections with the American Medical Association having been severed 
in June, 1949 . Its policies continue to follow the pattern of  its 
· predecessor, the A . M.C . P . 
The Blue Shield Commission in charge of  the Medical Care Plans organi­
zation was made up of two Commissioners from each regional district 
and eight Commissioners-at-Large . At least six of the Commissioners­
at-Large must be doctors of medicine . District Commissioners serve 
one-year terms and Commissioners-at-Large serve three-year terms . 
HOW A MEVICAL PLAN CAN BECOME A BLUE SHIELV MEMBER PLAN 
Any non-profit medical- care plan which meets and complies with the 
standards established by the Blue Shield Commission may apply for a 
full membership in the Blue Shield organization . I f  a non-profit 
medical-care plan is in the process of organization or is temporarily 
unable to meet the Commission ' s standards, it may apply for an asso­
ciate membership . 
Examination of  the Commission ' s  standards for j udging plans that apply 
for membership reveals the evaluation criteria used . It can be seen 
that these standards in part closely parallel those described earlier 
in this Chapter as standards laid down by the American Medical 
Association . 
To gain Blue Shield s_tatus and permiss.ion to use the term "Blue Shield" 
and the Blue Shield symbol, a Plan must meet the following requirements 
unless the Commission decides to waive one or more of  them . The 
Commission reserves the right of waiver when acting upon an original 
application for membership or when making its annual review of a 
member ' s  status . 
1 .  Medical Society Approval. A plan shall have the approval of the 
state or county medical society by which it was established . I f  
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the society later withdraws its approval, the Plan enters into 
a conditional status during which the Commission studies the 
underlying reasons. The Cornmis.s ion's findings. may le.ad to 
termination of the Plan ' s  Blue. Shield ·memb.e.rshi.p. -
2. Professional Responsibility. A Plan shall not attempt to 
provide physicians.or to determine the quality of medical 
services. 
3. Free Choice of Physician. A Plan shall not make any regulations 
which will restrict a subscriber in making a free choice of a 
duly licensed doctor of medicine practicing in th_e area served 
by the Plan. The ass:umption is made, · of cours·e, that the doctor 
chosen is willing to provide service. under th.e conditions esta­
blished by the. Plan. If a Plan utilizes participating phys.ician agreements that affect the services or benefits itated in . the 
certificates. it issues , th_e Plan must secure the participation 
·of 51  per cent or more of the doctors of medicine who practice 
within the area served by th.e Plan. 
4. Patient..-Physician Relationship. A Plan s:hall not abridge the 
personal relations.hip b.etween a patient and his physician._ 
5. Public Policy. A Plan must provide. the greatest possible service 
to its subscribers. Successful operation demands honest and 
sincere consideration of th_e mutual interests of subscribers, 
physicians and the Plan. 
6. Type of Benefits. A Plan may provide benefits on an indemnity 
or on a service basis, or both. If indemnities are paid to a 
subscriber it must be made clear that these are. to assist in 
paying the charges for medical service and may not cover the 
entire cos� of medical service. 
7. Clarity of Benefits.  A Plan shall provide subscriber certifi­
cates that clearly state the benefits. and the conditions under 
which benefits ar� provided. All exclusions, waiting periods 
and deductible provisions must be clearly indicated in the 
certificates and in promotional literature. 
8. Promotion. The. promotional activities of a Plan must be re,asonable. 
9. Reports. A Plan shall s.ubmi t reports. and information requested by 
the Blue Shield Commission and must keep the Blue Shield Medical 
Care Plans informed of all changes in by-laws, maj or policies, 
membership of the governing board, officers, certificates, rates � 
fees., promotional literature and other important items th.at per-
tain to the Plan's operation. 
10. Safeguards for Subscribers. A Plan '· s accounting practices must 
afford a reliable statement for its assets and liabilities , earned 









1 1. Duration of  Membership. A member Plan of  Blue Shield shall 
hold its membership for a one year period. An as sociate 
member may hold membership for only one year following the 
year in which it was accepted as an as sociate member. Then 
it must make an original application for full membership 
unles s  the Blue Shield Commission waives this requirement . 
12� Non-profit Operations. A Plan shall operate on a non-profit 
basis. Accordingly , members of the governing board shall 
receive no payment for their personal services as board 
members. They may be reimbursed , of  course ,  for out-of­
pocket and traveling expenses as sociated with Plan affairs. 
If a Plan is organized under laws other than non-profit 
enabling acts , it must make a specific provision in its by­
laws for operating on a non-profit basis. 
1 3. Physician Relations. A Plan shall maintain , as part of its 
regular administrative functions , an active program of  
physician relations in order to secure and maintain close 
cooperation with practicing physicians. 
All of these standards are designed to guarantee that Plans admitted 
to membership in the Blue Shield Medical Care Plans organization 
will serve the public well and will further the ideals underlying 
the organization. The highest pos sible degree of  local autonomy 
is encouraged so that member Plans can best adapt themselves to 
the specific needs of the communities they serve. 
WHO CAN JOIN BLUE SHI ELD PLANS? 
Many of the pay-in-advance , medical- care Plans have established 
standards to govern the selection of  subscribers. This is necessary , 
of course ,  to reduce or avoid entirely the risk ·of making an adverse 
selection of subscribers. Three kinds of  restrictive standards are 
common - - those based on inQOmt, agt, and phy�iQal QOncii;tion. Some 
industrially- sponsored Plans . and most consumer- sponsored medical plans 
have none of these restrictions. But they are exceptions to the rule 
because the maj ority of all commercial or non-profit medical Plans 
do establish one or more kinds of restrictions . 
When income restrictions are applied , the Plan usually operates by 
offering two kinds of  benefits. That is , if a subscriber has an 
annual income equal to or less than some specified amount stated in 
the contract - - say, for example, $2 , 5 0 0  - - care is provided as ser­
vice, free of cost. I f  the subs criber earns more than the limiting 
amount , he will receive specific indenmity benefits instead of  service . 
Such cash allowances ordinarily will not cover all of his medical 
expenses. 
WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS? 
The service benefit principle in the medical- care field is a charac­
teristic of Blue Shield Plans. This principle is neither original 
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with Blue Shield, nor exclusively a Blue Shield development . But 
it is one of the principal differences which sets Blue Shield apart 
from ordinary insurance programs . 
Stated in its simplest terms, the service benefit principle involves 
an agreement between the subscriber and the physician . In the agree­
ment, effected through the Plan, the physician agrees to accept an 
established schedule of fees as full payment for the services he 
renders to certain eligible subscribers . The subscriber , in turn, 
agrees to purchase a certificate in which he is  guaranteed such 
service, provided he is  eligible to receive it under the terms in 
the certificate . 
By comparing the service and indenmity methods of insuring medical 
care risks, we can further clarify the meaning of the service benefit 
principle . 
Indvnnity is a term used to identify an insurance program which pro ­
vides a stipulated schedule of cash benefits to be paid to the insured 
person when certain specified risks occur . For example, when an 
appendectomy is performed, the insured becomes eligible to receive a 
cash benefit, which he may apply against the total costs of a physician's 
service . The cash benefit may or may not pay the entire bill . There is 
no written agreement between the physician, patient, or insuring agency, 
although an understanding may have been reached privately by the physi­
cian and his patient . 
SeJtviQe implies a contractual agreement, or agreements, and it promises 
eligible subscribers that medical service will be rendered without addi­
tional cost beyond the amount paid to a physician by the Plan . 
A majority of Blue Shield Plans operate on either a full or a partial 
service benefit basis . There are logical reasons for this situation . 
To begin with, ever since health and accident insurance was first 
offered to the public, there has been a growing consumer demand for 
service benefits in the field of medical care . These demands have 
been made known in different ways, from the expressed desires of 
individuals on the one hand to the formal policy statements of large 
and powerful organizations on the other . Political pressures and 
proposals have also stimulated the public ' s  desire to purchase ser ­
vice rather than indenmity protection. Then too, a majority of 
physicians agree than an acceptable method of providing ·medical care 
on a service basis must be accomplished if the public is to be satis ­
field and the profession is  to meet its responsibilities . 
Blue Shield Plans are a log ical instrument through which to effect 
the service benefit principle . These Plans are sponsored or approved 
by medical societies and are subject to medical control . 
Physicians feel that their assumption of responsibility in providing 
service benefits entitles them to a voice in the control of the organi­










Only through Blue Shield Plans is this kind of participation possible 
or satisfactory. 
During the past few years there has been an increasing trend toward 
the adoption of service benefits among Blue Shield Plans. At no 
time has a Blue Shield Plan returned to an indemnity program , after 
once offering service benefits to the public. · · 
Several Blue Shield Plans have increas,ed their subscriber income. 
levels during the past few years in order to keep pace with the 
inflationary trends so characteristic of the post-war period. As 
wages increase , Plans find an increas.ingly larger percentage of 
their subscribers ineligible for se.rvfre bene..fits. To restore their 
original position of offering service bene.:U ts· to a maj ority of wage 
ea.rners , Plans have raised 'income levels and , for the most part , have 
increased th.eir fee schedules accordingly . The end result is higher 
s.ubscription rates for th _e subscriber. Thi.s. proces s  is similar to 
the economic trends in othe.r fields. 
BASIC ELEMENTS 1N BLUE SH1 ELV 
SERVICE BENEFIT PROGRAMS 
Once the service benefits principle is adopted , the details governing 
its operation must be worked out so that they are as acceptable as · 
possible, both to the public and to the medical profession. Respon­
sible representatives of the medical profession must play an important 
part in working out these details. They must give full consideration 
both to the ethics of medical pract ice and to the needs of the public 
to be benefitted by the program. 
One of the most fundamental decisions to be reached is that of deciding 
which economic groups or what part of the public shall be declared 
eligible for such protection. Factors to be considered in reaching 
this decision should , at the very least , include these : 
The extent to which the medical profession is 
willing to offer service to the public. 
The effect on enrollment if the income level does 
not include a maj ority of the average-employee group. 
The significance of rising wage levels and decreasing 
purchasing power. 
The varying economic factors present in urban and 
rural areas. 
These factors and others peculiar to the area involved must be con­
sidered before a satisfactory income level can be established by 
which eligibility for service benefits will be determined. 
Care must be taken in defining the income levels agreed upon ; other­
wise confusion in the minds of subscribers and physicians is likely 
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to result. A simple clearly stated definition will help hold. mis­
understandings to a minimum. 
Service benefits are offered to the public through the medium of 
advertising, promotional literature, publicity, or group presen­
tations. Service benefits are guaranteed to the public, through 
the subscriber certificate which is a legal contract between the 
Plan and its subscriber. 
SUBSCRI BER CERT IFICATES 
A subscriber certificate sets forth the terms and conditions of the 
protection and may provide a schedule of fees. Blue Shield Plans 
that offer service benefits include in their certificates the terms 
under which the benefits are provided and state the income levels 
by means of which eligibility for service benefits are determined. 
The content of a subscriber certificate, e specially those provisions 
pertaining to benefits, should reflect the following conditions : 
I t  incorporates the basic principles of 
insurability. 
I ts underwriting costs have been estimated 
from sound actuarial and statistical data. 
It states the extent to which the subscriber ' s  
anticipated and real medical needs will be met. 
It indicates the amount of money the subscriber 
is willing to pay for this type of protection. 
Its clarity of language assures ease of admini­
stration and minimizes misunderstandings. 
DRAFTING FEE SCHEDULES 
Blue Shield Plans agree that physicians should be compensated adequately 
and fairly for their services. Since each physician participating in a 
service-type program agrees to accept established fees as full payment 
for his services to certain eligible subscribers and their dependents, 
the fee schedule should be drafted by the medical profession. 
Most Blue Shield Plans did not originally create or fix the fee schedules 
they now use. The j ob was done by committees representing the medical 
profession and appointed by medical or specialty societies. Such 
committees have worked in close cooperation with representatives of the 
Plans and have provided guidance in matters not generally familiar to 
the average physician . 
The fee schedules worked out have undergone periodic changes and modi­
fications based upon experience and changing economic or medical trends. 
'A fee-schedule committee should include representatives of all branches 
of medicine, particularly those whose services are included in the 












subscriber certificate. A fee s chedule should represent adequate 
_and average fees for the individuals or families whose incomes 
fall below the established in�ome level. The fees are not , there­
fore , average fees for all patients .  Instead , they are directed 
toward a specific part of the population already defined. When 
services are rendered to a subscriber with an income greater than 
the agreed-upon level, the fee is paid as an indemnity . 
PARTICIPATING PHYSICIANS ' AGREEMENTS 
Since a subscriber certificate is a contract between the Plan and it s 
subscribers , the service benefit provision in that certificate must 
be supported by signed agreements between the Plan and its partici­
pating physicians . Otherwise , the certificate i s  not valid and the 
state insurance department or other regulatory body is not likely to 
approve it for public offering .  
If the patient ' s  free choice of physician is to be realistically 
maintained , a mrn1mum of fifty per cent of all qualified physicians 
in the area should sign such agreements .  Such signing , however , 
must remain a voluntary deci sion on the part of each physician . 
Neither the Plan nor the medical society is in a safe moral or 
legal position if it attempts to force a physician to sign. 
Participating physician agreements usually include the following 
provisions : 
AgJr.e,e,men;t to ab)_de_ by  the Jr.uie/2 and Jr.e,guia;tiow., 
06 the, Plan M a  c.ofLpoft.a..tion .  
AgJr.e,e,men;t to lwnofL the ,6 e,Jr.v)_c.e_ bene6il pfLov,W,<,ovi-6 
;_n the ;., u.b;., c./r.ibe,Jr. c.efr.tiMc.ate_ and maR.e no addi­
tional c.haJr.ge/2 6ofL ;., e,Jr.v)_c.e.,6_ !Le,nde,Jr.e,d to J.> u.b;., c./r.ibe_Jr_,6 
e,,u,g;_ble_ 6ofL ;., e,Jr.vj_c_e_ be_ne,6,Lt-6 . 
AgfLe,e,me,n;t to ac.c.e,pt pJr.o -Jr.ata payment;., 6ofL � e,Jr.v)_c.eJ.> 
Jr.ende,Jr.e,d ;_6 , du.Jr.ing any ac.c.ou.nung pe_fl.iod,  '6u6 6;_c_;_e,n;t 
6und-6 Me not ava)_fabfe, .  
Physicians are apt t o  doubt their ability t o  identify patients who 
are eligible for service benefits. Some Plans provide a space on 
the form used by the physician in reporting services  to · the Plan for 
payment , in which the patient is asked to indicate by signature 
whether or not he is within the income level specified . Generally , 
too , a nurse or secretary asks for such information whenever a 
patient identifies himself as a Blue Shield subscriber. If the 
physician-patient relationship is to be preserved , the determination 
of eligibility for service benefits should be made in the physician ' s  
office with as sistance from the Plan when neces sary or requested . 
The pro rata provision of participating agreement s is neces sary as a 
protection both to the subscriber and to the Plan. In effect it con­
stitutes a guarantee by the physician that he will deliver services 
· as needed. This guarantee is accepted by state insurance departments 
in lieu of large cash reserves for a non-profit Plan. The physician ' s  
protection lies in sound management of the Plan along with adequate 
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representation on the Plan's governing board . The necessity 9_f 
invoking pro rata payments has been reduced to a minimum . Plans 
which have , in the past , found it necessary to pro rata fees have 
since repaid the amounts withheld . 
The service benefit type of program requires greater cooperation 
between physician and Plan than does an indenmity coverage . For 
this reason , Blue Shield Plans have established programs which 
furnish information to participating physicians and have devised 
ways and means of making it as convenient as possible for physicians 
to provide service for Blue Shield patients . 
PROCEEVINGS FOR ESTABLISHING SERVICE BENEFITS 
It is of the utmost importance that a proposal for the establishment 
of service benefits be approached in an orderly manner . Early dis­
cussion of the service benefit principle may take place within the 
governing board of the Plan . But as quickly as general agreement 
can be reached at this level , the matter should be discussed with 
some representative body of the medical society . Regardless of 
where the discussions originate , the service benefit principle 
should be discussed with and approved by the governing body of the 
medical society in the area served by the Plan . This should be 
accomplished before misunderstandings and rumors can develop. 
Official support from the medical society should precede any con­
tacts with the medical profession as a whole . If the ultimate 
decision is to be made by the profession , the proposal should 
have its official origin from within the ranks of medicine . 
Assignment of responsibility for working out a detailed proposal 
should be made to a specific group of persons. The completed pro­
posal should be produced in written form and include the definition 
. of income level , subscriber certificate , fee schedule , and partici­
pating physician agreement . Basic principles that should be observed 
in preparing this proposal are these : 
1 .  The medical profession must make the ultimate 
decision on principles and details . 
2 .  Each physician should be given ample opportunity 
to review the whole proposal in written form well 
in advance of the time when he is asked to approve 
or sign a participating agreement . 
3 .  Before a proposal is submitted to a state medical 
society, personal presentations should be made to 
as many county and local groups as possible . Such 
presentations should be made by physicians -­
preferably members of the group which drafted the 
proposal . 
4 .  Opposition op1n1on should be sought out deliberately 















misunderstandings by furnishing accurate information. 
This should be done on a personal basis as much as 
possible, either with individuals or groups. 
5. While every effort should be made to gain unanimous 
acceptance, a minority opposition should be antici­
pated. Such a minority must not be permitted to 
delay a program which the majority agrees upon as 
being good for the public and the profession. 
EXAMP LE O F  MAS SACHUSETTS MED ICA L  S ERVICE 
So far we ' ve considered some of the most important general aspects 
of Blue Shield Plans. In order to see how Blue Shield Plans operate, 
one Plan is described in more detail. The Plan selected is 
Massachusetts Medical Service. This Plan is a non -stock corporation 
that came into being in June 1942 under an Enabling Act approved 
during May 1941. In many ways Massachusetts Medical Service is 
typical of other Blue Shield Plans. Furthermore, it has been one 
of the leaders in organizing the present federation of Blue Shield 
Plans. Here, in part, is the story of the Plan paraphrased from 
the writings of Dr. Charles G. Hayden, its Director. 
1 .  The, Le,9.L6la;tion 
The Enabling Act that makes this Plan legally possible, provides for 
the preservation of the public health by furnishing low cost medical 
service. Th)/2 Au a.L6o p!Lovidv., .tha;t a c.onpofLa.:Uon -6 U  u.p 6oJL .th)/2 
pU/Lp0,6 e, -6hail be, e,xe,mp.t n!Lom mo-6 .t o -6 .the, p!LOV,</2,tQn,,6 06 .the, ,tn,,6 u.!Lanc.e, 
law-6 . The Commissioner of Insurance is in charge of administering 
the Act. 
Massachusetts Medical Service was originally required to set aside 
twenty -five per cent of its monthly income from subscribers until 
a quarter-of-a-million dollar surplus could be accumulated. By 
the end of 1945 that amolll1t was on hand but the requirement was not 
formally rescinded until July 1 947. Since 1 947  a surplus equal to 
half of the total annual payment to physicians has been required. 
The Enabling Act imposes these further conditions : 
a. A majority of the Board of Directors must be 
persons approved in writing by a medical society 
incorporated in Massachusetts not less than ten 
years and having not less than two thousand 
registered physicians as members . 
b. Any resident of Massachusetts has the right to 
become a subscriber if his qualifications meet 
those specified in the by -laws approved by the 
Commissioner of Insurance. 
c. Any registered physician has the right to parti ­
cipate provided he is willing to abide by the 
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Corporation's rules and regulations. Osteopathic 
physicians may also participate in the Plan . 
d .  The normal relations between physician and patient 
must be safeguarded . It is illegal for any officer, 
agent or employee of a medical service corporation 
to influence a subscriber in the choice of a parti­
cipating physician . 
e .  A medical-service corporation is not liable for 
neglect or malpractice on the part of a partici­
pating physician . Nevertheless it may find cause 
to terminate its agreement with the physician . 
If a controversy between a corporation and a 
participating physician or subscriber arises, a 
hearing may be held by a Board consisting of the 
Commissioner of Insurance, the Chairman of the 
Board of Registration in Medicine and the Attorney 
General . All decisions or orders of the Board 
are subject to court action. 
f. Workman's compensation cases cannot be covered by 
a medical-service corporation . Since the law was 
first written, it has been extended to exclude 
coverage of any case for which a local, State or 
Federal governmental agency is responsible . 
2 .  The Subl.) c)tibeM 
Subscribers to the Plan are classed as "unlimited" or "limited" de ­
pending upon their incomes. An unlimited or under -income subscriber 
is one whose total annual income does not exceed an amount determined 
by the Board of Directors and approved by the Council of the Massachusetts 
Medical Society . A limited or over -income subscriber is one whose total 
annual income does exceed this amount . Total annual income is all of 
the subscriber's income including the income of any dependents covered 
by his subscriber certificate . 
Originally, an unlimited (under -income ) member was any subscriber 
without dependents whose annual income was $2,000 or less, or any 
one of a family group whose total annual income was $2, 500 or less . 
When these limits were approved by the Council of the Massachusetts 
Medical Society, more than eighty percent of the wage earners of the 
state were in the unlimited category . Consequently, when it became 
apparent that increased earnings during and after World War I I  were 
being nullified by monetary devaluation, the Council approved higher 
limits . Under the present certificate, an unlimited member is any 
subscriber without member dependents whose annual income is less than 
$2,000 ; either one of a family of two members whose combined annual 
income is less than $2, 500 ; or any one of a family of three or more 
members whose combined annual income is less than $3,000 . A limited 
member is one whose annual income ·exceeds the above limits . 
' An unlimited member is entitled to service benefits for which the 
Corporation makes full payment directly to the participating physician . 











A limited member is entitled to indemnity benefits - - that 
Corporation extends its usual payment to the physician but 
physician is not barred from making an additional charge. 
additional charge is made, however, it is a metter between 





Each subscriber is required to indicate his income status on his 
application c ard at the time of his enrollment. Even so, it is ad ­
ministratively impossible to keep this information current. For this 
reason, the physician may often have to determine a patient's income 
status at the time services are rendered. To assist in this, he may 
use a specially prepared form provided by the Corporation. 
A subscriber may choose any p articipating physician subject only to 
the physician's right to accept or reject a p atient. To be eligible 
for full benefits a member must utilize the services of a partici-
p ating physician. However, in emergency situations where a p articipating 
physician is unavailable or where services are rendered outside the 
state, the Corporation undertakes to pay at least one-half of the 
amount which a participating physician would receive. 
3 .  The PaJLt-i.,c.ipa;ti,ng Phy1.>iuan/2 
Any physician registered in Massachusetts is eligible to become a par ­
ticipating physician subject to the Code of Ethics of the American 
Medical Association. Application to become a p articipating physician 
is made on a combined application and agreement form . This form 
becomes effective when it has been signed by the applicant and the 
Clerk of the Corporation. 
Each participating physician agrees to provide such services as are 
defined and limited in any subscriber certificate effective during 
the life of his agreement with the Corporation and to accept the 
Corporation's fee schedule allowance as full compensation for ser -
vices rendered. The Corporation compensates p articipating physicians 
on a unit basis in accordance with its prescribed schedule of fees. 
Par value of a unit is one dollar. I o ,  dU!Ling any aeeounting pefl.iod, 
the Conpona;ti.on oind-6 welo unable to meet w oul.l obUga;ti,on to 
the pa.Jz..U,c.ipa;ti,ng phy1.>ic.ian-6 , the value 06 the unli may be pnopon­
:tlon.a:tely nedueed.  Then, if funds later become available, additional 
payments may be made . No devaluation of the unit has ever been required. 
An agreement between a participating physician and the Corporation 
remains in effect until terminated by the physician or by the Cor ­
poration after twelve months' written notice. The Corporation c an 
terminate the agreement immediately if there is sufficient cause. 
If any termination occurs, the physician is entitled to payment 
for all services he has rendered up to the date of termination. 
4 .  The Sub1.> efl.iben Centi.6,[eate 
The original subscriber certificate was. i ssued in January 194 3 .  It 
provided benefits for surgical and obstetrical services rendered in 
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a licensed general or maternity hospital . Surgical services included 
the treatment for fractures and dislocations . On Jrme 1, 1947 this 
certificate was replaced by another type which includes benefits for 
medical, surgical and obstetrical services rendered outside the hospital . 
This broadening of the coverage is in line with the Corporation ' s  inten­
tion of providing as much coverage for acut1.e illness as is economically 
feasible . 
In preparing the 194 7 certificate, the Corporation first drew up broad 
definitions of all services to  be provided . Then limitations were 
imposed to safeguard each provision from abuse . In the 1947 revision 
of its schedule, the Corporation adapted to its purposes the Standard 
Nomenclature of Operations as published by the American Medical 
Association in 194 2 . In addition, the following set of controls was 
established to guide the thinking of the specialty committees deter­
mining the actual fees . 
a .  The schedule as a whole should be designed t o  
apply to the rmlimited (under- income) group . 
b .  The fee for the more difficult procedures must 
not exceed $ 150 . It is possible, however, for 
a combination of unrelated procedures to  exceed 
this amount . 
c .  All procedures should be adj usted on the basis of 
their relative difficulty to those procedures 
commanding the top fee . However, i t  should be 
recognized that $ 150 is not adequate compensation 
for some procedures . Ult imately the Plan should 
look toward provision of a more adequate allowance 
for these long and difficult operations . 
d .  Wherever possible, procedures customarily done 
together should be grouped under a single fee . 
This is especially applicable to gynecology 
and proctology . 
e .  Extreme care should be exercised in setting fees 
for the more frequently met procedures, such as 
tonsillectomy, appendectomy and obstetrical delivery . 
Once the specialty committees had prpared their respective schedules, 
the results were carefully adj usted by another committee made up of the 
chairman of the specialty committees . In this way, proper relationships 
were obtained not only within the individual specialties but between 
the several specialties as well . 
In the present certificate, the Corporation recognizes no specialty 
except obstetrics . The reasons for this are reasonable and clear . 












They include these because (a) Patients in the unlimited group would. 
ordinarily be able to pay a specialist more than the Corporation 
allows. (b) Specialists in the consultation centers customarily 
see more over-income than under-income patients. (c) Many unlimited 
patients who were previously cared for by specialists in charity 
wards are now medically self-supporting members. (d) It is admini­
stratively difficult to determine who is and who is not a specialist. 
The Corporation recognizes obstetrics as a specialty because, unlike 
other specialists, obstetricians see a preponderance of difficult 
under-income cases, and because the Corporation, M a  � oual agenQy, 
is vitally interested in encouraging good obstetri�s. The con­
cession offered provides that a physician who confines his practice 
exclusively to obstetrics and gynecology may charge up to $50, in 
addition to the Corporation's allowance of $50 for the delivery of 
a baby to an under-income member. 
The Massachusetts Medical Service Plan provides certificate benefits 
that fall into the following categories. 
BENEFITS FOR MEDICAL SERVICES (MMS) 
The Corporation provides five dollars for the first day and three 
dollars for each succeeding day to cover services of a general 
medical nature not included under surgical and obstetrical services. 
An additional allowance is granted for surgical aids such as para­
centesis and spinal puncture, but not for such routine procedures 
as venoclysis and hypodermoclysis. 
Only a member who is a hospitalized bed patient is eligible for 
medical services. Because of administrative difficulties, medical 
services rendered outside the hospital are not covered . . Medical 
services for acute illness are limited to twenty-one days for each 
hospital admission. For the same illness or for illnesses resulting 
from the same cause, a limit of twenty-one days for any one agree­
ment year is imposed. 
In the case of a surgical-obstetrical certificate, the Corporation 
provides that an additional allowance for medical services may be 
granted if there are serious medical complications. If the medical 
complications are treated by an internist, full medical-service bene­
fits may be allowed. If the medical complications are treated by 
the attending surgeon or obstetrician, medical-service benefits may 
be allowed only during such periods as are not covered by routine 
preoperative, postoperative, prepartum or postpartum care. 
BENEFITS FOR SURG ICAL SERVICES (MMS) 
Surgical services include the generally accepted surgical procedures, 
including preoperative and postoperative care. These are provided 
for a twenty-one day period. 
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X-ray therapy is included as a surgical service benefit , but only 
. when undertaken in lieu of surgery. Since most surgical procedures 
for cancer command top fees , the Corporation does not provide an 
additional allowance for preoperative and postoperative x-ray 
therapy. On the grounds that payment for the rental or purchase 
of radium or radon is more properly a function of a hospital-service 
plan, the Corporation pays only for their application or insertion. 
The Corporation provides for surgical services , both in and out of 
the hospital , during twenty-one days for each illness or inj ury . 
As in the case of medical services , a limit  of twenty-one days a 
year is imposed for the same illness or  inj ury or for illnesses or 
inj uries resulting from the same cause. 
Benefits are not available for correction of cosmetic defects present 
prior to the effective date of the subscriber certificate ,  but correc­
tion of associated organic impairment or disfunction is covered. A 
deformed child born into an existing membership is entitled to full 
benefits .  
An allowance for after- care is involved in all surgical fees. There­
fore , in order to provide an additional allowance for multiple pro ­
cedures undertaken by the s.ame surgeon during a single hospital 
admission and at the same time avoid  duplicate payment for after­
care , full payment is made for the procedure scheduled at the higher 
fee and partial payment is made for all other procedures. 
BENEFITS FOR OBSTETRICAL SERVICES (MMS) 
Obstetrical services include normal or abnormal delivery of a live 
or dead fetus of seven or more months' gestation , prepartum and 
postpartum care during confinement , treatment of toxemia of preg­
nancy and routine care of a full- term or premature newborn . 
Accidents of pregnancy which occur prior to the seventh month of 
gestation are covered as surgical services. Toxemia patients must 
be hospitalized to receive benefits . Otherwise, obstetrical ser­
vices are available in or out of the hospital during twenty-one 
days per agreement year. 
In any kind of prepayment program for medical or hospital care , 
obstetrical coverage is one of the heaviest financial burdens . 
The Corporation ' s  original allowance for pelvic delivery and routine 
care of the newborn was $40 ; in the revised schedule of fees this 
was increased to $50 . An additional allowance is provided for 
Cesarean section but not for circumcision of a newborn during con­
finement of the mother . 
Unless waived, there is a waiting period of twelve months from the 
effective date of the subscription agreement for obstetrical ser­










and-wife or family membership . There is no waiting period for the 
treatment of surgical accidents of pregnancy , such as abortion , 
miscarriage, or ectopic pregnancy. 
OTHER SERVICES 
Anesthesia services are provided when they are directly related to 
medical , surgical or obstetrical services furnished by the Corporation. 
The anesthetic must be administered by a participating physician other 
than the operating surgeon or his assistant. If the anesthetist is a 
�alaried employee of the hospital and thereby indirectly compensated 
by Blue Cross (Massachusetts Hospital Service, Inc.) for services 
rendered its members , duplicate payment is not made by Blue Shield 
(Massachusetts Medical Service) , where the member has dual coverage . 
The allowance for diagnostic x-ray is $ 15 for each illness or 1nJ ury. 
X-rays must be directly related to medical , surgical or obstetrical 
services furnished by the Corporation. As in the case of anesthesia 
services , payment for the same service by both Massachusetts Hospital 
Service, Inc. and Massachusetts Medical Service is avoided. 
Diagnostic endoscopic services are provided only when directly relate� 
to medical, surgical or obstetrical services furnished by the Corporation. 
5 .  The BCl6,U, o,t �_o_mp_en1.>Cltion 
The schedule of fees as originally formulated and as revised in 1947 
was prepared by standing committees representing the several specialty 
sections. Some of the basic factors that tend to make the schedule 
equitable are these : (a) The Corporation pays 100 per cent of its 
obl1gation for all obligations , whereas, in the private practice of 
medicine, accounts are seldom fully collectible. (b) · Each partici­
pating physician will care for more and more members as the total 
enrollment increases . (c) Easy cases , which are in the maj ority , 
balance or over-balance the more difficult , time-consuming cases . 
(d) Many individuals who were formerly medically indigent have 
become medically self-supporting through membership. 
6 .  The Blue C�o�� - Blue, Shield Ag�e,e,me,n.t 
In order that Massachusetts Medical Service, Blue Shield , might take 
advantage of the experience and administrative techniques of 
Massachusetts Hospital Service, Inc. , Blue Cross , and to avoid dupli­
cate effort by the two Corporations , an agreement of mutual advantage 
to both was executed on July 16 , 1942. According to this agreement 
Massachusetts Hospital Service , Inc. will furnish office space for 
personnel serving both Corporations ; supply services necessary for 
the acquisition of subscribers ; provide all administrative services , 
including billing ,  accounting and general operating supervision; 
render bills on all outstanding Blue Shield memberships and use its 
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best efforts to co l lect al l such accounts recei vahle ; use efforts 
to acquire Blue Shield subscribers. s imilar to those  in its  own 
acquisition po licy ; and consul t  with Blue. Shie ld with respect 
to the general program and its detai l s  . 
Except for material s  or services which are so lely for the benefit 
of one of the Corporations , charges. are divided between the two 
Corporations · in proportion to their respective. subscriber incomes 
during the calendar month in which tlie charges are incurred . Blue 
Shield  may examine the books and records of Blue Cross for the 
purpose of determining the accuracy of b i l lings for services 
rendered. 
Blue Cross does the clerical work on th_e Blue Shield claims but 
the actual approval of such claims, and the authorizations of pay-
. ments of  claims is done by Blue Shield . 
I f  it becomes feasih le ,  a j oint subscription certificate for both 
corporations may be issued. As a step in this direction , the 
subscriber certificates of both Corporations are now written in 
identical language wherever possib le .  
The agreement does not limit or abrogate the powers of the Board 
of Directors of either Corporation ,  and neither Corporation may 
exercise contro l over the employees. of  the other. The agreement 
may be terminated by ei the.r Corporation upon ninety days ,. written 
notice . The Commissioner of Ins.urance can forthwith terminate 
the agreement if suitab le cause arises. 
Employees of both Corporations. are carried on the Blue Cross pay­
ro l l. This arrangement simp lifies administrat ion and enti t l es 
Blue Shie ld employees to retirement , sickness and other benefits 
set up by Blue Cross for its own pe.ople. 
The Massachusetts Medical Service Plan represents the kind of 
highly successful, voluntary P lan that can be provided to help 





















(Prepared in the early 1950 ' s )  
CHAPTER VI 
THE FUTURE OF VOLUNTARY PLANS 
We've examined the early health-care p lans ; the d evelopment of 
the hea lth-care movement ; and the deve lopment of modern, efficient 
Blue Cross Hospital P lans and Blue Shield Medical Plans . We ' ve 
considered some of their ach i evements and some o f  their  probl ems. 
But what of the future of Blue Cross and B lue  Sh i eld Plans ? 
Based o� pres ent patterns and p erformance trends, what changes 
are lik ely to occur? 
CLOSER COORDINATI ON 
Certainly one of the most important objectives of many health-care 
administrators and specia l ists is the deve lopment of closer coordi­
nation betw een hospital and med ical P lans . Some states prevent 
fulfi llment of this ob.j ecti ve through restrictions in their 
enabl ing l eg is lat ion. But the trend for the country as a whole 
is toward c loser and closer coordination between the two kinds 
of P lans . Out of increased coordination shou ld come reduced 
costs and increased benefits to more people . At the present 
tim�, there are four kinds of ex istin�e lationships. 
1 • Se.pcvuue. 0Ji.ganiza;tfo n-6 Unc.ooJi.dina.,te.d 
The first of the four is a negative situat ion in which the Plans 
represent entire ly separate organizat ions. Even though they serve 
the same community, there is no coordinat ion of any sort between 
them . This is wastefu l because of the dup l ication of sel ling, 
billing and record-keep ing act i vities ; and because neither Plan 
can use the enrol lment fac i l it i es of the other. There ciay be 
outright competition and conf lict betw een the two P lans instead 
of the kind of cooperation that he lps both of them . Fina lly, 
employers must mak e two separat e payro l l  deductions for each 
employee who subscribes to both services. This dup l ication is 
a nuisance as well as an added expense .  
2 .  PaJLt.<.,ai, Adml1U-6.:t-'ta,uve. CooJi.cfina,tfo n 
Each of the remaining three k inds of re lationships between the two 
kinds of Plans is pos iti ve in that some degree of cooperat ion exists. 
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In the first kind, there is partial administrative coordination. 
The hospital Plan and the medical Plan are separate Corporations 
and each has its own Board and Executive Director. Notwithstanding, 
there is some administrative coordination. The hospital Plan 
enrolls, bills, and keeps records of subscribers' eligibility for 
the medical Plan. The medical Plan pays a small percentage of its 
income for these services. 
The principal problem in this kind of coordination comes if the 
Executive Directors of the Boards of the two different Plans find 
that their views are contradictory. Besides, any financial diffi­
culties of one Plan may embarrass the other and affect its progress . 
3 .  Complete Admi.,n-i./2:tJtative Uni.�ic.atio n 
In the second kind of cooperative relationship, there may be complete 
administrative unification of the two Plans. They share a single 
Executive Director. At the same time, they remain as separate 
Corporations with separate Boards. In this rather common kind of 
relationship, the hospital Plan administers the medical Plart. The 
medical Plan has no employees of its own. The two Plans share 
expenses on the basis of their gross incomes.. The biggest difficulty 
with this arrangement is in keeping the affairs of one separate from 
the other. Then, too , the one Director must serve the interests of 
both Boards and that is always difficult. A public-relations problem 
may develop out of this kind of coordination because subscribers may 
be confused by having to subscribe to two separate Plans instead of 
one. (This is the type of relationship shared by Hospital Service 
Corporation and Illinois Medical Service here in the Chicago area.) 
4 .  Comple.te Iru:egnauon 
The third means of cooperation between Plans applies to situations 
in which two Plans are completely integrated. There is only one 
Corporation and it offers both hospital and medical care. In this 
type of operation there is no breakdown of administrative costs 
between the two Plans and contracts of both the hospital and the 
medical Plan are secured by the total assets of the Corporation. 
In this complete coordination between the two Plans, there is most 
likely to be a unity of authority, a maximum of economy and public 
acceptance, and a feeling of loyalty toward both Plans by all em­
ployees. With such a fusing of purpose and action, the problem 
of whether any given service, such as radiology, is a hospital or 
a medical prerogative, ceases to have meaning. Whatever the service, 
it is provided by the one Plan . 
This seemingly ideal kind of integrated Plan, however, may also 
have problems to overcome. Since the medical profession and the 
hospital are involved, there may be a struggle for control of the 
Plan. If one of the two services has more reserves or more sub­











likely to be a controversy over leadership. Then there l s. the 
problem of coordination at national level. The American Hos.pita! 
Association backs the hospital Plan. The Blue Shield Me.dicai Care 
Plans back the medical Plans.  Even if the Plans themsel ve.s-, on 
the local level, choose to integrate , can th.ere he unification on 
the national level? 
NATIONAL UNI _FICATION 
Many responsible leaders think national unification i s  essential 
in order to guarantee th.e welfare of the. voluntary, non..-profit, 
heal th-service movement. Unification should lead to th.e.s.e. impor-. 
tant outcomes. 
1. The approval procedures. :f;or both kinds of Plans. could he integrated 
into a single program. That i s, their standards would apply- uniformly 
to both hospital and medical Plans. 2. The:re would be j ust one 
organization at national level to which Executive Directors and others 
would look for · guidance. Representatives from b.oth kinds of service 
would meet together and be able to solve prohlems� and share experiences 
of mutual value. 3. Some prob.le.ms would be solved that are now 
generally conceded to be difficult under two Plan operations. The 
transfer of members between Plans, development of consolidated billing, 
enrollment of national accounts and s.tandardizing of  enrollment pro­
cedures would all be simplified and improved. Many le.adeM. 6e.e1. the./2 e. 
pll,oble.tn6 mLv.St be. .o olve.d i6 we. Me. to have. an incJLe.C¼.-in9 .o hCU.te. o & the. 
he.alth QaJl.e. QOVe.ll,age. mMke.t. 
The histories of both hospital and medical Plans provide fine examples  
of significant progress in solving problems of health- service as  well 
as of phenomenal growth. in membership . Today, nearly forty .million 
Americans. are Blue Cross.  members alone - - forty million us ing Blue 
Cross  Plans to prepay costs that ari se when illnes s or accident strikes. 
Forty million people agreeing volu.n;taJr.,,Le,y on the merits o;f any commo­
dity . or any kind of  service is amaz ing. Such an express. ion of confidence 
i s  certainly a dynamic endorsement of the worth of this kind of non­
profit health care service. And notice that other plans with similar 
obj ectives exist - - plans. which mos.t Blue Cross  members could subscribe 
to in preference to Blue Cross-Blue Shield Plans, if they wished. 
WHY HAS BLUE CROSS GROWTH BEEN SO PHENOMENAL? 
The enrollment graphs of B.lue Cross  and B.lue Shield members.hip continue 
to climb with no hint of leveling off in the near future. To keep them 
going in that direction, the people will have to be continually reassured 
that the Plans are providing the health-service benefits  they and their 
communities need. Benefits may mean different things to different people 
but there is general agreement on the most basic ones . The Plans must 
provide their subscribers with such fundamental benefits_ as : 
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1 .  Needed health eaJte given p�ompily. 
2 .  P�otec.tion againl>t Mnanual lOJ.>-o e/2 ea1.U> ed b y  -oidmeM . 
3 .  Sati-6 n aeto�y aeeo mmo datio nl> in hOJ.> pi:taL6 . 
4 .  A total health--o Mviee p�ogfl.a.m tha;t p�ovide-o the peaee 
o n  mind needed to ha-oten �eeOVMY in time o n  illne/2-6 . 
Of course, to some the Plans provide a means of receiving needed 
health service without asking for charity . 
As the Plans look to the future they must continue to benefit the 
hospitals and the physicians so that these institutions and pro­
fessional men and women will sustain their interest in the Plans . 
The hospitals expect a fair remuneration that will help them in­
crease and stabilize their incomes ; develop their facilities ; and 
upgrade the demand for hospital accommodations . 
Like the hospitals, the physicians, too, want remuneration that will 
help them increase and stabilize their personal incomes . Both the 
hospitals and the physicians will continue to support Plans that 
help improve the relationships between patients, hospitals and 
physicians . 
FUTURE PROBLEMS? 
The problems of the future are not all evident even to the leaders 
of this vast health-service movement . It is certain, however, that 
some of the well-known issues of the present will continue to be 
important for an indefinite time in the future . Certainly the 
individual need for health service will always. be present . If the 
Plans can ' t meet all aspects of this need, the government will take 
over . The Plans can continue to succeed only by continuing to make 
bold forward-looking strides in this vital area of caring for our 
people . Any relaxation, any mere holding to present gains will 
spell retrogression and final collapse of the voluntary movement . 
The ideas and drive needed to move forward must continue to be 
provided by an array of people with different competencies but 
all united in a singleness of purpose to solve the problems of 
health care . Support must come from the public and its ·repre­
sentatives, the hospitals and their leaders, and the professional 
health-service personnel . Regardless of what new ideas emerge, 
some of them must surely be directed toward the long term obj ec­
tives of a complete Plan of health service for everyone . Complete 
coverage for every conceivable condition of health for every 
person may never be practical because of the high costs likely to 
be involved . But the direction must be toward more and more com­
prehensive contracts - - contracts with fewer and fewer limitations . 
More consideration must be given to the kind of health care that 
, helps prevent illness, to visiting nurse service, to a wider 











distribution of health facilities, and to an upgrading of the 
quality of health service. 
Some leaders feel that a system is needed that will relate dues to 
the individual's income -- his ability to pay. Many union officials 
feel that health-service costs should be considered a part. of the 
cost of doing business. If this becomes an accepted principle, 
employers may be expected to pay at least part of any health-service 
costs. Increased effectiveness depends upon people in �11 parts 
of America being provided with approximately similar services for 
approximately the same dues, similar to Social Security. 
Poss�bly entirely new services such as dental service and vision 
care may have to be added to health-service programs. Certainly 
this kind of service is necessary to keep a person healthy. 
We are scarcely over the threshold into the future of voluntaJty 
health service in America. As in all movements, its future will 
· very soon rest in the hands of those now training for responsi­
bilities in the fields of health service. The voluntary Plans 
recognize this fact. Some of them, as in Baltimore and Detroit, 
are providing residence training for selected students. In this 
way, the students training for health-service careers, get first 
hand experience with the Plans -- their ideals, techniques and 
achievements. Management and labor are cooperating with the 
Plans and the CoJlll1lissions in working out more effective offerings. 
Management and labor, of course, are usually more interested in 
dollars and cents considerations than in social ideology. Even 
from this money standpoint, Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans 
remain the leaders in enrolling union workers. Like the public 
at large, the workers prefer health service and not insurance 
as such; and they want the highest quality of health service 
available at a cost they can afford to pay. 
YOUR PART IN HEALTH-CARE PLANS 
As you consider the facts and interpretations presented in this 
book for new employees; as you respond to the kinds of suggested 
investigations described; as you learn more about the voluntary 
health-service movement in America through your personal experience 
... you will undoubtedly relate your thinking to the social obj ec­
tives that must surely underlie your interest in making ·health 
service your own profession. In your work you will learn more . 
about the obj ectives and ideals of Blue· Cross and Blue Shield 
Plans. And as you do, remember that they depend on you, the 
individual, for their success which is measured in terms of 
service to the people, the hospitals and the professional men 
and women in the health-service fields. 
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1U6t belle.ving in the. Ide.au e.xphe.J.>l> e.d by the.1.> e. Plan,,6 if> not the. 
vote. 0 6  QOnoide_n,Qe, the.y mMt have. .  Instead, they require-your 
active support j ust as you need theirs in continually working 
to improve the voluntary health-service program in America. 
Your success in and with Blue Cross-Blue Shield  should be con­
sidered in this way : 
• T hw ,6 UQQe/2,6 if> de.pe.nde.nt upo YI, � 
YOUR SUCCESS if> de.pe.nde.nt upon the. 
phe.J.> e.nt and 6utMe. f> UQQe.J.>f> o 6 Blue. 
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(Prepared in 19 54 )  
CHAPTER VI I 
ENROLLMENT PRO BL EMS 
CONFRONTING BLUE CROSS ANV BLUE SHI ELV 
G .  FnedeJc),Qk UeQhty 
AugU/2.t 2 4 ,  1 9  54 
Nearly five years have passed . since a group of people in our 
District 7 and 8 began working on the development of an Executive 
Training Program at the University of  Michigan. Yours is the n,<,JL,6t 
national Blue Cross and Blue Shield executive training program�o 
classes sponsored by our j oint district have preceded you but none 
was so representative of  the movement as yours. I understand that 
every District in the country is represented here. That is a fine 
record. I ' m  j ustly proud of the small part which I have had in the 
development of this Executive Program. You, too, I know are proud 
of your part in it. 
It j ust happens that I did my graduate work here at the University 
of Michigan in the School of Business Administration, so you ' ll 
understand why I am personal ly grateful for this opportunity ... 
to return to my alma mater and talk with you about some experiences 
and conclusions I ' ve reached after spending 15 years in the voluntary 
health care movement. 
My preparation for this assignment has compel led me to catalog certain 
thoughts and ideas. I wil l  share some of  these ideas with you. Almost 
every meeting you attend these days you hear someone saying, "we al l 
know too little about what people are doing in our own field. " I 
believe it is a true statement, but I don ' t know j ust how you are 
going to completely solve your communications problem right away. But 
you do have the Annual Conferences of  Pl ans, District meetings, National 
Public Relations and Enro llment Conferences, and a good ·Executive 
Training Program here at the University of Michigan. These are steps 
toward better communication and understanding of the other fellow in 
your Blue Cross and Blue Shield business. 
Can it be that we are talking too much about our so - cal led " common 
problems" and failing to work progressively toward so lving our own 
problems on the local plan level ? ... the "home front" we might say , 
such as developing plans with benefits which are broad enough? I 








Earlier this month, William S. McNary spoke here before the previous 
class ... he feels as you and I do, that this wonderful country ·of 
ours - United States and Canada - is. gfl.ed in s.iz e, gnea.t. in population, 
gfl.eat. in wealth and national resources, gnecu: in our democratic tradi..­
tions - . . . and perhaps most important, g!i..e..d in ,lde..M . For Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield to say "ours is . the only way" is to hide our heads in 
the sand, McNary said . 
GREATEST GOOV
1 
GREATEST NUtv{_B�R, LOWEST COST 
Our task is to make our own plans as fine and broad and economical as 
human ingenuity can make them. Our task, th.en, is to build plans which 
will do the greatest good ... for the greatest numbers of people ... at 
the lowest possible cost. 
To do this, our enJtoil.men.t task is most difficult and heartbfeaking at 
times, yet pleasant and rewarding. McNary believes that today some of 
us have grown fat and lazy. (This statement doesn ' t  apply to any of 
us, of course. ) All or most  of us today lack s·ome of the drive which 
sparked our truly splendid record 10 years. . ago. The next few years 
will tell the tale in this. respect . . . and in the field of enrollment 
activity . . . and in financial administration . . . and in hospital and 
doctor relations ... in all fields of your common Plan activity, 
unless you increase your knowledge and efforts ... other people more 
energetic and progressive, will take up where you leave off. · 
What then are the Enrollment Problems confronting Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield today? Are they the same? Or are they different ? 
BLUE CROSS - BLUE SHI ELV NEEV EACH OTHER 
I am fully aware that in some parts of the country I will at once be 
unpopular, accused of being ignorant of local problems, branded as 
being unfamiliar with problems related to working with physicians, 
etc., when I say Blue Cfl.0-6-6 and Blue Sh),eld need eac..h otheJt. They 
need each other like a brother and a sister. Now I'm not saying 
who is the brother and who is the sister, but you know it shouldn ' t  
be a half-brother or siste� relationship ! ! ! If you sell one program 
and make excuses for the other , you open the door at once for co-mmer­
cial competition to enter in ... and ultimately run the risk of 
losing the entire business in this field. I ' ll be glad _to debate 
this proposition in the question-and-answer session, but let me 
repeat, I feel that BLUE CROSS ANV BLUE SHIELV NEEV EACH OTHER 
and that means on the national as well as the local level. If you 
agree, do all in your power to develop that brother and sister 
relationship. 
LOCAL LEVEL PROBLEMS 
Now that you agree, as I hope you do, ( 1) that we have good communi­
cations between Plans which are getting better ; (2 ) and you agree 
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that you have local problems to solve whi ch can he solved locally 
in  the direction of better coverage for all the people at rela...,.. 
ti vely low, reasonable costs ; (_3 )  and you agree. that your comp·etition 
i s  doing a better j ob today than ever be.fore and that "-ours. may not 
be the only way" (put i s  by far th_e bes.t) ; (� ) and you agree th.at 
your charge from the hospitals·, the doctors and the · pub.lie i s. to do 
the grea.test  good, for the greatest numbers of people, and at th.e 
lowest pos sible cos.t ; it follows th.en that Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield really need each other . 
VO WHAT CLEARLY IS AT HANO 
Thomas Carlyle, an English writer of many years: ago, once said, "Our 
main business is not to s ee what l ies, dimly ah.ea·d at a di_s.tance., but 
to do what lies clearly at hand . "  This doe� not imply a lack of;  
need for market analysis, product development or s.ales research. On 
the contrary, we need to work and plan and build now- within this ideal 
of the greatest good for the greatest numbers. of people ! !  
The as s ignment for Enrollment people is  clear to do wha;t Uv., c.lea!Lly 
a,t, hand. This  means you ' ll need to convince more groups, more subscribers, 
more hospitals, more doctors that Blue Cross-Blue Shield offer the BEST 
method yet devised to voluntarily prepay for health care . . .  and it is  
available NOW . Not by legislation . . .  not for j ust a favored few . . .  
not at taxpayers ' expense . . .  not at prohibitive cost . It is  available 
here and now, on a voluntary, free choice basi s  . . .  in competition-loving 
America ! !--
ENROLLMENT PROBLEN� WE FACE TOVAY 
What do you need to carry out this  as s ignment . . .  to enroll more people 
. . .  to keep them enrolled? More manpower? Better training? Higher 
salaries ? A broader benefit program? Greater knowledge of health care 
needs ? Better coordination between Plans ? We could keep adding items 
to the list but I believe you will agree that these are some of your 
main questions today . 
Now let ' s take a look at each one of these s ix items and see j ust where 
we stand right · now so that we can "do" what lies clearly at hand . " 
1 .  MANPOWER. My opinion i s  that we have insufficient manpower 
today to do the enrollment task before us . There are many reasons 
why we have a manpower shortage in the sales and service end of the 
business today . In the first place, enrollment activities are not 
properly recognized in many Plans . In  other words, men are frequently 
not given authority (recognition) commensurate with their r_esponsi ­
bili ty to obtain new business and retain the old accounts . 
In the second place, the stres s in recent years has been on other things, 
i . e . hospital relations, internal problems, etc . ,  because enrollment 
growth was taken for granted . After all, there ' s  only one Blue Cross­
Blue Shield ! As a result, enrollment men have not had �stand up as 
, equals in many a Plan operation . 















In the third place, those of you who are enrollment men will agree 
that to do the j ob assigned to the outside force properly, we would 
need at least 25 or 30 per cent more manpower. To properly service 
the accounts in our Plan, having 25 or more Blue Cross- Blue Shield 
contracts ... and at the same time call on and � eJLViQe the accounts 
having leM .than 2 5  �ub�Q![,[b� . . .  this j ob would take an estimated 
25 per cent greater manpower. 
You all know the answer ... cut costs, cut corners, increase each 
man's daily responsibility. But is this the answer? Do the accounts 
under or over 25 subscribers get the service they need in a complex, 
progressive business such as ours? We need to sell Plan executives 
on making sufficient manpower available to do the j ob not only to 
service present groups but to develop new prospects. 
A Plan executive related his experience on this to me j ust recently. 
"The fellows are so busy, " he said, "working with re-enrollments, 
contract changes, rate revisions, general service problems that 
they simply don't have the time to work on NEW BUSINESS the way 
they should." 
The manpower problem is yours to solve . 
2 . TRAINING . This is an area where a small investment promises 
to yield a high return. The training process should be a continuous 
one. In my opinion this problem of training can be divided into 
three parts. First, training of qualified new men, who like to meet 
people, on how .to � ell and how .to � ell  Blue Cno��-Blue Shield . Second 
training of your present enrollment force. This can be accomplished 
by weekly or monthly meetings, by sales letters, by district enrollment 
conferences. Don't neglect your present experienced men in your 
training programs. Adequate training of new personnel will become 
truly worthwhile when supplemented by some sort of continuous activity 
for all members of the enrollment team. The biggest value of these 
enrollment get-togethers is that it gives your fellows the latest 
word on how-to-do-it and most important, it helps develop �p� de 
QOnp� among the team . Third, training on the "graduate level" such 
as your National Executive Training Program, gives present and future 
leaders of our business an opportunity to get together and share ideas 
and know-how. 
Many Plans are, frankly, slow to accept the need for the 3-step Training 
program as I have outlined it for you here. But an investment in 
Training is like "seeing your dentist at least twice a year." No one 
will check up on you to see if you do it ; but neglect might be painful, 
embarrassing and costly. 
PROGRAM FOR TRAINEES 
I've been told of a Plan where all new enrollment trainees are given a 
3-month training course, after careful screening and selection. The 
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Plan spends the first two weeks studying, under a competent, ex­
perienced Blue Cross-Blue Shield instructor. The two weeks course 
includes a history of Blue Cross- Blue Shield and the health care 
movement. Here is where you start to sell the voluntary, non­
profit, "service-above-self" philosophy . Contracts are read and 
discussed. The Plan ' s  financial practices of billing, statistics, 
etc . ,  are reviewed . The hospital and doctor ' s  claim policies are 
discussed . 
At the end of the two week classroom work, each man is assigned to 
an experienced, successful man for on-the-j ob training . During the 
next eight weeks the new man learns to enroll, keep records, and 
sell new prospects . 
At the end of the field work, the hew man is brought back to Plan 
headquarters for advanced work relating to the psychology of selling, 
national enrollment problems, etc., and most important, a one-week 
internship in a member hospital. We feel that the hospital intern­
ship helps make "real" some of the values of a Blue Cross-Blue 
Shield certificate . 
On graduation day, the new man is given a diploma certifying that he 
has completed the training course successfully . He is now ready for 
permanent assignment as a regular member of the Enrollment staff . 
A good, well-rounded training program for new men is j ust the beginning .  
Many of you have similar programs for training the new recruit . . . but 
regardless of the method you use, I know you will agree that this is 
perhaps the most important point in developing a sound enrollment organi­
zation. You ' ll be interested in a book, published by Prentice Hall, Inc . ,  
"Hand Book of Sales Training" . This book is a product of the combined 
experience of 85 men, all of whom are recognized experts in training 
salesmen to sell more merchandise at a lower cost . I have found it to 
be extremely helpful in developing a well-rounded training program for 
new men and women. 
"Continuous training" is the term sometimes applied to sales · training 
and refresher courses for the present staff of enrollment people . Books 
like Frank Bettger ' s  "How I Raised Myself From Failure To Success In 
Selling", and others can be used to great advantage. For example, the 
Bettger Book has been adapted into a very excellent sound-movie by the 
Dartnell Company of Chicago. Certainly, sales programs geared to our 
business can also be of real help in a "Continuous Training" program . 
The Robert Palmer Corporation of Santa Barbara, California, have developed 
a series of weekly sales messages which include a letter from the 
Enrollment Director once a month . The books are called ' ' Selling for 
Keeps" , " Keep Selling For Keeps" , and "Action" . Each of the threee sales 
messages runs for one year and presents a fresh approach to the problems 
of selling on a weekly basis . Finally, the development by the Plans and 
by the two Commissions of this National Executive Training Program is an 
excellent example of part three of the 3 steps in a good training program . 
You are indeed fortunate to be chosen as a member of this first National 
Program, j ointly sponsored by Blue Cross and Blue Shield. 





3 .  SALARI ES. It  will be difficult for me to be objective in 
discussing reimbursement of the Enrollment Staff . . .  and my remarks 
may be open to question by those of you working in other departments 
than Enrollment. However , I'll make a try. In my opinion , the problem 
of salaries ,  or reimbursement , must be close1y related to performance 
in the sales field. Incentives of one form or another are known to 
be necessary for effective performance. It  is a policy of most Plans 
that Enrollment Representatives be r eimbursed on a straight salary basis. 
Some of the difficulties which we face include , (a ) servicing existing 
large and small accounts ; (b ) improving our position in existing accounts , 
especially where. commercial coverage is involved along with Blue Cross­
Blue Shield ; (c ) "Putting Out the Fire" where commercial competition 
threatens to take away an existing account .  
In each of the above cases , much time , effort , will be expended and 
real progress will be made with the account . . . but so far we are 
lacking ways and means of measuring the value of these efforts . More­
over many different members of the Enrollment Staff are frequently 
needed when special help is indicated in connection with a union 
problem , national enrollment complications , etc. While it is rela ­
tively easy to measure a man 1 s effectiveness in terms of new business 
produced , it is most difficult to measure his effectiveness with 
existing groups . Rate revisions , contract changes , etc. , all point to 
the importance of having trained and skilled men to handle existing 
business. 
Since you are interested in my opinion , regarding the adequacy of salaries 
being paid to Enrollment Representatives today . . .  I think it fair to say 
that salaries are both too high and too low . Too high , because in cer ­
tain instances , good salary , good security , recognized seniority . . .  all 
of these lead to a leveling o f  the incentive to go out and do a good job .  
Too low , because we are unable to attract top men with highly developed 
sales skills (or keep them once we have them ) because too little recog ­
nition is given to the e ffective producer , " Efi nec.,tive, p!Lodu.c.eJL" in this 
case means a man who is a good salesman on new business or effective in 
handling difficult situations with existing accounts. 
You should give serious consideration to the problem of improving the 
opportunities for advancement of the good men in your organization , 
since this offers perhaps one of the most .tangible opportunities for 
effective producers. As long as our Plans continue to grow and new 
opportunities open up , the probl em will not become acute. However , 
early action should be taken to study the problem of improving the 
lot , salary-wise and incentive-wise of our Enrollment Representatives. 
For , unless you keep the business which you have and "J.>we,e;te,n" the 
business which needs to be sweetened and obtain new business in ever 
increasing numbers , you will face many grave problems in the operation 
of your Plan. 
4 .  BENEFITS. The problem of providing some sort of a broad 
benefit program on a national level is perhaps the number one problem 
we face today . The crying need is for someone to speak out as a leader , 
' in this time of indecision and "Sell. the, PlulOJ.> ophy" of broader , all 
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inclusive benefits .  Most Plans are increasing the level of benefit s 
on the local level . The crying need i s  to get some agreement . One 
Plan will have actuarial advice , indicating that certain groups should 
pay a higher rate . . .  another will counsel against paying more than 
$10 toward a private room . . . still another will refuse to write 
diagnostic coverage . 
WHO IS THE LEAVER? 
Several year s ago , all Plans agreed in principle to write the basic 
Health Service Contracts ;  this was fine in ptunuple .  However , as  
recent as  a couple of months ago , only 31 Plans have agreed to write 
the precise Health Service basic contract s .  
Unions go into bargaining and ask for special types of coverage . . .  
sometimes coverage for blood , frequently for diagnostic , nearly always 
for different day s of care than the local Plan provides .  Management 
people too , along with the help of many so-called "consultants" are 
beginning to develop their own schedule of benefit s .  While this 
action on the part of union and management people may not be entirely 
bad , it poses the question , "Who v.:, the Lea.dell in the Health CaJte Field? "  
Are we really_ ab_le to_ pro_yJ_si� �()I11_prehensi ve heal th care ? 
It is  amazingly clear that the development and interest in the fie ld 
of "major medical" insurance coverage points to the inadequacy of our 
efforts to provide comprehensive coverage . In Chicago , a major company 
having employees in most sections of the United States . . .  and one which 
I am happy to report is enrolled in Blue Cross  and Blue Shield . . .  has 
come up with a list of 1 2  improvements which they would like to make . 
"Who v.:, the LeadeJL?"  
I hesitate to enter into a di scussion of the benefit programs provided 
by most of the Blue Shie ld Plans in the country today . Nearly all of 
the people in the United States can get Blue Shield , coverage of one 
sort or another . Not all Plans offer in-hospital medical coverage . 
Ju st how Medical Indemnity of America will resolve the problem on a 
national basis i s  one of the big problems facing us  today . Perhaps 
regional surgical schedules will be the answer , i . e .  Northeast , 
Southeast , Southwest , Middlewest , Northwest , might afford a basis of 
solving the prob lem , if the Plans and the Medical Society in the 
different regions of the country will work together for the answer . 
LOCAL BENEFIT AGREEMENT 
There appear s to be a trend in the direction of uniform coverage for 
national account s .  I t  is  too early to predict whether uniformity will 
actually be necessary for our survival . However , many companies may 
never want uniform coverage . . . and in fact will prefer local coverage 
because of the many advantages which this method affords .  The Local 
Benefit Agreement For National Accounts affords the machinery today 
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for you to enroll national accounts_ headquartered in your area in 
the various Plans, local benefits and locc:1.l rates. A . suggestion 
is in order here, based upon my experience. Many Plans ·offer more 
than one type of program today. It is recommended that you endeavor 
to sell national accounts on buying the "best local benefit Plann 
available whenever using this method. 
The National Enrollment Subcommittee, of which_ I am Chairman, has 
submitted written recommendations regarding the problem of  benefits 
for national accounts. Since it i s. utterly imposs ible to deliver 
a broad level of coverage for all parts o( the country- today, we 
have urged that action· be taken on the fol lowing items: as early 
as possible : · 
· 
1. Delivery of preci se benefits by all approved 
Plans. 
2. Surgical-medical coordination w ith. Blue Cross  
on national accounts.  
3. Obtain competitive rates. for national accounts. 
by review of loading factors. used by the local 
Pian and by Health. Service and Medical Indemnity. 
I hope we will  have some time to discuss this  problem of national 
enrollment in the question-and�answer period. Certainly, there is 
no other problem before us today which offers a greater · challenge 
than to build our Plans , if we can , to do a better j ob of filling 
human needs for an ever-increasing number of our population. The 
task is not easy. You know that . · McNary stated it - in another way. 
He asked the question, "Are we working hard enough on plans which 
are broad enough?"  
5 .  KNOWLEVGE OF HEALTH CARE NEEVS . Compared w ith several 
years ago, we are in a good position today. Many national_ and local 
studies have been made. The COMMISSION ON F INANC ING OF HOSP ITAL CARE, 
(which i s  really worth reading) ; the report of  President Truman ' s  
Committee, headed by Dr. Magnuson ;  THE HEALTH INFORMATION FOUNDATION; 
and several others have made significant studies in the health care 
field. The problem today is. not so much in trying to discover what 
the health care needs of our people are. Rath�r the problem is one 
of our willingnes s  to accept the responsibil ities, of ieadership . 
Should the Plans tel 1 the people what type of b.enefi t coverage th_ey 
should have? Or, should the Plans wait and see what the unions and 
management and other pres sure groups in our system want, and then 
tailor-make programs to fit these requests ? The answer to that 
question is  easy. We will need to re�as s.ert our leadership in this 
field, because Blue Cross-Blue Shield offer the best .method available 
for people to voluntarily prepay for their health care needs. Thi s  
will mean, perhaps, that we will need to educate the public to set 
as ide more money each month for heal th care needs than th_ey are 
now doing. 
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PUBLIC LEADERSHI P REQUIRES COOPERATION 
To do this j ob, our Plans, our Hospitals, our Medical Profession, 
and other civic-minded groups will have to j oin hands in meeting 
this challenge . Whether we meet the challenge or not might provide 
the answer to the question, " I.6 Na.:tlonal Hea.1,t.h InoU!l.anc.e, Real.1..y 
.the Only Solution?"  I repeat my conviction which I have stated 
on many occasions before now, that Blue Cross-Blue Shield can do 
the j ob on a voluntary basis -- and can do it at lower cost than 
any existing non-governmental agency . 
6 .  BETTER COORVINATION BETWEEN PLANS . There is a great 
need for better coordination among and between the Plans . I am 
happy to report that the Blue Cross Commission is working on this 
problem and much progress is being made . Mr . Jones reports that 
an enrollment administrator is to be named on the Commission Staff 
within the next month or so , as a first step in developing better 
communication and coordination between Plans . 
Even though our communication lines will be strengthened and im­
proved, there is still much work to do on the national level in 
.6 el.Ung nation-wide accounts . As an example, let us take a look 
at the Bell Telephone System . Here is an account which will 
negotiate perhaps this year or next , with one or two key unions . 
Since all Plans will be affected, what Plan, agency, or person 
will or can accept the responsibility to plan strategy? Who will 
develop the management contacts and who will cultivate the labor 
influence? It is hoped that we will soon have an answer to some 
of these questions . . .  and I am happy to report that the National 
Enrollment Subcommittee is trying to find a solution . 
Let us briefly review the main enrollment problems confronting Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield today as we have discussed them -- Manpower, 
Training, Salaries, Benefits, Health Care Needs, and finally, 
Coordination On the Nationa l Level . If I were asked to pick out 
the one which presents our biggest problem today, I would say, 
" BENEFITS" . Lac.k, 0 6  wu ..60!l.mLt:y 0 6  bene6,lu ! And in certain parts 
of our country, below-par benefits . Before concluding this section 
of my talk on Enrollment Problems related to the product we sell -­
bene6w -- I'd like to direct your attention to specific benefit 
provisions which should receive your attention . If we are to solve 
our health care problem in this country voluntarily (which I think 
we can and must do) , we will need to provide the leadership in this 
broad field�social welfare activity, and find ways to : 
1 .  Provide comprehensive medical services in the 
homes, hospitals and doctors ' offices . 
2 .  Provide total  hospital services in accordance 
with needs . 
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3 .  Remove waiting period s, limitations against 
pre-existing conditions, age, sex or race . 
4 .  Remove deductib le features .  
5 .  Broaden the underwriting ru les to permit enro l l ­
ment of individual s  or an individual fami ly . 
6 .  Enrol l  the retired, unemp loyed and those with low 
incomes who ordinari ly cannot purchase existing 
vo luntary in surance p lan s . 
7 .  Provide p sychiatric treatment . 
8 .  Add denta l services .  
9 .  Enter into many other areas which becau se of lack 
of sound actuarial information has been unsound 
financial ly and therefore avoided . 
By now you are wondering when I am going to get around to the o ld 
stereotyped enrol lment prob lem s such as COMPET IT ION gripes about 
HEALTH SERVICE, the new and growing inf luence of LABOR UN IONS, 
and the frequent ly -mentioned LACK OF  COOPERAT ION AMONG P LANS . 
We l l  we cou ld go on and on and on . . . . . . . .  Each one ot these is 
important . You know the problem s here so there ' s  no need for me 
to repeat them a l l  over again . 
The frequent comp laint s about our competition are worth mentioning 
- - becau se nowaday s we lose more to them than we take from them 
(the commercia l s )  in most area s of the country . Just how can that 
happen ? Just how ? Can it be that we ' re no longer se l ling the 
'intangibles of our socia l welfare thinking . . .  · and for which B lue 
Cross (.and later B lue  Shie ld ) became famous ?  Are we aping the 
commercia l and adopting his. · technique ? What of the service principle, 
of the right of continuation, of the common rate phi losophy or do 
our actions speak so loud that our word s cannot be heard ? 
Under the section of TRAINING ,  I s.poke of not on ly choosing men who 
can se l l, but of choosing men who can sel l  B lue Cross . If we se l l  
the rea l advantages of B lue Cross  and the B lue Cross  System, we  
have not on ly a competitive advantage . . .  we have a mora1 advantage . 
Competition i s  good for us, I be lieve . You know we have the best 
program at the lowest cost for comparab l e  service . If you know it 
and believe it, then your competition becomes an "imitator" and 
good sa lesmanship can usual ly win out against that kind of compe ­
tition . If you don ' t  rea l ly believe that your program is  better by 
far (and this implies a progressive out look and wi l lingness to change 
and improve from time to time ) then you are unfair to your se lf, 
your associate s, your groups, and your company . 
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LABOR INFLUENCE GROWING 
In certain parts of the United States, labor influence in the selection 
of health and welfare programs may be stronger than in others, . One 
thing is clear : labor influence in this field is. growing . I take this 
as a good sign . Our long-range v iews. in this field are· being accepted 
and understood more and more th.ese days by labor people . In the social 
welfare field we have many common aims. .  This  requires Blue Cross- Blue 
Shield enrollment people to perform a difficult selling task . The 
market to which you appeal is an extremely varied one . The product 
which you have to offer involves great complexity. Enrollment people 
must deal with all sorts. of individuals. in
. order . to s ell the product 
satisfactorily . Blue Cross-Blue Shield must sell not only one buyer 
but two -- both management and labor unions . And these two parties are 
often in conflict -- to satisfy both parties is a most difficult task . 
NEEV FOR "BALANCEV" POSITION 
In dealing with. management and labor, there is need for a "balanced 
position" by enrollment people . Apparently this.  is absolutely essential 
if your enrollment men are to retain the confidence of b.oth parties . 
It is a question of adopting and maintaining the right attitudes toward 
all parties concerned . It becomes evident that enrollment people must 
withdraw themselves from controversy of any character between the 
managment group on one side and the · labor unions on the other . You 
will agre·e, it is most difficult to maintain a "balanced" position . 
AVVISOR.Y POSITION 
There's a need to assume an advisory position to both management and 
labor . This is essentially an educational task . Yet, if  enrollment 
people can assume the position of a trusted adviser to both parties, 
they are likely to be successful in choosing Blue Cros.s.,. Blue Shield . 
It is_ apparent that both management and labor need to be advised in 
reference to the ir contracts , the probable cos.ts of various benefits, 
and the facilities.  available for meeting health care needs . Again, 
I repeat, the difficulties involved in being  a trusted adviser to 
both management and labor should be fully recogni zed . 
I wish we had more time to spend on the labor influence and its affect 
upon the present and future policies of the voluntary health care 
program . The subj ect deserves much more careful study and discussion 
than we can afford here today . 
ACTION YOU CAN TAKE 
In order to re-assert our leadership in this great work we are engaged 
in . . .  the place to begin is with enrollment . In a market already 
highly competitive and complex ; in a market where the buyer now wants 
to establish specifications where many professional prob l ems are 
involved ; yes, in a market where the "buyer" and not the "seller" is 
in control today . . .  several steps can be taken i f  we are to achieve 
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movement . Frustration at many l evel s  of management . . .  a.nd  pos s ibly 
fai lure of the vo luntary movement its e l f  loo·m · as alternatives .  
As a first step ,  why not include the study of  basic sales �nro l lment)  
administration in your Executive Ttaini_ng Pr_ogram here 7 I.t is a source 
of di s appointment to me to l earn of this omission again this. year . I 
refer to a concentrated s.tudy of your sal es. adminfatrati.on prob.l ems 
. . .  j ust  as you are studying ·  accounting or principl es of ins.urance . 
Perhaps your studies in th:e fie l d  of market · research wil l  provide 
some of  the answers . 
Second,  organi ze and deve lop a good " gras s; roots' ' ertro l lment organi .... 
zation on a Distri ct l evel . I:n D is.t.ri ct VU-VIII an Enro l lment 
Committee of  four Enro l lment Managers. is. na.med each_ year .. This 
Committe e  acts as a " s.teeringn commi ttee for an ENROLLMENT COUNC IL  
consisting of  twenty Enro l l ment peop l e , appointed by  each P lan 
Director on a wei ghted basis according to the P lan '· s. s.-i z e . The 
COUNC IL  affords ·an opportunity for Enrol lment Managers (and in the · 
larger P lans , their As s.is.tants ,  too) to share and exchange ideas 
and make offi ci al recommendation� to the Executive Di.rectors 0£ 
th.e Distri ct . The i dea has merit b.ecaus:e it brings l arge and 
smal l  P lans· together wi th some. regul arity and demonstrates the: 
ne ed we have for each other in this. business· . 
Third , urge the Blue Cross Commi ssion to recommend rev1.s1on of.  
approval standards to require a P l an to write at  l east (a) one 
basic contract for national and l ocal s al e ,  and (b.) to use this 
bas ic  contract for a minimum contract by the Inter-P l an Bank . 
Fourth , take s imi l ar action with regard to a.pproval standards for 
Blue Shi el d  ? lans . 
Fifth , l et ' s  inves t  more time , .money and e ffort into RESEARCH. . We 
ne ed res earch to (?-) improve our knowl edge of the potential market 
and ways we have of  reaching it ; we ne ed res.earch to (b.) det ermine 
ways of meeting the health care needs of  the peopl e as soon as new 
techniques are deve loped or practices change (such as diagnostic  
or profe ss ional st�di es ) ; we  need res earch to (c )  he lp us  fin� 
more equitabl e ways. of reimburs ing hos.pi tals  and doctors in light 
of the community ' s stake in the social  we l fare program. The first 
I ' d  cal l "sal e s · research' ' ,  the s econd , "new product devel opment' ' , 
and the third , " social res earch" . 
Sixth , and the l ast  recommendation I have for you,  i s  to urge you 
to ,6e.11, Blue.. C!toM and Blue. Shield instead of condemning our commer..­
cial competit ion ,  our hospital s ,  or our doctors, . Just last we ek ,  
Madam Pandit , Indian Pres,ident o f  the United Nations General A?sembly ,  
told  young p ersons. from 60  countri es ,  as semb l ed at  a conference in 
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Singapore, to "sell democracy" . "Why don't. we try to sell democracy 
instead of. condemning Communism?", she asked, adding : "Tha;t h:1.e.ology 
w-lU win. whic.h do<v.> the. g!Le.cd.<v.>.t good ,6o!L .the. la!Lge/2:t n.u.mbe,JL on people. . I I  
Friends, it is a real pleasure to spend these few minutes with you 
. . . and I sincerely appreciate the opportunity of appearing on the 
program of the First National Executive Training Program ·of the 
Blue Cross-Blue Shield movement . · · 
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CHAPTER VI I I  
RURAL HEALTH IMPROVEMENT ASSOC1ATIONS 
by 
0. W .  Be,ei.eJt 
SummaJLy • •  1 0  Ye,M Ve,vel.opme,nt • •  1 9.4 8  :to 1 9.5 8  
, This statement as of  October 1 ,  19.5 8  for the records . . . indicates 
activities . in procedure followed by the Chitago Blue Cross-Blue 
Shield Plans during the past decade . . . in th.e further expansion 
of their program ... including farmers. and other s-e.lf .... employed 
people. 
Back in 1947 when the high utilization of  Blue Cross �ervices 
-for the . few farmers who were included in the few: Farm Bureau · 
groups ... was going to cause the farmers enrolled in Farm 
Bureau to be transferred to a direct payment ... Fritz Liechty � 
in charge of enrollment, requested ass,i stance in the analysis 
of the situation. Late in '47 we developed a program similar 




The County Heal th Improvement Association (HIA) concept in 
making possible Blue Cross-Blue Shield services to far.mers and 
self-employed in Illinois on a group basis ... for eligible 
persons who became members of their county ass.ociation , was 
first initiated in McLean County in 1948. Following this legal 
incorporation of our first County H. I.A. sponsored by farm and 
ci vie groups ... nearly 50 counties had organiz ed local ass_oc ia­
tions to sponsor Blue Cross-Blue Shield by 195 3. The leadership 
in the County H.I.A. 's then organized an Illinois H.I.A. During 
the next five years through efforts provided by the I.H.I.A. and 
Blue Cross-Blue Shield , 30 more counties H.I.A. ' s  were organized , 
bringing the total to date to 83  ... with steps preliminary to 
organization taken in several additional counties. 
The dual purpose of membership in both the State and County �.I.A. 's 
( 1 )  to make Blue Cross-Blue Shield services available on a group 
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bas i s  to the e l ig ib le se lf-emp loyed in the St at e . . .  an<l ( 2 ) to 
prov i de funds from annua l H . I . A .  due s to sponsor loc a l  hea l th 
projects  . . .  has caused around 7 0 , 000 fami l ies in the St at e to  
provi de B lue Cro ss � B lue Sh ie ld  protect ion. 
SPEC IAL TRAINING 
In our early promot ion of thi s  program on l y  a few men w i th rura l 
backgrounds were emp loyed. They were g iven spec ia l  tra ining on 
the bes t  approaches to use in bringing about a proper understand ing 
w i th respon s ib le leaders in Farm and Home Bureau s . On l y  where 
joint - spon sorship was secured from both Home and Farm Bureaus 
was B lue Cro s s - B lue Shie ld  ass i $tance provided in s ett i n g. up an 
H. I . A .  and conduct ing the i r  f i rst camp a i gn. As  requests  for 
County organ izat ion work came in to u s, addi t ion al  men were 
emp loyed who were a s s igned fu l l  t ime re spon s ib i l i t ies  in the  
rural f ie ld. Later regu l ar d i str i ct s  were formed w ith men who 
had gone through tra in ing s choo l s  and who were taught to fo l low 
.un iform procedures  we con s i dered best  in bui l d ing up en thu s i a sm 
for , and proper fo l low through in campa i gn s  to secure best  _resu l t s . · 
Later the respon s ibi l i t ie s  of the speci a l ized ru ra l group of men 
who had been cons idered separat e and apart from represent at ive s  
a s s igned acqu i s i t ion and serv i ce work w i th in dustr i a l  groups _  . . .  
were t aken over by the l ine organ i z at ion in our branch o ff i c e s . 
Thi s  H. I . A .  promot ion a lon g w i th  other B lue Cro s s - B lue  Sh i e l d  
act iv i t ies  was a s sumed b y  many i n dustr i a l  a s  we l l  a s  rura l repre ­
sentat i ves . Thi s  evo lut ion in our deve lopmen t program had 
advantage s in gett ing a l l emp loyee s of  ou r P l an to recogn ize  
Rura l and H . I. A. ' s  as  an  in tegra l part of  ou r en t i re program . . 
I t  had di sadvantages  in expect ing some represen tat i ves  who were 
not too we l l  trained or en thu s i a s t i c  abou t the Rura l Prog ram to 
take the time needed for a proper approach and nece s s ary fo l low ­
thro�gh for suc ce ssfu l H . I. A. campaign s. 
EXPANS I ON AND SPEC IA L I ZATION 
The next steps , an d the method we are at pre sen t fo l low i n g, prQvides  
for d i rect ion throu gh our l ine organ ization w i th men sµp�rv i s ed by 
Rura l Man agers a s s i gned to ei ght H. I . A .  D i str i c t s . Th e C;i ght rnen 
work with  the I .  H. I. A .  D i stri ct Chai rman ( for same are a )  in bu i l d i n g  
stronger H . I. A. 's and are respon s i b le through l ine organ i z a t ion t o  
the i r  managers for Blue Cros s - B l ue Sh i e l d  a cqu i s i t i on a n d  advi sory 
servi ces  provided . Con s i derat i on i s  b e i n g  g i ven to s ome chan g e s  
and revi s ion s i n  o u r  presen t operat i on . ;  . perhaps w i t h Rura l men 
being ass igned add it ion a l  respons i bi l i t i e s  in s erv i n g  some agr i -
c u 1 tu r a 1 e mp 1 o ye e group s ( sub s i d  i a r i e s  of  I . A . A . J an d s rna l 1 
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potential groups in towns under 2500 population. If this revision 
is made ... and the rural men are given time to do the things they 
should do in securing a better cross-section of persons eligible 
through H. I.A. as well as handle other small groups ... more 
districts with less area to cover would seem practical. 
RECEIVING GOOV SUPPORT 
Now with good prospects of an H. I.A. in each of our Illinois counties 
with more support provided through I. H. I.  A. , I.  A. A. , F. B. , H.B. 
and I.A.A. Women ' s  Committee ... we should , with more concentrated 
effort , do a better j ob in enrolling a much higher percentage of 
our potential. However , because of the uncertainty in the minds 
of our Rural men as to what their future assignments will be . , . 
I would recommend early action ... in dividing the State into about 
ten compact districts with about equal potential rather than exact 
size. I think one man working in the field as supervisor under 
the State Area Manager should have the responsibility of coordinating 
and directing the activities of the ten Rural men. If the table of 
organization could permit raising the salary grade of Rural men who , 
with - the assignment suggested , would be responsible for more volume 
than many one branch managers ... it would do much in developing 
esprit de corps among Rural men. 
As we look into the future we see an urgent need for increased 
activity on the part of both County and State H.I.A. They must be 
led into assuming more responsibilities and gain proper leadership 
in the rural health field. This must be developed from the ground 
up with County H. I.  A. ' s  providing more and expecting more of the 
I.H. I.A. The . I.H. I.A. could under proper guidance become a power­
ful influence in a broad health field. The Chicago Blue Cross­
Blue Shield Plans could well look to I.H. I . A. in development of 
broad health service programs of mutual benefit. 
FUTURE LOOKS GOOV 
This may seem visionary but before the mid-sixties arrive I think 
it possible for our Plans to be successfully operating statewide 
... with every citizen in Illinois eligible for Blue Cross-Blue 
Shield services through only two different ways : (1) Through 
the common payroll group , (2) Through H. I.A. (the community group) .  
I t  will perhaps be necessary t o  have a few different contracts and 
different rate structures within each. The aged , the known health 
condition group, etc . ... may be required to pay higher rates or 
have less comprehensive contracts. All in group (2) should be 
required to pay nominal dues into their County H.I.A . ... that 
would then place them in a financial position to do more in the 
way of preventive health care than j ust the sponsoring of a few 
local proj ects. 
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In conclusion , I am most grateful for some of the n ice things 
said· by our leaders and co-workers concerning my efforts in 
the . development of our rural program. "Now t t  sh.ould be con­
sidered only the beginning in our "onward and forward" movement 
for the things that make for a stronger body , mind . and soul. 
The experience gained working with the fine leadership and the 
loyal support received during the past decade has surely en-
riched my life. 
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CHAPTER IX 
HISTORY OF BLUE CROSS-BLUE SHI ELV IN I LL INOIS 
by 
Rt.dh BMnnan Odle 
The name " BLUE CROSS" and the Blue Cross emblem are so well known 
that the public is often inclined to think that Blue Cross always 
existed . The fact is that the prepayment idea and the first hospital 
Plan that was a forerunner to the great Blue Cross movement started 
in 1929, in Dallas, Texas . 
This was during the depression when few people had money to pay 
hospital bills . A group of school teachers and a Dr . Justin Forcl 
Kimball, superintendent of the Baylor University Hospital in Dallas, 
Texas, got together and founded the first Plan . . .  after one of their · 
members had a long stay in the hospital following a broken hip . The 
installment idea which has done so much to move goods in the Americap 
economy was j ust then taking hold . And this kindly hospital superin­
tendent had taken in the shcool teacher without funds and given her 
the hospital care she needed . Then he had allowed her to pay back 
what she owed . . .  a little at a time in installments . . . after she 
recovered and went back to work. 
Dr. Kimball and a group of the school teacher's friends got together 
and helped to form a group . . .  and each one paid a small amount 
monthly into a special hospital care fund . This was used to help 
pay for needed hospital care . . .  when anyone of the group needed it . 
I VEA WORKEV 
The idea worked and news of it spread like wildfire . Soon. here and 
there over the country other Plans sprung up. Started by civic 
leaders and hospitals in various cities over the country . . .  these 
hospital Plans made it possible for working people to pool their 
funds and budget for future hospital care . It helped hospitals 
too . . .  by making it possible for people to get and pay for hos­
pital care when they need it . 
Here in Chicago, preliminary work to organize our Blue Cross Plan 






hospital people, and doctors met one gloomy winter night ... j ust 
when we were coming out of the great depression. Hundreds of 
thousands of people still weren't working. Many of them were 
sick and really needed hospital care ... but couldn't afford to 
pay for it ... and they wouldn ' t  take charity. 
SPECIAL LEGISLATION 
Before any hospital Plan could be organized in Illinois, it was 
necessary for the State Legislature to pass special legislation. 
This was done by the passage of House Bill 845 ... which was 
introduced on April 16, 1935, by B. R. Johnson. Upon the passage 
of the bill ... it became possible to form a hospital care Plan 
as a "uvic.. oJtganization, not oJtganize..d 60ft p!to6U bux. ope..Mte..d 
e..xc..lu.6ively 60ft the. p!tomotion 0 6  .ooual WUoaJte... " 
Men like Taylor Strawn, Charles Schweppe and a group of their 
civic-minded friends put up $ 30, 050 as a working fund to start 
the Plan on its course in Chicago. And this Plan was incorporated 
on October 1, 1936, as Ho.opUal Se..Jtvic..e.. Co!tpoJta.:tlon.  
The original incorporators of this non-profit community service 
organization were Dr. Arthur C. Bachmeyer, head of the University 
of Chicago Clinics, Rev. John W. Barrett, diocesan director of 
Catholic hospitals for the Arch Diocese of Chicago, Dr. Irving S. 
Cutter, dean of Northwestern University, J. Dewey Lutes, admini­
strator of Ravenswood Hospital, Alfred C. Meyer, president of 
Michael Reese Hospital, Charles H. Schweppe, president of the 
Board of Trustees of St. Luke's Hospital and Taylor Strawn, the 
head of Elgin Watch Works and trustee of Grant Hospital. 
The Chicago Plan for Hospital Care ... as it was know ... enrolled 
as its first member Fred L. McNally, vice president of Rand McNally, 
on December 23, 1936, j ust two days before Christmas and benefi�s 
became effective on January 21, 1937. By the end of 1940, the Plan 
was operating so that all of the funds loaned by civic leaders could 
. be paid back. 
FIRST OFFICERS ANV VIRECTORS 
The officers and directors during the first year included Taylo� Strawn, 
president, J. Dewey Lutes, vice president, Charles H. Schweppe, treasurer, 
and Rev. John W. Barrett, secretary. Other directors were Arthur Andersen, 
Arthur C. Bachmeyer, M.D., Asa S. Bacon, Joseph Baer, M.D., Ronald P. 
Boardman, Irving S. Cutter, M.D., Frank J. Lewis, E. F. McDonald, Jr., 
Louis D. Moorhead, M.D., Rollo K. Packard, M.D., and Robert T. Sherman. 
Similar individual hospital Plans were set up in some of the larger 
cities over Illinois, including Peoria, Alton, Decatur and Danville , 
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which later merged with the Chicago Plan. A hospital Plan likewise 
was set up in Rockford ... which s till operates there. 
As the hospital Plan movement grew, many individual Plans were started 
up over the country .. . with individual benefits. and dues. All were 
designed to meet local needs and customs. The American Hospital 
Association took its first  step toward as suring the quality of this 
great hospitalization movement by recommendin·g standards for such 
organizations . 
Seven essentials were listed as. necessary characteristics if a group 
hospitalization Plan was to maintain s tandards. acceptable to the 
American Hospital Association . Those seven essentials were : 
1 .  EmphMA/2 on  public_ we1.6Me 
2 .  Limitation to hoJp,L:ta,i_ c_ha1tg� 
3 .  EnLl-6.tment 0 6  pJto 6�Jlonal and public_ inteJteAU. 
4 .  FJte,e, c.hoic_e, 0 6  phyJiuan and ho-6.pilal 
5 .  Non-pJto 6it oJtganizatlon 
6 .  Ee.anomic_ -6.oundn�J. 
7 .  Coope,Jtative, and digni6,[e,d pJtomotion 
In September, 1936, the Julius Rosenwald Fund granted a request from 
the American Hospital As sociation for funds with which there was 
established the Commission on Hospital Service . .. which changed its 
name to the Blue Cross Commission in 1946. 
The center of the Blue Cross which is now used by all approved Blue 
Cross hospital Plans ... contains the insignia of the A.H . A .  It has 
been copyrighted and the right to use it is given to approved Blue 
Cros s Plans who meet certain s tandards of service and benefits, 
prescribed by the Blue Cross Commission. The name Blue Cross was 
adopted by a number of Plans, and our own Plan for Hospital Care 
of Hospital Service Corporation, added the name of Blue Cros s and 
began to use the Blue Cros s insignia on its literature and letter­
heads in September, 1945. 
Going back to the early days ... let's briefly review the history 
of our own Blue Cros s Plan ' s great growth. From a puny infant with 
les s than a 50- 50 chance of survival at birth, we grew like JaGk ' s  
proverbial bean- s talk. In 194 7, we were only 10 years old, but we 
were a very lusty 10-year old. Already we were a giant among the 
country ' s  Blue Cros s Plans with a total of 1, 182, 584 members in 









MERGE WITH CHICAGO 
In 194 7 ,  the Vanvill.e Blue C�o-6-6 · Plan, founded in 19 37 , merged with 
the Chicago Plan. This was done at the recommendation of the 
Illinois Hospital Association. The Danville Plan had some 1 3 , 000 
members in Iroquois, Edgar and Vermilion counties. The territory 
added to that already served by Blue Cross Plan for Hospital Care, 
made a total of  39 countie.s in central and northern Illinois which 
were served by the merged Blue Cross Plan for Hospital care of 
Hospital Service Corporation ... with headquarters in  Chicago. 
Across the entire country, as well as in Illinois , membership con ... 
tinued to climb steadily. Rapid growth in th.e adolescent Blue Cross 
Plan meant growing pains through. Administration, transfers and 
reciprocity of b�nefits among the several Blue Cross  Plans nationally 
and in our state caused many a headache. The Illinois Hospital 
Association suggested that the various Plans form a single coordi­
nated association. The Cen,t.Jw,l Hol.>JJlial SMvic.e AM oeiation, the 
Blue Cross Plan in PeoJt,[a, which was. founded in 1936 and served 29 
central Illinois counties, recognized the wisdom of this suggestion . 
In a short time, the suggestion became a fact , and in 194 7 ,  Peoria 
also j oined forces with our Plan. In 194 7 ,  too , our Plan increased 
benefits from 21  days to 30 full days and 90 half days in each 
calendar year. 
1948 saw another merger. The Vec.a.tM HMplial Se�vic.e Co�po�on., 
after 10 years of serving Decatur and 10 adj acent counties , also 
merged with our Chicago Blue Cross. Plan. Thi s  meant that approxi ... 
mately one-half of the state ' s. area was then served by this Plan. 
In 1952, the S.t.. Louil.> Blue C�oM Plan .. . which had enrolled 
members in counties in Southern Illinois ... decided to discontinue 
operations in Illinois and recommended to its members that they 
transfer to our Plan. Therefore , approximately 100 , 000 members were 
added in this way . The AUon Plan had merged with the St. Louis Plan 
less than one year earlier ... and its members were included in this 
merger. 
Today ... enrollment in our Blue Cross Plan has passed the 2- 3/4 
million membership mark and now operates in all but one Illinois 
county , which is serviced by the Illinois Hospital Service � Inc. 
of Rockford. 
Today , 240 hospitals in Illinois sponsor this Blue Cross Plan and 
provide its service benefits to members. In addition,  we provide 
the same benefits in more than 6 , 000 Blu� Cross hospitals in the 
United States , and in recognized hospitals abroad. 
In 19�7 , this Plan provided 2 1  days of benefits per contract year. 
In 1946 , benefits were increased to 30 full and 90 half days per 
calendar year, with several important additions to benefits besides 
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number o f  days. In 1955 , benefits for Cooperative and Comprehensive 
P lan members were increased to 120 days for each different and un­
re lated i l lness or accident. 
BLUE SHIELD 
Because B lue Cross proved to be a practical and e ffective way for 
people to budget for hospital care , doctors themse lves took up 
the idea of  founding B lue Shield P lans to help people budget for 
medical care benefits. 
The first B lue Shield P lan was organized in California in 1939 . . .  
just 10 years a fter the formation of  the Teachers' Group in Texas 
which marked the beginning o f  B lue Cross. 
Although the B lue Shield movement , both national ly and in I l linois 
is younger than B lue Cross , it has fol lowed in its footsteps. 
Today over 4 3  mi l lion Americans be long to the 7 3  B lue Shield P lans 
which dot the nation. 
The B lue Shield P lan of Chic.ago Me.cl[c.al SeJLvic.e. was first organized 
on November 24 , 194 7 ,  under the sponsorship of  the Chicago Medica l 
Society. The original incorporators inc luded : Haro ld W. Mi l ler , 
M. D. , Warren W. Furey , M. D. , Rol lo K. Packard , M. D � , Wi l lard 0 .  
Thompson ,  M. D. , Frederick W. S lobe , M. D. , Richard Davidson ,  M. D. , 
Wi l liam F. Petersen , M . D. , H.  C lose Hesseltine , M. D. , Arke l l  M. 
Vaughn ,  M. D. 
So great was the pub lic acceptance of this program that other 
surrounding counties c lamored to have this B lue Shie ld program 
extended to them. Therefore , the name was changed to IW,no,u., 
Me.cllc.al SeJLvic.e. in 1950 , and the program was extended to other 
counties , as physicians in various County Medical Societies 
sponsored the program. Today , our B lue Shie ld P lan operated in 
100 counties in I l linois and over 6 ,000 physicians are enro l led as 
participating physicians. 
As o f  September 30 , 1959 , this B lue Shie ld P lan had 2 ,02 3 ,902 
members , while total membership in B lue Shie ld P lans throughout 
the country was over 4 3  mi l lion members. The fact that B lue Cross 
has enrol led over 56  mil lion people under its banner nationa l ly 
. . .  of  whom over 2 - 3/4 mi l lion members belong to our B lue Cross 
P lan . . .  is evidence that it fil ls a vita l human need in he lping 
to bridge the gap between the need of  peop le for hospita l care 
and their abi lity to pay for it. Not only have B lue Cross and 
B lue Shield pioneered the way to hea lth care for mi l lions . . .  
but they have focused pub lic attention on the importance o f  the 
advances o f  medica l science and modern hospita l care that keeps 
pace with it. 
·Thus , working c lose ly together , our B lue Cross and B lue Shie ld P lans 
w 1th headquarters irt Chicago and 2 3  branch o ffices . . .  are making it 
possible for people in the area we serve to solve their hea lth care 



























(Prepared in 1 9 7 7 )  
CHAPTER X 
"THE FUTURE TOVAY" 
William E .  Ryan 
Nove.mbeJt 8 ,  1 9  7 7  
Obviously, it ' s  a pleasure, of course, to be here. This is home 
turf for me. I see a lot of familiar faces, and a lot of new ones. 
I spent almost 30 years marketing Blue Cross and Blue Shield, and 
I particularly enj oy programs like this because it is , for me, a 
kind of family affair. 
As I look around here at all the old faces, and all of the new 
ones, I ' m  struck by the significance of the topic assigned to me 
today. That topic is the future. It ' s  very hard to talk about 
the future without being bromidic, without resorting to a whole 
group of cliches, and without sounding a bit presumptious. I 
intend to keep the bromides, the prognostication, and the preaching 
to a minimum, but I am going to talk about the future because that ' s  
where we ' re going to be from now on. In fact, that ' s where we are 
right now. 
We definitely are at a crossroads in the evolution of Blue Cross 
and Blue Shielr- (I said I ' d  try to keep the bromides to a minimum. 
I didn ' t  say I ' d eliminate them altogether.) Never before have we 
come to a point where we can say as surely as we can today that the 
future is going to be quite different from the past. Never before 
have we had to look at ourselves quite as hard, or ask ourselves 
questions quite as tough. The world in which we grew up, and in 
which we prospered, is changing, and it is changing faster every day. 
NEW ENVIRONMENT 
u 
Those of you who will be selling Blue Cross and Blue Shield ten years 
from now will be working in a very different environment from the old 
one in which I worked when I j oined the Illinois Plan after World War II . 
I had the privilege of being part of the phenomenal growth of Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield during a unique period . When our domination of our 
industry was almost unchallenged. 
It was a great period to live through. It was challenging, it was 
rewarding, and it was fun. I enj oyed it. I miss it. I wish things 
didn ' t  have to change quite so much and quite so fast. 
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I feel a certain sympathy for the lead character in an old movie 
that played on Chicago television a couple of weeks ago. Monte Walsh 
is his name. Monte is the old style American hero - - the cowpoke 
who rides the open range, proud of what he is and what he does, and, 
in a word, content . Then the railroads come .  Big Eastern money 
buys up all the open country. Fences appear everywhere. Pretty 
soon there are lawyers and accountants, and a whole bunch of dudes 
in three-piece suits .  Finally, there isn't much of a place left 
for Monte Walsh. His sidekick marries a widow woman and opens a 
General Store, and as he breaks camp for the last time he tells 
Monte, "Look nobodr gets to be a cowboy forever. 
Well, our cowboy days are over too. Our way of life is changing. 
We've got our special kind of fences, and we're up against our own 
bunch of dudes in three-piece suits. But I for one don't intend to 
go riding off into the sunset. I'm as bullish about the future as 
I am grateful for the past. It, too, is going to be challenging, 
rewarding and fun. But it  is also going to be difficult. 
PRINCI PLES HAVE VALUE 
Obviously, our changing environment requires some changes in ourselves, 
in the product we offer, and in our way of doing business. Not every­
thing we did successfully in the past will have the same place in the 
future . Yet don't forget many of the principles we've lived by con­
tinue to have value and will be our foundation for the future. This 
is important . 
Collectively, Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans have been characterized 
as a lumbering dinosaur, and they've also been called a sleeping giant . 
I think the second fits better. I'm confident we are going to rise up 
and meet the challenges of the future forcefully, effectively, and most 
importantly, successfully. 
The best way to plan for that future is to look very frankly at where 
we are today. What do we see? 
Well, first we see that Blue Shield enrollment is down . by more than 
two million over the last two years, and that the gap between Blue 
Shield and Blue Cross is now over 1 1  million. 
We see intensifying competition. 
We see new concepts emerging, things like ASO, Software houses, HMO ' s  
and other alternate delivery systems , paperless claims processing and 
regionalization. We see new types of coverage such as Dental, Vision 
and Hearing. We see a lot of confusion about cost containment at a 
time when stabilized costs are a real demand. We see alternate 
financing arrangements. We see new actors such as brokers and consultants. 
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We also see opportunity because the market for the services we of fer 
is expanding. 
We see the need to  take ag gre�sive action to  reverse our enro llment 
trend , to deal with the new factors in our environment , a.nd to  take 
advantage of the opportunities. of an expanding market. · 
NEEV TO GROW 
And , finally , we see clearly the need to grow , because in our environ­
ment not to grow is to  wither and die . There are no long term plateaus . 
From this honest look at where we are , we can make some assumptions 
about what we have to  do in the future. 
We can assume that benefit design and delivery changes are necessary , 
and that we must pull together to  become more competitive for National 
Accounts . 
We can assume that most of the marketing trends we see today will con­
tinue , that our compet itors will become more determined , and that 
government and the media will scrutinize our every move , often from 
an adversary point of view . 
You are on the line . You handle the marketing relations with the 
people who purchase our services . They know us through you . 
If you like lots of elbow room , a leisurely pace , nothing and nobody 
closing in on you - - well , now is the time to  ride off into  the 
sunset because I don't think you will like it in th is business from 
now on . 
GOOV NEWS 
That might be called the bad news. Now for the good news - - and 
there is good news. We are not resisting new strategies. 
Last May , the Conference of Blue Shield Plans called for a broad , 
interdisciplinary study of the Blue Shield Product to specify what 
we must do to  reverse our enrollment trend and put us in a better 
competitive position. 
A study team was formed , and a larger Task Force representing a 
broad cross-section of Plans was created to  oversee the study. It 
consists of officials from both National Associations , Blue Shield 
Plans , and Joint Plans. The initial report of the study team , con­
taining 54 specific recommendations , was presented to  the Task 
Force just two weeks ago. 
Those recommendations are being analyzed , refined , and in some cases 
combined. By the time of the Chief Executive Officers' meeting in 
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February , a set of nine or ten maj or recommendations will be ready . 
If accepted , they will form the basis of our strategy to make a 
greater penetration of the National Market . 
I want to emphasize that this study is being conducted in cooperation 
with the Blue Cross Association , and was even before the Plans voted 
the consolidation of national staffs , and that it is truly inter­
disciplinary because it custs across all facets of our national 
organizations and individual Plans . 
It is not simply a marketing study : It is a critical and thoughtful 
examination of our whole way of doing business , and it is approaching 
that examination from the standpoint of the customer . 
Practically, the first order of business was to define this elusive 
thing we refer to as the "Blue Shield Product . "  
Webster defines "Product" as "that which is created so as to be 
available for satisfaction of human wants , "  and further as "the 
output of an industry of a firm . "  
For our purposes , that definition encompasses benefit structure , 
contracts , claims processing , inquiry processing , cost containment 
and controls , pricing structure , underwriting design , financial re­
sources -- and whatever else impacts on our service . The point is , 
everything we do is part of the product we sell . 
Furthermore, the environment itself is part of our product because 
as it changes it continually molds what we offer , improves or de­
creases its receptivity ,  and generally determines whether we have 
a product at all , or merely overhead , or merely inventory . 
I ' m  not going to go through all 54 of the current recommendations 
this afternoon , but I would like to outline the thrust of a number of 
them which I believe will be part of the final recommendations to the 
Plans . 
UNI FORM NATI ONAL PROVUCT 
First and most important , they call for the creation of a uniform 
national product , uniformly designed and uniformly delivered -- not 
one contract - - but a matrix of uniform options . Nothing puts us at 
a greater disadvantage in the current marketplace than the lack of 
a uniform product . 
Closely allied to that uniform national product is a greater degree 
of sophistication in pricing mechanisms . We ' re suffering from an 
inflexibility in our pricing philosophy which is hurting competi­
tively now , and will be an even more serious problem in the future . 
We need to develop a better distinction between "pricing" and "costing . "  
A number of the recommendations involve devising and documenting cost 
, control programs that actually represent a financial savings to the 









between cost control and cost transfer . We aren ' t  goipg to meet 
the demands of our new environment s.i_mply by pas.s.ing cos. ts  on to 
our subscribers . 
The study group has also recommended national phys.ici.a.n partici_-, pating agreements -- something many of us. have seen as necess.a:qr 
for a number of years . Agafn, such national .agreements are 
necessary , if we are to market truly national service benefits . 
This has been a volatile issue in many Plan areas , but a commit­
ment is  needed - whether by par agreement or some other mechanism . 
FEVERALIZEV NATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS 
And there are a number of organi zational recommendations which also 
appear necessary to our goal of having a national product . I think 
it ' s  fair to characteri ze those recommendations as calling for a 
more federali zed National Association rather than the confederation 
which we have today . 
It me�s dele�ating more responsibility to the new National Associations ' 
staff for designing and possibly assisting in selling a national pro­
duct . I t  does not ; however , mean that control flows to the Associations ' 
staff in direct proportion to that responsibility . The Associations 
- remember are the Plans , not the staff . 
Ultimate authority and control must remain with the Plans . The 
Association would be charged to do , individually , those things which 
the Plans cannot do as efficiently or economically for themselves . 
These organi zational arrangements are simply a recognition of our 
new environment . 
We have the largest share of the market in this business today because 
over the years we ' ve capitali zed on local control , local delivery and 
local responsiveness to market demands. They have served us well , 
and the concepts are far from obsolete .  They are st ill our greatest 
strength , and we ' d  be foolish to sap them in any way . 
STRENGTH OR WEAKNESS? 
But , ironically , our greatest strength has also become a . weakness . The 
source of our success on the local level has become the source of our 
problems on the national level . Our competitors know they can ' t match 
the local delivery feature of our Plans, so they have concentrated on 
capitali zing on our weakness at the other end . 
There is no reason we have to be weak in one area in order to be strong 
in another . With some changes in approach, we can be j ust as successful 
in marketing a national product as we are in marketing a local one . 
That ' s  where the organi zational recommendations are pointed . 
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Those recommendations talk about a national marketing strategy, 
national planning procedures and national information system. We 
need to mesh local planning with regional planning, and that with 
national planning. 
I've j ust touched on some of the maj or areas of the study without 
going into all of the literally hundreds of individual areas which 
are being explored. 
The study group is asking a number of questions that have to be 
asked, and have to be answered. Questions like what place co-payments 
and deductibles will have in future product development ?  How do 
we protect and improve our relationship with the medical profession? 
Should we market both indenmity and service benefits, and let the 
customer choose? Is our first obj ective more members or quality 
coverage? Should we have regional as well as local and national 
products? 
They are asking what we should do about Plans that perform poorly. 
They are asking how to get the Chief Executive Officers together 
more frequently to discuss mutual problems. They are looking at 
the impact of future political decisions . 
They are looking very closely at the marketplace and asking how some 
commercials meet our benefit levels at lower cos.ts. They are looking 
at the quality and the professionalism of our Sales. Forces. 
They are also asking if we should develop a National Master Contract 
with the flexibility to meet current market demands. 
I think I can say that every question that bears on our ability to 
grow in our new environment is being asked . 
TO CORRECT PROBLEMS 
This study was begun because we've got some problems. We recognize 
them and we are going to correct them. It's too bad that we have 
to wait until we have problems before undertaking such an extensive 
look at ourselves. We should do it regularly, and in a sense we do 
through our corporate planning programs. 
As we look toward our future and try to plan for it, we ·must make a 
basic assumption that change - - rapid, constant change - - is going 
to characterize our future. We aren't simply going from one era into 
another, we are part of a constantly evolving, constantly changing 
marketplace. 
We're now living in a dynamic period, one that does not forgive 
complacency. 
Right now we are reacting to changes in our market environment . 
We're catching up. In the future that simply won't be sufficient. 
. When you react to something, you are being controlled by it. You 
are at its mercy . 
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In order to  contro l change rather than be contro l led by it, you 
have to  anticipate that change . And once you predict it, you 
have to  direct it . You have to  be a part of the change itself, 
not just a victim of it . 
That means that in the future we have to do some basic things 
different ly . We must be ahead of change . We must switch from 
a reactive to an active frame of mind . 
FUTURE IS EXCITING 
The future wi l l  be demanding and exciting . We ' re going to have 
a maj or p lace in it . We have to make some changes in the way 
we do things , but those changes aren ' t  going to  destroy what 
we are or what we have been . They are going to  be improvements . 
I think you ' l l like them and you won ' t mind at a l l  that you 
"don't get to  be a cowboy forever . "  
THANK YOU . 
(Ed . - "The Fu;tu.Jte, Today" - - an addJz..e.1>-0 by William E .  Ryan, p1Le.1>iden.t 
o n  Blue Shield A.o.o oc,,i,a,tion to the Blue CILo.o.o and Blue Shield National 
MMke.ting Con6e1Lenc.e, - New O!Llean.o , Loui.oiana, Nove,mbelL 8 ,  1 9  7 7 .  
Following the me,ILgelL 0 6  the Blue CILo.o.o M.o oc.iation and. the Blue, 
Shield AM oc.iation in 1 9 7 7 ,  M!t . Ryan wa.o elected .o eniolL exec.utive 
vic.e p1Le.1>iden.t by the me,!Lge,d AM oc.iation.o . }  
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